


Current News Headlines

Trump approval drops & more

than half say he's not fit to

serve





Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons



/& criminals run the nation

CNN’s Tapper Compares Trump to Gangsters

After Press Conference on Midterms

BY: Paul Crookston

November 7, 2018 1:53 pm

CNN anchor Jake Tapper compared President

Donald Trump to mafia bosses Wednesday,

saying his leadership is reminiscent of films

such as The Godfather

Senate confirms Brett Kavanaugh to Supreme

Court

U.S. Senate

votes 50-48 to

confirm Brett

Kavanaugh to

The Supreme

Court.

    Future of Supreme Court’s neutral reputation



rests on Kavanaugh vote

    Melania Trump: Judge Kavanaugh is 'highly

qualified'

Chris Coons on Meet the Press

NBC News

News

Sen. Coons says it's premature to talk about

impeachment

Trump praises Kavanaugh after confirmation

msnbc

Trump praises Kavanaugh after confirmation

Protesters swarm door of Supreme Court

msnbc

Protesters swarm door of Supreme Court

Elie Mystal: We didn't need FBI investigation.

We needed GOP to have decency

Elie Mystal: We didn't need FBI investigation.

We needed GOP to have decency

Bishop Barber on Kavanaugh nomination: ‘This

was a sham’

AM Joy

Bishop Barber on Kavanaugh nomination: ‘This

was a sham’

NYT: White House limited FBI's Kavanaugh



review from the start

Brian Williams

NYT: White House limited FBI's Kavanaugh

review from the start

Sen. Manchin announces 'Yes' vote on Judge

Kavanaugh

Ali Velshi

Sen. Manchin announces 'Yes' vote on Judge

Kavanaugh

Brian Williams

Susan Collins says she'll support Kavanaugh

giving Trump a win/the world and nation a loss

 

     

    Nikki Haley resigns from U.N. post

    President Trump says he has accepted the

resignation of U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley,

who will be leaving at the end of the year.

    Wants to 'take a break' »













nobody thinks so ... dancing in

 the streets...yes!













ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 



ANOTHER TRILLION IN

DEBT 
ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 

ANOTHER TRILLION IN

DEBT 

    KAVANAUGH

ADVANCES   .

News and buzz

Kavanaugh in 1998: If president interferes with

special counsel, he should expect

impeachment

Trump praises Kavanaugh after confirmation

msnbc

Why this is one of the most important midterm

elections ever

Are new talks with North Korea producing

anything positive?

Weekends with Alex Witt



Are new talks with North Korea producing

anything positive?

NYT investigation dismantles Trump’s story of

being a self-made billionaire

AM Joy

NYT investigation dismantles Trump’s story of

being a self-made billionaire

Bishop Barber on Kavanaugh nomination: ‘This

was a sham’

AM Joy

Bishop Barber on Kavanaugh nomination: ‘This

was a sham’





     

    Nikki Haley resigns from U.N. post

    President Trump says he has accepted the

resignation of U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley,

who will be leaving at the end of the year.

    Wants to 'take a break' »

Events surrounding the nomination of Donald

Trump’s Supreme Court pick Brett Kavanaugh

have led many to question the morals and

ethics of some of America’s top political

leaders. Activist Bishop William Baber joins

Joy Reid to discuss.

Elie Mystal: We didn't need FBI investigation.

We needed GOP to have decency

AM Joy

Elie Mystal: We didn't need FBI investigation.

We needed GOP to have decency



Trump Proposes MAJOR cuts to Social

Security

Do you APPROVE of Trump’s cuts to Social

Security?

    This is an OUTRAGE!

Trump budget cuts social security and

medicaid, breaking major promises - Forbes

Oct 8 at 7:08 AM Daily Kos Recommended

    Sen. Susan Collins, liar

    That sound you just heard? It was the

cracking of the patriarchy.



    GOP leader: Women protesting Kavanaugh

were 'clowns' and it will 'all blow over'

    Even after he's confirmed, Kavanaugh might

not be on the court for very long

CNN’s Tapper Compares Trump to Gangsters

After Press Conference on Midterms

BY: Paul Crookston

November 7, 2018 1:53 pm

CNN anchor Jake Tapper compared President



Donald Trump to mafia bosses Wednesday,

saying his leadership is reminiscent of films

such as The Godfather

    'Grief stricken': 'The Walking Dead' cast

reacts to death of actor Scott Wilson

FORMER YALE LAW DEAN:

‘AMERICAN TRAGEDY’



Former Yale Law School

Dean: Kavanaugh’s

Confirmation Is An

‘American Tragedy’

CNN’s Tapper Compares Trump to Gangsters

After Press Conference on Midterms

BY: Paul Crookston

November 7, 2018 1:53 pm

CNN anchor Jake Tapper compared President

Donald Trump to mafia bosses Wednesday,

saying his leadership is reminiscent of films

such as The Godfather

Rep. Lieu: Dems to investigate Kavanaugh if

party wins midterms

Wash. Post editor: No indication missing

journalist was in danger



Supreme Court Calendar: Justice Kavanaugh

facing major cases soon

Trump biographer: No Evidence President

Trump is a billionaire

THE FRAUDULENCE OF SUSAN COLLINS 

THINK

Image: Susan Collins

Opinion

White women will not save us from the

patriarchy — and Brett Kavanaugh proves it

Image: The Senate confirms Supreme Court

nominee Judge Brett Kavanaugh.

Opinion

Democrats' trust in the Supreme Court ended

with Kavanaugh's confirmation

Image: Police look on as protesters are

arrested in the Senate Hart building during a

rally against Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh on Capitol Hill in Washington on

Oct. 4, 2018.

Opinion

Kavanaugh's confirmation reveals the moral

rot that lets us ignore survivors



Kavanaugh vote will drive political backlash if

history is guide

Rachel Maddow

Kavanaugh vote will drive political backlash if

history is guide

Murray: Women will heed Kavanaugh vote as

call to run for office

Rachel Maddow

Murray: Women will heed Kavanaugh vote as

call to run for office

Kavanaugh takes partisan vendetta to high

court with lifetime job

Rachel Maddow

Kavanaugh takes partisan vendetta to high

court with lifetime job

The Rachel Maddow Show

Live updates: Hurricane Michael

heads toward Florida, could be

Category 3 at landfall

CNN’s Tapper Compares Trump to Gangsters

After Press Conference on Midterms



BY: Paul Crookston

November 7, 2018 1:53 pm

CNN anchor Jake Tapper compared President

Donald Trump to mafia bosses Wednesday,

saying his leadership is reminiscent of films

such as The Godfather

The Last Word

Lawrence: ‘The Senate is an unfixable crime

against democracy’

Why Murkowski opposes Kavanaugh

The Last Word

Why Murkowski opposes Kavanaugh



Lawrence: Heidi Heitkamp shows us a profile

in courage

Joe: Kavanaugh's decisions will be tainted by

partisanship

Morning Joe

UN Ambassador Nikki Haley has told staff she

plans to resign

U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley has told staff she

plans to resign. Andrea Mitchell and Hallie

Jackson report.

    Rep. Sanford: ‘Something doesn’t smell right’

with Haley resignation

    Nikki Haley resignation catches officials off

guard

What matters to voters in California 4 weeks

ahead of midterms?

Stephanie Ruhle

What matters to voters in California 4 weeks

ahead of midterms?

New ad suggests Ted Cruz not tough as Texas

Morning Joe

New ad suggests Ted Cruz not tough as Texas



Joe: Trump turns swearing-in into political pep

rally

Morning Joe

Joe: Trump turns swearing-in into political pep

rally

Trump apologizes to Kavanaugh ‘on behalf of

our nation’

Hardball

Trump apologizes to Kavanaugh ‘on behalf of

our nation’

Trump camp sought online manipulation plan

from Israeli firm: NYT

Rachel Maddow

Trump camp sought online manipulation plan

from Israeli firm: NYT

Your deepest, darkest secrets about the

midterm elections.

Anna Brand / NBC News

Midterms 2018

Election Confessions: Your deepest, darkest

secrets about the midterm elections

Democrats, Republicans, Independents and

people unaffiliated with a party shared their

secrets about the midterm elections with NBC



News’ opinion section THINK.

Chris Pappas,

OUT Politics and Policy

Rainbow wave, or a ripple? Record number of

LGBTQ candidates on midterm ballots

Image: Taylor Swift

Opinion

The politics of being Taylor Swift: Her words

matter, but so does her silence

Ford announces plan to lay off workers after

tariffs cost them $1B

Stephanie Ruhle

Ford announces plan to lay off workers after

tariffs cost them $1B

The economy remains strong, but are we

starting to see the first signs of stalling?

Stephanie Ruhle is joined by Politico’s Ben

White to discuss Ford’s plan to lay off workers

after they say President Trump’s tariffs have

cost them a billion dollars.

Report: We have 12 years to limit the effects of

global warming

All In

Report: We have 12 years to limit the effects of



global warming

Hurricane Michael: Gulf Coast braces for

storm, evacuations ordered

News

Hurricane Michael: Gulf Coast braces for

storm, evacuations ordered

#BattlegroundCollegeTour

Politics on campus: What matters to college

Democrats and Republicans?

Katy Tur

Politics on campus: What matters to college

Democrats and Republicans?

How one school is engaging the next

generation in politics

Katy Tur

How one school is engaging the next

generation in politics

California: President Trump’s favorite foe?

Katy Tur

California: President Trump’s favorite foe?

HALEY HITTING

THE EXIT



TOP STORIES

The Only Republican Who Acted Like A Senator

Hillary Clinton Calls Brett Kavanaugh

Swearing-In A ‘Political Rally’

GOP Senator Pushes Disturbing Christine

Blasey Ford Conspiracy Theory

Stop And Frisk Doesn’t Work, Despite What

Trump Says

Journalist’s Disappearance Shows How Little

Saudi Arabia Thinks Of Its Citizens

Pope Francis: Satan Is Stalking The Catholic

Church



Hurricane Michael intensifies as Category 2

storm edges closer to Florida’s Gulf Coast

The storm’s winds topped 110 mph late this

morning, just shy of Category 3, according to

the National Hurricane Center. Michael is set

to make landfall Wednesday along Florida's

Panhandle.By Jason Samenow&Brian McNoldy



Nikki Haley to Resign as Trump’s Ambassador

to the U.N.

    Ms. Haley said she would resign at the end

of the year, marking a high-profile departure of

one of the few women in President Trump’s

cabinet.

    Mr. Trump said Ms. Haley had told him she

wanted a break after two years on the job, and

Ms. Haley said she had no intention of running

for the presidency in 2020.

Here are the major departures from the Trump

administration to date.

CNN’s Tapper Compares Trump to Gangsters

After Press Conference on Midterms

BY: Paul Crookston

November 7, 2018 1:53 pm

CNN anchor Jake Tapper compared President

Donald Trump to mafia bosses Wednesday,

saying his leadership is reminiscent of films

such as The Godfather



    College football's winningest coach dies

    'Venom' breaks records and Lady Gaga

shines at the box office

    Bride gets unexpected edit to first dance

    NFL player ejected for punching opponent

    NFLer kneels before 1st game with new

team

    Why Monica Lewinsky is changing her name



    39.5-point underdog pulls off shocking upset

    Second Pret a Manger allergy death reported

    Alicia Keys partners with husband's ex-wife

U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley resigns, to leave

at year's end

By Noah Bierman  and Tracy Wilkinson

   Tropical Storm Michael will likely slam the

US as a hurricane this week

    Rosa's floodwaters trap people in cars in

Phoenix

    5,000+ could still be missing in deadly quake

Susan Edelman Blank

ROBERT POST, the former Dean of Yale Law School:

“Kavanaugh will thus join the court as the black-robed

embodiment of raw partisan power inconsistent with any ideal of

an impartial judiciary. As the court moves to the right to

accommodate Trump’s appointments, Kavanaugh will inevitably

become the focus of distrust and mobilization. His very presence

will undermine the court’s claim to legitimacy; it will damage the

nation’s commitment to the rule of law. It will be an American

tragedy.”

politico.com

Brett Kavanaugh Cannot Have It Both Ways

As the former dean of Yale Law School, I’m shocked by the…



 As the former dean of Yale Law School, I’m shocked by the

judge’s partisan turn.

By ROBERT POST

October 06, 2018

Share on Facebook

Share on Twitter

Brett Kavanaugh and I differ on most fundamental questions of

constitutional law. Nevertheless, as a former dean of the

institution where he received his law degree, I have withheld

comment on the merits of his appointment. I am proud of the rich

diversity of views that Yale Law School has produced.

Over the past decade, Kavanaugh has been a casual

acquaintance. He seemed a gentle, quiet, reserved man, always

solicitous of the dignity of his position as a judge on the United

States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. It

was therefore with something approaching unbelief that I heard

his speech after Christine Blasey Ford’s testimony.

With calculation and skill, Kavanaugh stoked the fires of partisan

rage and male entitlement. He had apparently concluded that the

only way he could rally Republican support was by painting

himself as the victim of a political hit job. He therefore offered a

witches’ brew of vicious unfounded charges, alleging that

Democratic members of the Senate Judicial Committee were

pursuing a vendetta on behalf of the Clintons. If we expect judges

to reach conclusions based solely on reliable evidence,

Kavanaugh’s savage and bitter attack demonstrated exactly the

opposite sensibility.

I was shell-shocked. This was not the Brett Kavanaugh I thought

I knew. Having come so close to confirmation, Kavanaugh



apparently cared more about his promotion than about preserving

the dignity of the Supreme Court to which he aspired to join. Even

if he sought to defend his honor as a husband and father, his

unbalanced rantings about political persecution were so utterly

inconsistent with the dispassionate temperament we expect from

judges that one had to conclude that he had chosen ambition

over professionalism.

His performance is indelibly etched in the public mind. For as

long as Kavanaugh sits on the court, he will remain a symbol of

partisan anger, a haunting reminder that behind the smiling face

of judicial benevolence lies the force of an urgent will to power.

No one who felt the force of that anger could possibly believe

that Kavanaugh might actually be a detached and impartial

judge. Each and every Republican who votes for Kavanaugh,

therefore, effectively announces that they care more about

controlling the Supreme Court than they do about the legitimacy

of the court itself. There will be hell to pay.

I was in the end prompted to write this essay because on

Thursday Kavanaugh published a remarkable editorial in the Wall

Street Journal in which he apologized for his rash words and

attempted to reclaim for himself the “independence and

impartiality” so necessary for judges. But judicial temperament is

not like a mask that can be put on or taken off at will. Judicial

temperament is more than skin-deep. It is part of the DNA of

person, as is well illustrated by Merrick Garland, who never once

descended to the partisan rancor of Kavanaugh, despite the

Senate’s refusal even to dignify his nomination with a hearing.

Judge Kavanaugh cannot have it both ways. He cannot gain

confirmation by unleashing partisan fury while simultaneously

claiming that he possesses a judicial and impartial temperament.

If Kavanaugh really cared about the integrity and independence

of the Supreme Court, he would even now withdraw from



consideration.

But I see no evidence that he is about to withdraw. Kavanaugh

will thus join the court as the black-robed embodiment of raw

partisan power inconsistent with any ideal of an impartial

judiciary. As the court moves to the right to accommodate

Trump’s appointments, Kavanaugh will inevitably become the

focus of distrust and mobilization. His very presence will

undermine the court’s claim to legitimacy; it will damage the

nation’s commitment to the rule of law. It will be an American

tragedy.   Share on Facebook  Share on Twitter Robert Post

is Sterling professor at Yale Law School. This

article is adapted from original version,which

appeared on the blog Take Care.

But I see no evidence that he is about to

withdraw. Kavanaugh will thus join the court



as the black-robed embodiment of raw partisan

power inconsistent with any ideal of an

impartial judiciary. As the court moves to the

right to accommodate Trump’s appointments,

Kavanaugh will inevitably become the focus of

distrust and mobilization. His very presence

will undermine the court’s claim to legitimacy;

it will damage the nation’s commitment to the

rule of law. It will be an American tragedy.







 Trump trump mocks Ford's sexual assault

testimony

    Breaking News

    Hear Trump's remarks

Dear Reader, 

He’s a successful businessman who never held

public office before winning the Presidency…

He’s coming into power after an electoral

college landslide…

And he did it by beating an out-of-touch New

Yorker opponent.

Once in office, he launches a vast trade war,

promising to stand up for America’s heartland,

with 890 increased tariffs in total.

He even slashes immigration levels to America

by 90%, while cracking down on illegal

immigration through deportations targeting as

many as 1.8 million people.



You may think I’m talking about Donald Trump.

But I’m actually describing Herbert Hoover,

America  31st President.

The similarities between Trump and the man

who saw a Great Depression happen under his

watch are eerie.

And they won’t stop here.

Over the last six months, my firm and I have

spent hundreds of hours (and tens of

thousands of dollars) in research to reach one

shocking conclusion.

My research shows…

President Trump is about to face a crisis on

the level of what President Hoover saw in

1929.

But it’s not the kind of crisis anyone expects.

And just like with Herbert Hoover – the crisis

could shut Republicans out of the White House



for a generation or longer.

This presentation reveals exactly why.

Sincerely,

Brett Aitken

Managing Director, Stansberry Research

BREAKING: Dear Investors and Visitors, Please

Read This!

JIM ROGERS: Market Correction is Coming!

"Get prepared" as "We’re Going ‘to Have the

Worst Economic Problems We've Had in Your

Lifetime or My Lifetime’



























11-09-18 

Politics Bloomberg Trump’s

Approval Rating Plunges



Amid Wave of Pre-Midterm

Violence

A series of mail-bombs to

prominent Trump critics and

a deadly attack at a

Pennsylvania synagogue

have stirred criticism of the

president’s polarizing

rhetoric, especially as the

November midterm

elections approach. “The

Fake News Media, the true

Enemy of the People, must

stop the open & obvious



hostility & report the news

accurately & fairly,” Trump

said in a posting on Twitter.

On Friday, a Florida man

known to have attended

Trump campaign events

was charged in connection

with mailing at least 13

suspected explosive

devices that targeted

high-profile Democrats,

including former pres. B.

Obama and Hillary Clinton.

Trump’s coup d’etat to protect himself from

Mueller should worry investors and businesses 



CNN

Defiant Trump battles press and threatens

Democrats

house

222

Democrats

218

199

Republicans

senate

46

Democrats

50

51

Republicans

TRUMP FIRES SESSIONS

    US Attorney General Jeff Sessions looks on

during a press conference regarding the arrest

of bombing suspect Cesar Sayoc in Florida, at

the Department of Justice in Washington, DC

on October 26, 2018. - The suspect has been

charged with five federal crimes in connection

with more than a dozen suspicious packages



sent in a US mail bombing spree, Sessions

said. (Photo by ANDREW

CABALLERO-REYNOLDS / AFP) (Photo credit

should read ANDREW

CABALLERO-REYNOLDS/AFP/Getty Images)

    Breaking News

    In a series of tweets, the President said the

Attorney General's chief of staff would be his

temporary replacement

    live updates Trump thanks Sessions for his

service

    Toobin: Trump taking charge of Russia probe

    Read Jeff Sessions' resignation letter

    The new acting attorney general wrote this

opinion about Mueller for CNN last year

12 killed in shooting at bar

    LIVE UPDATES

    The shooter has been identified as

28-year-old Ian David Long, according to

Ventura County Sheriff

    What we know about the gunman

    6 off-duty officers were at the bar last night

    Dad: I tracked his phone, it's still at the bar



    In photos: Mass shooting at California bar

    Sheriff on veteran officer: He died a hero

    People were line dancing when the gunman

started firing

    What we know about the shooting at

Borderline Bar & Grill

    NEW YORK, NY - AUGUST 08: Robert S.

Mueller III, Director of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI), speaks at the International

Conference on Cyber Security (ICCS) on August

8, 2013 in New York City. The ICCS, which is

co-hosted by Fordham University and the FBI,

is held every 18 months; more than 25

countries are represented at this year&#39;s

conference. (Photo by Andrew Burton/Getty

Images) CLEVELAND, OH - JULY 21:

Republican presidential candidate Donald

Trump gives two thumbs up to the crowd

during the evening session on the fourth day of

the Republican National Convention on July 21,

2016 at the Quicken Loans Arena in Cleveland,

Ohio. Republican presidential candidate

Donald Trump received the number of votes

needed to secure the party&#39;s nomination.



An estimated 50,000 people are expected in

Cleveland, including hundreds of protesters

and members of the media. The four-day

Republican National Convention kicked off on

July 18. (Photo by Chip Somodevilla/Getty

Images)

    Mueller's team has begun writing its final

report in the Russia probe

    • What does Sessions' firing mean for

Mueller?

    Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg,

celebrating her 20th anniversary on the bench,

is photographed in the West conference room

at the U.S. Supreme Court in Washington, D.C.,

on Friday, August 30, 2013. (Photo by Nikki

Kahn/The Washington Post via Getty Images)

    Breaking News

    Justice Ginsburg hospitalized after

fracturing ribs in fall

    • How RBG became an equal rights icon

CNN      Michelle Obama says she'll never

forgive Trump

    WASHINGTON, DC - JANUARY 20: President

Donald Trump (2nd-L) First Lady Melania Trump



(L), former President Barack Obama (2nd-R)

and former First Lady Michelle Obama walk

together following the inauguration, on Capitol

Hill in Washington, D.C. on January 20, 2017.

President-Elect Donald Trump was sworn-in as

the 45th President. (Photo by Kevin

Dietsch/Pool/Getty Images)

    The former first lady says the 'birther'

movement stoked by Trump put her family at

risk, according to memoir excerpts obtained by

the Washington Post

    breaking Trump pushes back at Michelle

Obama

    Michelle Obama 'felt like I failed' after

miscarriage

    Michelle Obama blasts Trump in new book

    Michelle Obama opens up about infertility

    Opinion: 'When they go low, we go high' still

stands

    Trump jets to Paris, leaving tumult behind

    WASHINGTON, DC - AUGUST 29: Department

of Justice Chief of Staff Matt Whitaker (R)

participates in a round table event with the

Joint Interagency Task Force - South (JIATF-S)



foreign liaison officers at the Department of

Justice Kennedy building August 29, 2018 in

Washington, DC. Based in Key West, Florida,

the JIATF-S is tasked with stopping the flow of

illicit drugs with the cooperation of other

agencies and international partners, including

Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Dominican

Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, France,

Honduras, Mexico, the Netherlands, Panama,

Peru, Spain, Trinidad and Tobago and the

United Kingdom. (Photo by Chip

Somodevilla/Getty Images)

    Whitaker backlash prompts concern at the

White House

    • Acting AG's link to a 'scam' company

    • Analysis: These 4 control fate of Mueller

probe

    Mandatory Credit: Photo by MIKE

NELSON/EPA-EFE/REX/Shutterstock (9970699n)

A woman who fled the Borderline Bar and Grill

where a gunman injured 11 people is hugged

by relatives in Thousand Oaks, California, USA,

08 November 2018. California Bar shooting,

Thousand Oaks, USA - 08 Nov 2018

    He went from Marine vet to mass shooter.



Investigators want to know why.

    • Video shows inside bar during shooting

    • Victims incude student, officer, veteran

    Top stories

    The Paradise Inn hotel burns as the Camp

Fire tears through Paradise, North of

Sacramento, California on November 08, 2018.

- More than one hundred homes, a hospital, a

Safeway store and scores of other structures

have burned in the area and the fire shows no

signs of slowing. (Photo by Josh Edelson / AFP)

(Photo credit should read JOSH

EDELSON/AFP/Getty Images)

    One California fire doubled in size in 90

minutes

    Photos | Town destroyed | Evacuation

ordered

    NYT: Ocasio-Cortez can't afford DC

apartment until congressional salary starts

    Trump threatens more reporters' credentials

    Trump asks reporters to respect the

presidency, as he calls one a 'loser'

    Is ban justified? Can CNN sue? Q&A about

White House action against Jim Acosta



    Trump to CNN reporter: What a stupid

question. You ask a lot of stupid questions.

    Trump slams George Conway: You mean 'Mr.

Kellyanne ...'

    News and buzz

    53 m

    Crude oil plunges rapidly into a bear market

    29 m

    Trump signs proclamation limiting asylum

    6 m

    Flight attendant breastfeeds flier's baby

    NFL player who made history dies

    Meg Ryan and John Mellencamp are

engaged

    Police find the SUV used to abduct missing

teen

    Iconic pop group announces reunion tour

    Oakland traded $141M star. Now others are

afraid

    What late-night hosts will do to protect Ruth

Bader Ginsburg

    Sears and Kmart closing 40 more locations

    Players help coach score points with

girlfriend



    Content by SafeSound

    Tragic girl's life could've been saved by 1

device

    The election isn't over

    Analysis

    It was WAY better for Democrats than most

people seem to think

    What we know about the votes out of

Broward

    Toobin: It's a 'count,' not a 'recount'

    Democrat takes a thin lead in Arizona

Senate race

    Gov. Rick Scott claims rampant fraud in

Florida

    Analysis: How to wake the 'too woke to

vote'?

    Anthony Bourdain's final episode

    Musician and Bourdain appreciated a grittier

period

    Exploring a less extraordinary Lower East

Side

    'Parts Unknown' guest had a dream about

Tony



Check these out

The unbridled joy of dogs catching treats

Colorization presents WWI in vivid detail

Democratic congressional candidate Ilhan

Omar is greeted by her husband&#39;s mother

after appearing at her midterm election night

party in Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.

November 6, 2018. REUTERS/Eric Miller

The week in 26 photos

East End by David Bailey

London as you've never seen it

    CNN Business

    Dow

    -257.14

    25,934.08 / -0.98%

    Nasdaq

    7,369.64

    -161.241

    S&P

    2,770.73

    -36.1

    Updated 01:33pm EST, November 9

    Facebook's Portal+ is going to be a hard sell



    Broadway ditches age-old processes for

iPads

    Top stories

    Breaking Trump considering Chris Christie

and Pam Bondi for attorney general

    Reporters condemn White House decision to

bar Acosta

    Jim Acosta responds to Trump

    Georgia's Kemp resigns as secretary of

state with governor's race still undecided

    Georgia Democrat Lucy McBath elected to

Congress following tight race

    Late night reacts to firing of Jeff Sessions

    White House moving ahead with new rule to

limit number of asylum seekers

    Ex-Nixon counsel: This was 'planned like a

murder'

    Analysis: Trump senses post-midterm

window to wound Mueller

    GOP lawmaker slams Trump's remarks

    N. Korea 'really angry' at US as tensions rise

    What we know about the gunman

    The former Marine who killed 12 people in

Southern California met with a mental health



specialist in April

    Video shows inside bar during shooting

    Father's parting words to son killed in

shooting: 'I love you'

    Sergeant who confronted shooter hailed a

hero

    Thousand Oaks victims include college

student and law enforcement officer

    Tamera Mowry-Housley reveals niece killed

in mass shooting

    Opinion: There are no safe places

    A White House intern reaches for and tries

to take away the microphone held by CNN

correspondent Jim Acosta as he questions U.S.

President Donald Trump during a news

conference at the White House in Washington,

U.S., November 7, 2018. Picture taken

November 7, 2018. REUTERS/Jonathan Ernst

(Picture 6 in a sequence of 15)

    White House press secretary tweets

misleading video from InfoWars

    • Fact-checking Trump's combative press

conference

    NEW YORK, NY - AUGUST 08: Robert S.



Mueller III, Director of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI), speaks at the International

Conference on Cyber Security (ICCS) on August

8, 2013 in New York City. The ICCS, which is

co-hosted by Fordham University and the FBI,

is held every 18 months; more than 25

countries are represented at this year&#39;s

conference. (Photo by Andrew Burton/Getty

Images) CLEVELAND, OH - JULY 21:

Republican presidential candidate Donald

Trump gives two thumbs up to the crowd

during the evening session on the fourth day of

the Republican National Convention on July 21,

2016 at the Quicken Loans Arena in Cleveland,

Ohio. Republican presidential candidate

Donald Trump received the number of votes

needed to secure the party&#39;s nomination.

An estimated 50,000 people are expected in

Cleveland, including hundreds of protesters

and members of the media. The four-day

Republican National Convention kicked off on

July 18. (Photo by Chip Somodevilla/Getty

Images)

    Mueller's team has begun writing its final

report in the Russia probe



    • Sessions replacement called Mueller's

appointment 'ridiculous' and 'a little fishy'

    Top stories

    A Northern California fire is growing at a
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Jeff Sessions forced out as attorney general

Sessions’s chief of staff to be acting

replacement and assume oversight of special

counsel probe

The departure of Jeff Sessions ends the tenure

of a loyalist President Trump soured on shortly

after taking office in 2017 because the former

senator from Alabama had recused himself

from oversight of the investigation of Russian

interference in the 2016 presidential

campaign.

    By Devlin Barrett, Matt Zapotosky and Josh

Dawsey1 hour ago

The Fix

Analysis

Trump’s new acting attorney general once

mused about defunding Mueller

Matthew G. Whitaker has mentioned how

someone like him could hamstring Robert S.

Mueller III.



    By Aaron Blake2 hours ago

The Fix: 'You're fired': A timeline of Team

Trump departures

    Video: After a rocky tenure, Sessions

resigns

Trump appears with Sessions in 2017. (AP)

Trump appears with Sessions in 2017. (AP)

Sessions’s law enforcement legacy

overshadowed by Trump’s fury

Sessions has said publicly and privately that

he does not regret recusing himself from the

Russia investigation, believing it was the right

course of action.

    By Sari Horwitz, Devlin Barrett and Matt

Zapotosky3 hours ago

Sessions’s ouster throws future of special

counsel probe into question

The new acting attorney general could sharply

curtail Robert S. Mueller III’s authority or

budget.



    By Rosalind S. Helderman, Matt Zapotosky

and Carol D. Leonnig
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    Opinion Trump freaks out after the election

and ousts Sessions

    3

    ‘You’re a very rude person.’ ‘That’s enough.’

‘Sit down.’ Trump’s news conference turns

hostile.

    4

    Sessions’s ouster throws future of special

counsel probe into question

    5

    Opinion Trump is leaving a trail of ruin

behind him 

Opinions

Trump’s rambling, angry news conference



shows he ignored the message voters sent him

    Editorial Board

Trump just reminded us he’s still a dangerous

authoritarian who will burn it all down

    By Greg Sargent

Trump freaks out after the election and ousts

Sessions

    By Jennifer Rubin

WASHINGTONPOST 11-9-18

rump says he hasn’t talked to acting attorney

general about Russia probe

President Trump sought to play down

speculation that he had brought acting

attorney general Matthew G. Whitaker on

board to curtail the special counsel

investigation, telling reporters that he didn’t

know Whitaker and hadn’t spoken to him about

the probe.



    By John Wagner17 minutes ago

The Fix: Almost everything about Whitaker’s

appointment is problematic

Trump takes aim at Obama, Clinton, judges,

reporters and a host of others

Fielding questions from the media, President

Trump aired an array of grievances and

spewed insults.

    By John Wagner1 hour ago

Election 2018

After Trump and Scott cry ‘fraud,’ critics

pounce on Broward County’s troubled election

history

The Florida county has regularly been a hot

zone for election-night chaos, including the

infamous 2000 presidential campaign.

    By Kyle Swenson2 hours ago

‘This is bad’2:31

(Video: Taylor Turner/The Post; photo: Getty

Images)



Fast-growing wildfire triples in size in Northern

California; deaths reported

The blaze has burned through nearly 110

square miles, destroying thousands of

structures in Butte County, about 90 miles

north of Sacramento. Officials said that there

were reports of fatalities but that they could

not access the affected areas to confirm them.

    By Lindsey Bever, Eli Rosenberg and Jason

Samenow37 minutes ago

    Photos: The wildfire in Paradise

State of emergency declared as fires force

100,000 to flee in Southern California

Federal judge blocks Keystone XL pipeline,

dealing a major blow to Trump

A judge in Montana said the Trump

administration ignored crucial issues of

climate change to further the president’s goal

of letting the 1,200-mile long pipeline be built.

    By Fred Barbash, Allyson Chiu and Juliet

Eilperin



CALIFORNIA BAR SHOOTING

No more guns! 0:29

Susan Orfanos's son was killed in the

Thousand Oaks attack. (Reuters)

‘I don’t want prayers. ... I want gun control,’ a

victim’s parent pleads

The parents of 27-year-old Telemachus Orfanos

channeled their private anguish into a public

cry for gun control.

    By Isaac Stanley-Becker

    Las Vegas shooting survivors live through

another massacre

The Fix

Analysis

Gun-control advocates saw big wins on

Election Day, and then another mass shooting

Instead of shying away from the guns issue for

fear of the powerful pull of the NRA, Democrats

put it front and center in their campaigns.

    By Colby Itkowitz



MORE COVERAGE

‘It can’t be any worse’: Calif. town grieves after

bar massacre as questions remain about

gunman

The lives lost in California

Opinions

Matthew Whitaker has experience advising con

artists. Will he help more under Trump?

    By Catherine Rampell

Now it’s their turn: Blue-state Republicans on

the hot seat

    By Jennifer Rubin

Now I know what it feels like to live in a

banana republic

    By Christian Caryl

Anti-Semitic attacks share a pattern.

Pittsburgh is different.

    By Danny Schiff



What would the ghosts of 1918 tell us about

the perilous world today?

    By David Ignatius

Trump’s authoritarian response to Florida

shenanigans hints at worse to come

    By Greg Sargent

More Top Stories

Sarah Sanders promotes altered video of

CNN’s Jim Acosta, sparking allegations of

visual propaganda

The White House defends its decision to

revoke the correspondent’s credentials as

critics detect manipulation in the video of an

incident during a news conference.

    By Paul Farhi

In new memoir, Michelle Obama blasts Trump

over birther theory and ‘Access’ tape

The first lady’s book is not a Washington read

full of gossip and political score-settling. But



she does lay bare her deep, quaking disdain for

President Trump, going so far as to write that

her “body buzzed with fury” at one point.

    By Krissah Thompson2 hours ago

Election 2018

The Daily 202

Analysis

Four ways the midterm results challenged

conventional wisdom

Democrats patched up the blue wall. They did

not rebuild it. And Ohio is a huge problem for

them with 2020 on the horizon.

    By James Hohmann

Analysis

Turnout was high for a midterm and even

rivaled a presidential election

In highly contentious races that brought out

both sides of the aisles, voter turnout was at

its highest in 50 years.

    By Dan Keating and Kate Rabinowitz



Arizona: Democrat Kyrsten Sinema takes

narrow lead in Senate race as count continues

Florida: Democratic candidates pull into

recount range

Georgia: Kemp’s lead over Abrams narrows

amid voting complaints in governor’s race

MORE ELECTION RESULTS

    HouseSenateGovernor

Wonkblog

Analysis

It ended in 1767, yet this experiment is still

linked to higher incomes and education levels

today

Economists are now finding that one-time

investments in education and training can pay

off for centuries.

    By Andrew Van Dam

This 40,000-year-old cow painting marks a key

moment in the evolution of art

The cowlike creature is among scores of

newfound images of handprints, animals,



people and geometric designs that adorn a

network of limestone caverns in Indonesia.

    By Sarah Kaplan

At the Atlantic, Jemele Hill wants to be a

journalist again

The longtime writer and broadcaster at ESPN

left the company earlier this year and joined

the Atlantic, a much different journalistic

enterprise.

    By Ben Strauss

Live Chat

Her mother-in-law accused her of ‘violating her

kitchen’ — and not how you think

Advice columnist Carolyn Hax is taking your

questions about the strange train we call life.

    By Carolyn Hax
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The most interesting outcomes from the

midterm elections

    By Post Opinions Staff

Millennials’ political nightmare is coming

    By Stephen Stromberg

Trump is leaving a trail of ruin behind him

    By Michael Gerson

Jeff Flake: Will the GOP now embrace Trump’s

dystopian view of the country?

How climate change is affecting rural

Honduras and pushing people north

    By Stephanie Leutert   



12 killed, including sheriff’s deputy, in Calif.

bar shooting

Gunman found dead after ‘horrific’ attack,

police say

The shooting erupted late Wednesday inside a

crowded country-music bar in Thousand Oaks,

near Los Angeles. When the gunfire began,

people were line dancing during the venue’s

“College Country Night,” witnesses said.

Authorities said suspect Ian David Long, a

28-year-old who apparently killed himself after

the shooting, was cleared earlier this year by a

mental-health specialist after an encounter

with police. Investigators have not yet been

able to determine a motive, officials said.

    By Mark Berman, Lindsey Bever, Isaac

Stanley-Becker and Allyson Chiu17 minutes

ago

Photos: The scene in California

Witnesses describe scene1:14

(Video: The Washington Post; photo: AP)

Deputy killed was nearing retirement

Sgt. Ron Helus, a 29-year veteran of the



Ventura County Sheriff's Office, was shot as he

responded to the scene of the shooting.

    By Alex Horton13 minutes ago

Sessions’s ouster raises questions about

Russia probe

The attorney general’s chief of staff, Matthew

G. Whitaker, was named to replace Jeff

Sessions on an acting basis. The move sparked

fears that President Trump might be trying to

exert control over the special counsel probe.

    By Devlin Barrett, Matt Zapotosky and Josh

Dawsey

Sen. Manchin: Removing Sessions puts the

country on verge of a constitutional crisis

Acting attorney general could limit Mueller’s

authority, budget

Democrats and government watchdogs called

for Whitaker to recuse himself from overseeing

the Russia probe, citing his past comments

about the special counsel.



    By Rosalind S. Helderman, Matt Zapotosky

and Carol D. Leonnig

Roger Stone associate challenges Mueller’s

appointment

Acting attorney general Matthew G. Whitaker,

special counsel Robert S. Mueller III and

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell. (Wire

images)

Acting attorney general Matthew G. Whitaker,

special counsel Robert S. Mueller III and

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell. (Wire

images)

The Daily 202

Analysis

Eight people to watch closely after the

shake-up at Justice

The departure of Attorney General Jeff

Sessions tees up tests for Senate Majority

Leader Mitch McConnell, special counsel

Robert S. Mueller III and six others, with the

fate of the Russia probe in the balance.

    By James Hohmann

Cornered and raging, Trump begins his



coverup. Here’s how Democrats can respond.

    By Greg Sargent

Trump’s rambling, angry news conference

shows he ignored the message voters sent him

    Editorial Board

Mueller missed his market — and doomed the

investigation

    By Philip Allen Lacovara

Acosta should sue the president, and

Americans should shun Sanders

    By Jennifer Rubin

If Jamal Khashoggi’s killers elude justice, Iran

will exploit the consequences

    By Boris Johnson

This is the wrong choice to replace Jeff



Sessions — at exactly the wrong time

    By Ruth Marcus

More Top Stories

Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg

hospitalized with fractured ribs

Ginsburg, 85, was admitted to George

Washington University Hospital early this

morning for observation and treatment.

    By John Wagner1 hour ago

Election 2018

Democrat Stacey Abrams, left, and Republican

Brian Kemp. (AP)

Democrat Stacey Abrams, left, and Republican

Brian Kemp. (AP)

GOP’s Kemp claims victory in Georgia

governor’s race as Abrams declines to

concede

Brian Kemp, Georgia’s secretary of state,

submitted his resignation from that office,

though his race against Democrat Stacey

Abrams has not been called. Voting rights



advocates have accused Kemp of

disenfranchising voters.

    By Elise Viebeck26 minutes ago

Washington girds for battle as Trump vows to

resist Democratic probes

President Trump will for the first time face a

divided government as Democrats who won

the House pledged to serve as a check on his

power.

    By Philip Rucker, Robert Costa and Josh

Dawsey

Analysis

Allowing felons to vote likely would have

changed the result in Florida’s Senate race

In close races, even the addition of small

groups of voters could have a dramatic effect.

    By Philip Bump1 hour ago

MORE ELECTION RESULTS
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White House shares doctored video to support

punishment of CNN’s Jim Acosta

Press secretary Sarah Sanders shared an

altered video of Acosta that made his actions

at a news conference look more aggressive

toward a White House intern.

    By Drew Harwell1 hour ago

    White House suspends Jim Acosta’s press

pass after testy exchange with Trump

Hundreds of thousands of Yemenis trapped as

fighting escalates in strategic port city

Civilian casualties are mounting in Hodeida,

and the clashes are nearing medical facilities

— despite U.S. calls for a cease-fire.

    By Ali Al Mujahed and Sudarsan Raghavan3

hours ago



‘They were threatening me and my family’:

Tucker Carlson’s home targeted by protesters

Police said about 20 people gathered outside

the Fox News host's home Wednesday night.

According to social media posts, the

protesters called Carlson a "racist scumbag"

and demanded he "leave town."

    By Allyson Chiu
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CNN’s Tapper Compares Trump to Gangsters

After Press Conference on Midterms

Share



Tweet

Email

BY: Paul Crookston

November 7, 2018 1:53 pm

CNN anchor Jake Tapper compared President

Donald Trump to mafia bosses Wednesday,

saying his leadership is reminiscent of films

such as The Godfather.

Tapper was discussing Trump’s press

conference after the midterm elections in

which Republicans lost control of the House

but gained seats in the Senate. Trump

downplayed the problem and blamed

Republicans in the House who did not embrace

him in their campaigns and subsequently lost.

Tapper said Trump "started out by doing a

dance on the graves of Republicans who did

not show him enough fealty."

"He danced on their graves. He said because

they didn't embrace him they lost, and he was



flip about it," Tapper said. "I've never seen a

president take delight in people of his own

party losing. And the only thing I can compare

that to is some of the works of Francis Ford

Coppola or Martin Scorsese."

Coppola directed The Godfather films, which

won Academy Awards for Best Picture and

Best Director and established his legacy as a

Hollywood legend. Scorsese directed another

classic mob movie, Goodfellas, and won Best

Director and Best Picture Oscars for The

Departed.

"That's how gangsters act—the idea you're not

loyal to them and, therefore, you deserve the

punishment," Tapper added.

To Tapper, Trump’s behavior is the opposite of

past presidents.

"There are plenty of presidents we've seen,

whether Bill Clinton or George W. Bush or

Barack Obama, who lose elections, who lose

members of Congress in these wave elections



whether it's '94 or 2006 or 2010, and there are

members of Congress who didn't want them to

campaign with them because it would be bad

for their re-election, and they understand that,"

Tapper said.

"Trump did that in addition to all the lies and

falsehoods he shared in that press conference

and the denial of the fact that he had a—at

best—mixed election night and the Democrats

taking over the house is a huge problem for

him," Tapper said.

Trump's press conference also included

multiple spats with reporters, including

Tapper's CNN colleague Jim Acosta. Trump

angrily called him a "rude, terrible person"

after Acosta sought to ask an extra question

about Russia and sparred with the president

over his rhetoric about the migrant caravan in

Mexico.-

---
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12 Killed in California Shooting; Gunman



Targeted Bar

    At least 11 bar patrons and a sheriff’s

deputy died late Wednesday in a shooting at a

country and western dance hall in Thousand

Oaks, Calif.

    The gunman is dead, officials said early

Thursday. The bar had been holding an event

for college students.

The number of people wounded was unclear,

but the Ventura County Sheriff’s Office said

about 22 people had been taken to various

hospitals. Mark J. Terrill/Associated Press

California Shooting Victims: Sgt. Ron Helus

‘Went in to Save Lives’

Sergeant Helus was killed in the shooting at

the crowded country music bar, one of 12

people who lost their lives in the attack.

35m ago

What We Know About the Suspect in the

Thousand Oaks Shooting

The authorities identified the gunman as Ian



David Long, 28.

39m ago

Trump Forces Sessions to Resign and Names

Loyalist as Acting Attorney General

    President Trump’s relations with Attorney

General Jeff Sessions never recovered after

Mr. Sessions recused himself from the Russia

inquiry.

    The new acting attorney general, Matthew

Whitaker, previously questioned the scope of

the Russia inquiry by the special counsel,

Robert S. Mueller III.

Justice Department

Trump Says ‘I Don’t Know Matt Whitaker,’ the

Acting Attorney General He Chose

    Matthew G. Whitaker, who now oversees the

special counsel investigation, has visited the

Oval Office several times and is said to have

chemistry with the president, according to

people familiar with the relationship.

    Mr. Whitaker has said that the investigation

has gone too far, and that Robert S. Mueller III



should not be permitted to investigate the

president’s finances.

1h ago

Matthew G. Whitaker’s role in the company

would complicate his confirmation prospects

should President Trump nominate him as

attorney general. Allison Shelley/Reuters

Whitaker Sat on Board of Company Accused of

Scamming Customers

The company used Mr. Whitaker’s position as a

former federal prosecutor to threaten

consumers who tried to get their money back,

court documents show.

LATIMES

Gunman kills 12 at Thousand Oaks bar packed

with college students

A gunman threw smoke bombs and rained

bullets on a crowd of hundreds Wednesday



night. Officials identified the suspect, who died

at the scene, as Ian David Long, a 28-year-old

former Marine who may have had PTSD.

    • Live Updates: Borderline Bar & Grill

shooting

    • A note to our readers: The Times has lifted

its paywall on the shooting coverage

Sheriff’s sergeant called wife, then rushed into

shooting scene. ‘He died a hero’

By Brittny Mejia , Sean Greene  and Rong-Gong

Lin II

    • Witness says she was with 10 others: ‘We

haven’t found half of them yet’

Relatives search for loved ones whose voices

have gone silent

Relatives search for loved ones whose voices

have gone silent

By Andrea Castillo  and Alene Tchekmedyian

    • Some inside Borderline bar had survived

last year’s Las Vegas mass shooting, friends



say

LIVE UPDATES

    A note to our readers: The Times has lifted

the paywall on our Thousand Oaks shooting

coverage

    ‘Our hearts ache today’: Elected officials

respond to Thousand Oaks shooting

    Watch live: Officials hold news conference

for Thousand Oaks shooting

    Body of slain sheriff’s sergeant to be

escorted from hospital to coroner’s office



midterm election 2018

Down two, California Republicans could lose

up to four more House seats

Down two, California Republicans could lose

up to four more House seats



Woolsey fire forces evacuation of Malibu as

fire chews through 10,000 acres in Ventura

and Los Angeles counties

As a wildfire burns nearby, hundreds of

Ventura County residents flock to three vigils

to mourn the dead at the Borderline Bar and

Grill.

    • Here's how those Santa Ana winds get

started and grow stronger

L.A. Zoo evacuating animals amid fire in

Griffith Park

Camp fire in Northern California explodes to

70,000 acres

Camp fire in Northern California explodes to

70,000 acres

Large fires threaten Ventura County

communities; 101 Freeway closed, more than

1,000 homes evacuated

Thousand Oaks shooting



He was a bouncer, she loved music, he wanted

to join the Army — these are the victims of the

Borderline shooting

A dozen people were killed after a gunman

opened fire Wednesday night in a Thousand

Oaks bar. These are their stories.

    • ‘We have been drawn into this terror’: At

vigils, community grieves for victims of

shooting

'An arm, a gun, a blast of orange,' a night of

terror

High school coach says shooter assaulted her

10 years ago

High school coach says shooter assaulted her

10 years ago

    • Steve Lopez: In wake of shooting, it's too

easy for vets who need help to go without

MORNING REPORT

Federal judge blocks Keystone Pipeline XL in

major blow to Trump administration



Federal judge blocks Keystone Pipeline XL in

major blow to Trump administration

Trump moves to sharply restrict asylum, as

major immigration issues head toward

Supreme Court

Acting Atty. Gen. Matthew Whitaker was paid

by a firm the FTC called a ‘scam’

Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg out of hospital

after fall

3 car bombs explode in front of hotel in

Somalia's capital, Mogadishu

Advertisement

other top news

Rep. Linda Sanchez abandons leadership bid

after her husband is indicted on theft charges

Rep. Linda Sanchez abandons leadership bid

after her husband is indicted on theft charges

Caravan migrants leave Mexico City and head

north, some bound for Tijuana

In revealing new memoir, Michelle Obama

candidly shares her story

In revealing new memoir, Michelle Obama

candidly shares her story



    • Trump brushes off comments about him in

Michelle Obama’s upcoming memoir

ELECTIONS

Gavin Newsom has to staff up his

administration fast. Here are the key jobs to

watch

Gavin Newsom has to staff up his

administration fast. Here are the key jobs to

watch

GOP Reps. Rohrabacher and Walters lose

ground in California House races in latest

ballot count

After a suburban secession movement is

defeated in Georgia, a community takes stock

VOICES

    Trump can't figure out a lawful solution to

deal with asylum seekers. That isn't stopping

him

    Wells Fargo says its promises to restore

consumer trust were just ‘puffery.’ But now

they look like lies

    FCC chief tells phone companies to crack

down on robocalls, or else. Sort of



Podcast: On the beat with The Times’ USC and

UCLA reporters

Sears is shutting another 40 stores by

February, including two in Southern California

Union complains about United Airlines’ plan for

fewer attendants on international flights

Union complains 

Michael Finnegan

By Michael Finnegan

    • The ‘blue wave’ down-ballot? Where

Democratic candidates faltered, many liberal

measures found success

    • Republican Rep. Steve Knight concedes to

newcomer Katie Hill in north L.A. County

district

California’s rent control initiative was crushed

in the election. Don't expect the issue to go

away

California’s rent control initiative was crushed

in the election. Don't expect the issue to go

away



Liam Dillon

By Liam Dillon

L.A. County Sheriff Jim McDonnell’s job in

jeopardy as challenger Alex Villanueva takes

vote lead

L.A. County Sheriff Jim McDonnell’s job in

jeopardy as challenger Alex Villanueva takes

vote lead

    • How your neighborhood voted in the

razor-thin L.A. County sheriff's race

Skelton: Gavin Newsom is a potential rock

star. But he’ll need to show he can perform

Skelton: Gavin Newsom is a potential rock

star. But he’ll need to show he can perform

VOICES

    Blue wave or no, Trumpism lives on. And it

continues to be America's loudest voice

    Who behaves like Trump? Deviants. And

delinquents.

    How I learned to love homeless housing in

my neighborhood



MORNING REPORT

Atty. Gen. Jeff Sessions forced out by Trump,

setting up likely clash over the Russia

investigation

Atty. Gen. Jeff Sessions forced out by Trump,

setting up likely clash over the Russia

investigation

YAHOONEWS 

Politics Reuters

Trump fires Sessions, vows to fight Democrats

if they launch probes

Sessions - an early Trump supporter who ran

afoul of the president by recusing himself from

an investigation into Russian meddling in the

2016 White House campaign - said in a letter to

Trump that he had submitted his resignation

"at your request." The 71-year-old former U.S.

senator was informed on Wednesday morning

by White House Chief of Staff John Kelly in a

phone call that it was time to go, said an aide

who spoke on condition of anonymity.

Sessions' departure was the first in what could

be a string of high-profile exits as Trump



reshapes his team to gird for his own 2020

re-election effort. The Republican president

named Sessions' chief of staff, Matthew

Whitaker, as acting attorney general and said

he would nominate someone for the job soon.

Beautiful rainbow forms over Capitol Building

on election night

ABC News Videos

Democrats make early midterm gains but 'blue

wave' yet to materialize

The Guardian

Politics HuffPost

Trump Says He Won't Turn Over His Tax

Returns. It's Not Up To Him Anymore.

President Donald Trump said Wednesday that

he doesn't want to let Democrats

Incoming House Ways and Means Committee

chairman will seek Trump tax returns

Yahoo News

This Was a Great Night, Democrats: Retaking

the House Is Huge

The Daily Beast



CNN reporter's White House credentials

revoked

At a press conference, Jim Acosta had a

heated exchange with President Trump, who

called the reporter a "rude, terrible person."

Network calls it 'unprecedented decision' »

   Politics The Independent

The day after the night before: Trump caps

fractious post-midterm press conference by

firing attorney general Jeff Sessions

Donald Trump capped a fraught midterm

election period by firing his attorney general,

Jeff Sessions, in a move that immediately

provoked fear he may move against the Russia

investigation headed by special counsel Robert

Mueller. The US president spent the day after

    Kemp declares victory, but is historic race

really over?

    Man who defaced Trump's Hollywood star

gets jail time

    Fierce Trump critic poised to lead key



committee

    'Fox & Friends' host insulted during

on-camera interview

    Teacher attempts suicide in classroom, dies

later

Politics Elle

It Is My Greatest Honor to Quit Because You

Are Firing Me

You CAN fire me and also I quit.

After forcing Attorney General Jeff Sessions to

resign, Trump has handpicked Matthew

Whitaker to replace him -- a GOP partisan

who‘s criticized Robert Mueller's investigation

and echoed Trump’s description of it as a

“witch hunt.”

Now, Whitaker will now oversee the very

investigation he publicly denounced. And

Trump sidelined Rod Rosenstein, who had been

overseeing Mueller, in order to put Whitaker in



charge.

We must protect the independence and

integrity of Mueller’s probe as it catches up to

Trump and his team. Already, Mueller has

secured multiple indictments and guilty pleas

from Trump associates. We can’t let Trump

bring in a crony who could shut down this

crucial investigation and deny us the truth and

accountability we deserve.

This is a red alert moment, and we must

respond. Americans will peacefully protest

across the nation to let Trump and his

administration know that they are not above

the law.

Join us on Thursday, November 8th at 5:00

p.m. local time at an event near you. That's

when most events will be, but double check

the date and time for yours when you RSVP!

Trump thought that by waiting until after the

polls closed on Election Day, our voices would

be silent -- but he was wrong. With your help,



our democracy will weather this challenging

moment.

I hope you can join us,

Karen Hobert Flynn, President

and the team at Common Cause

P.S. If the website isn't loading for you, it's

likely because thousands of Americans have

signed up to peacefully protest in just the past

6 hours. There will be events all across the

country at 5 p.m. local time tomorrow. Keep an

eye on Facebook and your email inbox, or go

where people in your community usually

congregate -- you won't be alone.

Albert,

The New York Times just reported that Trump

has fired Attorney General Jeff Sessions --

teeing the President up to hijack control of the

Mueller investigation.

We are on the case -- and planning our rapid



response plans. But this news just underscores

the resounding message the American people

sent yesterday -- we urgently need -- and now

have -- a check on President Trump and his

enablers in Congress.

Albert --

Donald Trump has fired Attorney General Jeff

Sessions in a brazen attempt to stop the

Robert Mueller investigation.

Our immediate response will determine the

future of our democracy. Can you attend a

rapid response rally?

Click here to find and attend an urgent

Thursday event at 5pm local time near Los

Angeles!

Trump quickly announced that Matthew

Whitaker will be in charge of the Mueller

investigation. Wheeler said over a year ago

that the direction of the Mueller investigation

was “deeply concerning.”



Now, thanks to Trump, he’s being setup to

have final say on the scope, budget and

indictments.

That is more than just deeply concerning, it is

a constitutional crisis in the making.

Join people from across the country at an

urgent protest demanding immediate action to

hold Trump accountable -- click here to find an

event near you!

- Charles

Charles Chamberlain, Executive Director

Democracy for America

        BREAKING: ROBERT MUELLER

<admin@boldpac.com>

        Today at 5:56 PM

To



        albert peia 

Message body

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                            

BOLD Democrats is a grassroots movement to

elect a record number of diverse Democrats to

Congress. If you only want our most important

email updates, click here. If you'd like to

unsubscribe, click here.

Jeff Sessions Resigns as Attorney General,

Control of Russia Probe goes to Acting AG

Trump is trying to sabotage Robert Mueller’s

investigation before he can release his

findings!

SO albert, we need 25,OOO supporters to



PROTECT Robert Mueller >>

PROTECT ROBERT MUELLER >>

albert -- this is absolutely unbelievable:

CNN

 

Jeff Sessions Out As Attorney General

And

The Hill

DOJ: Acting AG to Take Over Oversight of

Russia Probe

This is a bare faced attempt to END Robert

Mueller’s investigation before he can release

his report.

How? Just a month ago, Trump’s new Attorney

General wrote that Mueller’s investigation

should be shut down or defunded.

Mueller’s Russia investigation has never been

in more danger.



albert, we need 25,OOO signatures in the next

24 hours to protect Robert Mueller’s

investigation. Add yours now >>

SIGN NOW >>

We’re not exaggerating when we say these

next two months are the MOST CRITICAL of

Robert Mueller’s investigation.

Mueller is predicted to release his report

anytime now, but Trump could stop him before

he has the chance.

Democrats don’t take office for another two

months -- so it’s up to you, albert, to fight back

and protect Robert Mueller.

Add your name TODAY to protect Robert

Mueller’s investigation >>

SIGN NOW >>

This changes everything,

BOLD Democrats. Protect Mueller. 



Attorney General Jeff Sessions’s resignation

letter reveals Trump told him to step down

Economy & Politics

Acting attorney general was board member of

company accused of scam

CNN

    America's Choice 2018

    Obama urges reconciliation, praises

Democrats for midterm victories

    3 h

    McConnell expresses little appetite for

tackling immigration

    Analysis: Trump reckons with new realities

    51 m

    Tapper: That's how gangsters act

    Opinion: If Trump was this bad in 2018, what

about 2020?

    18 m

    Trump: Such a racist question

    2 h

    How Democrats fought their way back

    32 m

    Analysis: Republicans' secret weapon was



Kavanaugh

    2 h

    Opinion: Who really won?

    Analysis: 7 things election night taught us

    See the full election results

    WASHINGTON, DC - SEPTEMBER 09: Sen.

Jon Tester (D-MT) ask questions during a

hearing of the Senate VeteransÕ Affairs

Committee September 9, 2014 in Washington,

DC. The committee heard testimony on

&quot;The State of VA Health Care.&quot;

(Photo by Win McNamee/Getty Images)

    Jon Tester wins re-election in Montana

Senate race

    Nelson calls for recount in Florida

    Trump, Acosta share tense exchange

    Jim Acosta responds to Trump

    McConnell warns Democrats: 'Presidential

harassment' could backfire

    Billionaire Tom Steyer tells newly

empowered Democrats to impeach Trump

    16 Oklahoma educators elected to office

Must-see moments



Hear O'Rourke's passionate concession

speech

LOS ANGELES, CA - AUGUST 02: New York U.S.

House candidate Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

smiles at a progressive fundraiser on August 2,

2018 in Los Angeles, California. The rising

political star is on her third trip away from New

York in three weeks and is projected to

become the youngest woman elected to

Congress this November when she will be 29

years old. (Photo by Mario Tama/Getty Images)

She will be the youngest member of Congress

DeSantis thanks Trump in victory speech

Kristen Leach votes with her six-month-old

daughter, Nora, on election day in Atlanta,

Tuesday, Nov. 6, 2018. (AP Photo/David

Goldman)

In pictures: The midterm elections

    Women and LGBT candidates make history

    People went wild for Colorado's first 'first

man'

    Key House Democrat prepared to fight for

Trump's tax returns

    Abrams refuses to concede in close race



    Top stories

    34 m

    Dow surges nearly 550 points

    1 h

    Lawsuit: Wells Fargo knew for years that

auto insurance was hurting customers

    4 h

    Wells Fargo finds another 145 customers

who lost homes after glitch

    NASA shoots first 8K video of Earth

    1 h

    Nevada becomes the 10th state to eliminate

a 'pink tax' on menstrual products

    1 h

    Day care workers charged after child 'fight

club' video surfaces

    Girl Scouts sue Boy Scouts over name

change

    Watch Russian jet intercept US aircraft

    Amber Alert

    SUV spotted in case of abducted North

Carolina teen

    13-year-old girl abducted outside her home

    Sister: Man came out of nowhere and took



her

    Missing children in the US by the numbers

    News and buzz

    He's the missing piece LeBron needs

    NBA star chartered flight so teammate could

watch brother's debut for Duke

    Carrie Underwood's husband spoofs 'Before

He Cheats'

    Opinion: MLB's $1B free agent class is a

major flop

    NBAers reportedly agree to broadcast

All-Star draft

    Billboard's 'Woman of the Year' is ...

    live Juventus vs. Manchester United

    She got engaged, her cousin wore the ring

    Content by CompareCards

    5 cards charging 0% interest until 2020

    Jury is set in 'El Chapo' trial

    NEW YORK, NY - JANUARY 19, 2017: In this

handout provided by U.S. Immigration and

Customs Enforcement, Federal authorities

announced Friday that Joaquin Archivaldo

Guzman Loera, known by various aliases



including, âEl Chapo,â? will face charges filed

in Brooklyn, New York, following his

extradition to the United States from Mexico.

Guzman Loera arrived in New York under

heavy escort by special agents with U.S.

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)

Homeland Security Investigations and the Drug

Enforcement Administration (DEA) and other

authorities. (Photo by Charles Reed/U.S.

Immigration and Customs Enforcement via

Getty Images)

    'El Chapo' waits to see if he can have the

first hug with his wife in nearly two years

    CNN Business

    This floating pipe could help clean up the

ocean

    Here's where Apple still struggles to sell

iPhones

    WeWork's first school teaches yoga, farming

The worlds oldest figurative artwork from

Borneo dated to a minimum of 40,000 years.

World's oldest figurative artwork found in a

cave



Security footage released by Ryanair shows

employees getting into position for a photo

that went viral. A tweet claimed the crew slept

on the floor at Malaga Airport in Spain, where

they had to stay overnight due to weather

issues. Six employees were later fired.

Flight crew fired over 'fake' sleeping photo

Late night comedians react to split Congress

A Thai fruit vendor waits for customers behind

a diplay of durians in Bangkok on June 1, 2018.

- Thailand plans to shoot durian into orbit to

test its durability in a project that could see

the staple &quot;king of fruits&quot;

consumed in zero gravity conditions. (Photo by

Romeo GACAD / AFP) (Photo credit should read

ROMEO GACAD/AFP/Getty Images)

This fruit caused a plane to be grounded

CULVER CITY, CA - JUNE 14: Abby Lee Miller

attends the Opening Night Party during the

2017 Los Angeles Film Festival at Culver

Studios on June 14, 2017 in Culver City,

California. (Photo by Kevin Winter/Getty

Images)

'Dance Moms' star isn't letting cancer stop her

Armistice Day 2018. Colourised version of a file



photo dated 21/11/1918 which shows the

surrender of the German submarine U-48 to the

Royal Navy at the Essex port of Harwich. The

U-48 was one of 39 U-Boats to surrender, most

of them in perfect condition. The White Ensign

can be seen flying above the Imperial German

Navy flag. Issue date: Tuesday November 6,

2018. See PA story MEMORIAL Armistice.

Photo credit should read: PA Wire

URN:39546232 (Press Association via AP

Images)

New photos of powerful moments from WWI

    Election night takeaways

    18 m

    Obama urges reconciliation, praises

Democrats for midterm victories

    Analysis: A divided Congress, a divided

America

    Analysis: Trump reckons with new realities

    Tapper: This lawmaker could spell trouble

for Trump

    2 h

    Opinion: If Trump was this bad in 2018, what

about 2020?



    Analysis: 7 things election night taught us

    3 h

    Opinion: Who really won?

    3 h

    Opinion: 16 reasons to be excited about the

midterm Rainbow Wave

    Exit poll data for midterms

    CACA

    Local Election Results

    See the full results

    President Donald Trump points at CNN's Jim

Acosta and accuses him of "fake news" while

taking questions during a news conference

following Tuesday's midterm congressional

elections at the White House in Washington,

D.C. Wednesday, November 7, 2018.

    Your CNNgo preview has expired

    Keep watching CNN anytime, anywhere with

CNNgo.

    Sign in to your TV service provider to get

access to

    all of your favorite CNN shows and specials.

    Sign in to your TV Service Provider

    The President declares victory in a



combative conference as he faces fresh

challenges in the House

    Live Updates

        8 min agoTrump and CNN's Jim Acosta

spar over classification of migrants as an

invasion'

        23 min agoTrump and Pence appear to

renew their vows for 2020

        29 min agoTrump warns Democrats about

investigations: 'I'm better at that game than

they are'

        41 min agoTrump criticizes Republicans

who lost after failing to embrace him

        42 min agoTrump talks bipartisanship and

praises Nancy Pelosi

        47 min agoTrump: Dems' handling of

Kavanaugh was part of why they didn't snag

Senate majority

        49 min agoHere's how Trump sees victory

in last night's results

        54 min agoTrump mentions Democrats

and their supporters who worked hard 'like

Oprah, who I like'

        57 min agoTrump claims Republicans

'defied history' with mixed midterm election



results

        1 hr 8 min agoHappening now: Trump

speaks after midterm elections

        1 hr 18 min agoGOP picks up another

office with win in Alaska governor's race

        1 hr 36 min agoSOON: Trump holds a

news conference

        1 hr 37 min agoObama: 'The more

Americans who vote, the more our elected

leaders look like America'

        1 hr 46 min agoDemocrat takes Oklahoma

seat occupied by Republicans since the 1970s

        2 hr 8 min ago'This was the first election

ever where white men were not a majority of

the Democratic candidates for the House'

        2 hr 21 min agoMitch McConnell says

Trump was 'extremely helpful' in midterm

election and previews working with Nancy

Pelosi

        2 hr 35 min agoTrump endorsed 33

candidates on Twitter. 12 of them won.

        2 hr 41 min agoKellyanne Conway spins

House loss, calls Trump a 'consummate

dealmaker'

        2 hr 53 min agoSen. Bill Nelson calls for a



recount in Florida

        2 hr 56 min agoJim Jordan is running for

House minority leader

        2 hr 59 min agoA record number of women

were elected to the House

        3 hr 10 min agoHouse leadership

elections will take place after the midterms

        3 hr 30 min agoTrump 'feels vindicated' by

election results

        3 hr 37 min agoWomen and LGBT

candidates had a historic night

        3 hr 42 min agoMichael Bloomberg:

Americans 'want Congress to stand up to'

Trump

        3 hr 49 min agoHere's what Democrats in

Congress will do once they're in power

        3 hr 54 min agoThere are now 14 states

with so-called Democratic 'trifectas'

        4 hr 1 min agoVoter turnout estimated to

be about 113 million for the 2018 midterm

election

        4 hr 2 min agoTrump will hold a news

conference today

        4 hr 5 min agoIf you're just waking up,

here's a recap of how the 2018 midterms went



down

    U.S. Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) campaigns at

Orlando New Covenant Baptist Church on

November 4, 2018 in Orlando, Florida.

    Nelson calls for recount in Florida Senate

race

    Abrams refuses to concede in close race

    Here's how Trump says investigating him

will backfire

    McConnell warns Democrats: 'Presidential

harassment' could backfire

    LIVE:

    Why investors are cheering gridlock in

Washington

    Where the House and Senate stand now

    Billionaire Tom Steyer tells newly

empowered Democrats to impeach Trump

    Kellyanne Conway deflects question on

Trump's tone

    Full Election Results



Must-see moments

Hear O'Rourke's passionate concession

speech

LOS ANGELES, CA - AUGUST 02: New York U.S.

House candidate Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

smiles at a progressive fundraiser on August 2,

2018 in Los Angeles, California. The rising

political star is on her third trip away from New

York in three weeks and is projected to

become the youngest woman elected to

Congress this November when she will be 29

years old. (Photo by Mario Tama/Getty Images)

She will be the youngest member of Congress

DeSantis thanks Trump in victory speech

Kristen Leach votes with her six-month-old

daughter, Nora, on election day in Atlanta,

Tuesday, Nov. 6, 2018. (AP Photo/David

Goldman)

In pictures: The midterm elections

    Women and LGBT candidates make history

    People went wild for Colorado's first 'first

man'

    Health concerns drive voters to back

Medicaid, weed and transgender rights



    Russia now gloomy on US relations

    Top stories

    57 m

    Day care workers charged after child 'fight

club' video surfaces

    Girl Scouts sue Boy Scouts over name

change

    Colorado man pleads guilty to killing

pregnant wife and daughters

    44 m

    Pentagon renames its border mission

    13-year-old girl abducted outside her home

    15 m

    Sears creditors suggest Chairman Eddie

Lampert structured deals to enrich himself

    US-North Korea meeting postponed without

reason

    NASA shoots first 8K video of Earth

    Husband of Florida woman who went

missing at sea pleads guilty to involuntary

manslaughter

    Watch Russian jet intercept US aircraft

    Lion Air crash



    Wreckage recovered from Lion Air flight

JT610, that crashed into the sea, lies at

Tanjung Priok port in Jakarta, Indonesia,

October 29, 2018. REUTERS/Willy Kurniawan

    Boeing issues new guidance after deadly

crash

    Victims' belongings pulled out of the water

    Doomed Lion Air plane's air speed indicator

was malfunctioning for last four flights

    What we know about the Lion Air plane

crash

    Why recovering plane from sea floor won't

be easy

    News and buzz

    NBA star chartered flight so teammate could

watch brother's debut for Duke

    4 h

    Carrie Underwood's husband spoofs 'Before

He Cheats'

    Harvard paper: Object may have been alien

probe

    Former NFL player dies at age 38

    Queen's Live Aid performance is still pure

magic



    4 h

    Billboard's 'Woman of the Year' is ...

    Team gave QB blank tapes to test whether

he studied film, report says

    She got engaged, her cousin wore the ring

    Content by CompareCards

    5 cards charging 0% interest until 2020

    Ousters. Resignations. Suspensions.

    LANSING, MI - JANUARY 16: Larry Nassar

listens to victim impact statements prior to

being sentenced after being accused of

molesting about 100 girls while he was a

physician for USA Gymnastics and Michigan

State University, where he had his

sports-medicine practice on January 16, 2018

in Lansing, Michigan. Nassar has pleaded

guilty in Ingham County, Michigan, to sexually

assaulting seven girls, but the judge is

allowing all his accusers to speak. Nassar is

currently serving a 60-year sentence in federal

prison for possession of child pornography.

(Photo by Scott Olson/Getty Images)

    How USA Gymnastics keeps unraveling --

even after Larry Nassar



    Updated 01:02pm EST, November 7

    This floating pipe could help clean up the

ocean

    Here's where Apple still struggles to sell

iPhones

Security footage released by Ryanair shows

employees getting into position for a photo

that went viral. A tweet claimed the crew slept

on the floor at Malaga Airport in Spain, where

they had to stay overnight due to weather

issues. Six employees were later fired.

Flight crew fired over 'fake' photo

A Thai fruit vendor waits for customers behind

a diplay of durians in Bangkok on June 1, 2018.

- Thailand plans to shoot durian into orbit to

test its durability in a project that could see

the staple &quot;king of fruits&quot;

consumed in zero gravity conditions. (Photo by

Romeo GACAD / AFP) (Photo credit should read

ROMEO GACAD/AFP/Getty Images)

This fruit caused a plane to be grounded

Lemon's reaction to Hannity at Trump rally

TO GO WITH AFP STORY BY NICOLAS

DELAUNAY A caregiver calms Sudan, the last



known male of the northern white rhinoceros

subspecies, on December 5, 2016, at the Ol

Pejeta conservancy in Laikipia County -- at the

foot of Mount Kenya -- that is home to the

planet&#39;s last-three northern white

rhinoceros. As 2016 draws to an end,

awareness of the devastation of poaching is

greater than ever and countries have turned to

high-tech warfare -- drones, night-goggles and

automatic weapons -- to stop increasingly

armed poachers. According to the

International Union for Conservation of Nature

(IUCN), at the African Black market, rhino horn

sells for up to 60,000 USD (57,000 euros) per

kilogram -- more than gold or cocaine -- and in

the last eight years alone roughly a quarter of

the world population has been killed in South

Africa, home to 80 percent of the remaining

animals. / AFP / Tony KARUMBA (Photo credit

should read TONY KARUMBA/AFP/Getty

Images)

Glimmer of hope in race to save rhino

Akka Link &amp; Fly

How pod planes could change travel forever

DEMOCRATS TAKE THE HOUSE



   Republican Ron DeSantis will become

Florida's next governor

    Abrams trailing as votes are counted in

Georgia governor's race

    Opinion: The best tweets on the returns

    U.S. Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX) waves to the

crowd at a campaign rally in Houston, Texas,

U.S., October 22, 2018.  REUTERS/Leah Millis  

    GOP KEEPS THE SENATE

    Live Updates

        11 min agoGOP’s Josh Hawley defeats

Democratic Sen. Claire McCaskill in Missouri

Senate race

        14 min agoThere’s still a lot to watch in

tonight’s elections

        17 min agoPelosi to Democrats: 'Thanks

to you tomorrow will be a new day in America'

        21 min agoRep. Jerrold Nadler: Trump is

'going to learn he’s not above the law'

        37 min agoMississippi's Senate race goes

to a runoff

        38 min agoTrump tweets about tonight's

'tremendous success'

        45 min agoRepublican Mike DeWine will



win Ohio governor’s race

        55 min agoAlabama passes amendment

about the Ten Commandments, CNN projects

        1 hr 2 min agoPresident Trump will not

speak tonight

        1 hr 8 min agoRepublican Ron DeSantis

will become Florida's next governor

        1 hr 9 min agoDemocrats will take control

of the House

        1 hr 14 min agoNew York's Empire State

Building turns red, white and blue

        1 hr 18 min agoThe Forecast: The House

still looks like a wave

        1 hr 27 min agoAbrams trailing as they

count the votes in Georgia governor's race

        1 hr 28 min agoDemocrats need to pick up

9 Republican-held seats to win the House

        1 hr 38 min agoRepublicans have retained

control of the Senate, CNN projects

        1 hr 41 min agoSen. Ted Cruz will defeat

Beto O’Rourke, CNN projects

        1 hr 42 min ago3 Republican senators win

re-election

        1 hr 44 min agoHeidi Heitkamp ousted

from Senate by Republican Kevin Cramer



        1 hr 50 min agoSarah Sanders: 'It's been a

good night for the President'

        1 hr 51 min agoMitt Romney will win Utah

Senate seat

        1 hr 56 min agoDemocrats pick up four

more seats in the House, CNN projects

        1 hr 56 min agoRashida Tlaib and Ilhan

Omar will be the first Muslim women in

Congress

        1 hr 59 min agoColorado elects nation's

first openly gay governor, CNN projects

        2 hr 1 min agoDemocrat Laura Kelly will

defeat Republican Secretary of State Kris

Kobach

        2 hr 1 min ago4 more Democratic pickups

in the House, CNN projects

        2 hr 13 min agoBillionaire projected to win

Illinois governor's race

        2 hr 18 min agoThe Democrats' path to

winning Senate control is closing

        2 hr 20 min agoOcasio-Cortez will become

the youngest woman ever elected to Congress

        2 hr 20 min agoSen. Bob Menendez wins

re-election in New Jersey

        2 hr 26 min agoJake Tapper: 'This is not a



blue wave'

        2 hr 29 min agoDemocratic Sen. Tammy

Baldwin wins re-election in Wisconsin

        2 hr 33 min agoGOP’s Mike Braun defeats

Democratic Sen. Joe Donnelly in Indiana

        2 hr 38 min agoExit polls: Voters didn't

support Kavanaugh's appointment to the

Supreme Court

        2 hr 51 min agoGOP's Marsha Blackburn

withstands challenge from Bredesen to win

Tennessee Senate race

        2 hr 54 min agoThere's higher support for

Trump in these key states

        2 hr 58 min agoDemocrat Joe Manchin

wins re-election in West Virginia

        3 hr 1 min agoRepublican Andy Barr wins

re-election in closely watched Kentucky 6th

        3 hr 4 min agoThe Forecast: Florida's

governor and Senate races are leaning

Republican

        3 hr 7 min agoIt's 9 p.m. ET. Polls just

closed in 14 states.

        3 hr 7 min agoThese 4 Democratic

senators will win re-election, CNN projects

        3 hr 12 min agoThe mood at Trump’s



watch party is 'good,' source says

        3 hr 18 min agoMelania Trump is watching

election results

        3 hr 23 min agoSherrod Brown calls his

win the 'blueprint for our nation in 2020'

        3 hr 27 min agoTed Cruz arrives at his

headquarters — and possible victory rally

        3 hr 34 min ago3 more CNN projections in

governor's races

        3 hr 42 min agoDonna Shalala will defeat

Republican Maria Elvira Salazar, CNN projects

        3 hr 46 min agoWhite House officials are

watching the Florida gubernatorial race closely

        3 hr 52 min agoFlorida's governor and

Senate races are neck and neck

        4 hr 3 min agoFlorida races for governor

and Senate are leaning Democratic

        4 hr 7 min agoPolls just closed in 16

states as well as parts of Kansas, Michigan

and Texas

        4 hr 8 min ago6 Democratic senators and

2 governors will win re-election, CNN projects

        4 hr 19 min agoDemocrats take their first

House seat from Republicans in a key Virginia

race, CNN projects



        4 hr 22 min agoTrump is mad at Paul Ryan

about 'everything,' source says

        4 hr 28 min agoCandidates are reminding

everyone to stay in line even after polls close

        4 hr 35 min agoGOP House campaign

chair predicted 'slim majority' this afternoon

        4 hr 39 min agoPolls close in North

Carolina, Ohio and West Virginia

        4 hr 49 min ago23 & 2 — That's what

Dems need to flip Congress

        4 hr 55 min agoMike Pence's brother will

win his former congressional seat in Indiana

        4 hr 58 min agoWhite House officials are

downplaying the polls and expressing

skepticism

        5 hr 6 min agoPolls close in 6 states and

most of Florida

        5 hr 9 min agoTim Kaine wins re-election

in Virginia

        5 hr 9 min agoBernie Sanders wins

re-election in Vermont

        5 hr 14 min agoVoters have mixed views

of Trump's agenda, exit polls show

        5 hr 19 min agoExtremist violence was a

factor in many votes in 2018



        5 hr 23 min agoVoters want more women

and racial minorities elected to public office

        5 hr 29 min agoMost voters, particularly

Democrats, want major changes in health care

        5 hr 33 min agoA border patrol crowd

control exercise was canceled today

        5 hr 42 min agoThere was a sunset

rainbow in Washington on Election Day

        5 hr 45 min agoThe Forecast: Why we're

watching Kentucky's 6th district

        5 hr 45 min agoExit polls: Most voters feel

good or great about the economy

        5 hr 48 min agoMeghan McCain

remembers her dad on Election Day

        5 hr 50 min agoVoters decided a long time

ago, exit poll shows

        5 hr 54 min agoHe was told he couldn't

vote in his Trump shirt — so he voted without it

        5 hr 55 min agoParents whose son was

killed in Florida school shooting vote for the

first time

        5 hr 59 min agoBeyoncé is for Beto

        5 hr 59 min agoCalifornia state Senate

candidate's office burglarized on election

morning



        6 hr agoThis New Jersey poll worker

hasn’t missed an election in 79 years

        6 hr 2 min agoBiden casts his vote, says

he'll decide early next year on a 2020 run

        6 hr 3 min agoFacebook removes false

posts about ICE at voting locations

        6 hr 4 min agoTrump has been getting

briefings from his political team today

        6 hr 8 min agoJUST IN: Polls are closed in

most of Indiana and Kentucky

        6 hr 12 min agoMore voted opposing

Trump than supporting him, exit polls show

        6 hr 13 min agoThis island's only voting

machine failed. They delivered a new one by

ferry.

    GeorgiaGovernor

    est. 99% in

    candidate votes %

    Kemp 1,841,790

    50.9%

    Abrams 1,738,966

    48.1%

    FloridaSenate



    est. 99% in

    candidate votes %

    Scott 4,047,240

    50.3%

    Nelson 3,991,049

    49.7%

    TexasSenate

    est. 99% in

    candidate votes %

    Cruz 3,992,645

    51.3%

    O'Rourke 3,729,613

    47.9%

    First two Muslim women elected to

Congress

    Ocasio-Cortez to be youngest woman ever

elected to Congress

    First Native American women elected to

Congress

    Colorado elects nation's first openly gay

governor

Must-see moments



2018 Elections Primary Clean path

Pelosi: Tomorrow will be a new day in America

Jake Tapper: This is not a blue wave

Voting stickers on Susan B. Anthony's grave

Kristen Leach votes with her six-month-old

daughter, Nora, on election day in Atlanta,

Tuesday, Nov. 6, 2018. (AP Photo/David

Goldman)

In pictures: America votes

    1 h

    Voters approve abortion restrictions and

recreational marijuana in state ballot

initiatives

    Abrams trailing as they count the votes in

Georgia governor's race

    Exit poll data for midterms

    21 m

    Markets edge higher as midterm election

results come in

    1 h

    Heidi Heitkamp is ousted from the Senate

    Fox News staffers express outrage over

Hannity's rally appearance

    1 h



    Kentucky clerk who refused to sign

same-sex marriage certificates loses

re-election

    South Carolinian was told he couldn't vote in

his Trump shirt. He voted shirtless.  

    GOP calls target Abrams with false claims

    Calls to Georgia voters from Republican

Brian Kemp's gubernatorial campaign stir up

fears about undocumented immigrant voters

    live updates Aides have prepared Trump for

GOP House losses

    NBC and Fox News pull Trump campaign's

racist ad

    Tapper counts Trump's falsehoods in just

one minute

    Analysis: 3 signs Trump is playing the race

card. Again.

    2018 could leave us more divided than ever

    Facebook pulls Trump ad as well

    Today in politics

    US President Donald Trump prepares to

board Air Force One at Andrews Air Force Base

in Maryland on October 1, 2018.

    Trump 'hated' his campaign's closing ad and



insisted on immigration pivot

    Voters say they're sending a message about

Trump

    Analysis: Here's why 6 in 10 eligible voters

might not vote tomorrow

    Trump says 'I don't care' if Democrats go

after my tax returns

    Why voting in the US is so hard

    The Forecast: Democrats are likely to do

very well in governors' races

    SE Cupp: Trump's rhetoric has a cost

    Opinion: Why the midterm elections scare

me

    Top stories

    Russian fighter jet intercepts US Navy plane

    Why white men are angry

    Newlyweds die in helicopter crash

    Mac Miller died of an accidental overdose,

coroner finds

    Lowe's is closing 51 stores

    Powerball winner's emotional reaction

    Boy, 11, kills grandma then himself after

he's asked to clean room, grandfather tells

police



    Investigators uncover technical issue with

Lion Air plane that crashed

    'Ricky Bobby' hits the campaign trail

    Voters say they're sending a message about

Trump

    President Donald Trump acknowledges the

crowd as he leaves a rally Sunday, November

5, 2018, in Chattanooga, Tennessee.

    A CNN poll on the eve of midterms notes a

massive gender gap between Democrats and

Republicans

    Analysis: Trump's entire political approach

is on the ballot

    These states will determine control of the

Senate

    Analysis: Why only about 4 in 10 voters will

actually vote

    All this is at risk if the GOP loses Congress

    live updates Aides have prepared Trump for

GOP House losses

    Reality check: Midterms hinge on these

voters

    Today in politics



    NBC and Fox News pull Trump campaign's

racist ad

    Analysis: 3 signs Donald Trump is playing

the race card. Again.

    Why voting in the US is so hard

    This Utah mayor's final message before he

was killed in Afghanistan: Go vote

    Dem slams Kemp's hacking claims as abuse

of power

    Mueller could have big news after midterms

    Kavanaugh to skip court tradition

    Opinion: Why the midterm elections scare

me

    North Koreans issue a nuclear threat

    Top stories

    Newlyweds die in helicopter crash leaving

their wedding

    Russian fighter jet intercepts US Navy plane

    Lowe's is closing 51 stores

    Mail bomb suspect's mom warns America's

political vitriol resonates with mentally ill

    Boy, 11, kills grandma then himself after

he's asked to clean room, grandfather tells

police



    Lion Air plane was intact when it crashed

    Police: Rape suspect tied to at least 5

attacks

    'SNL' takes on Fox's caravan coverage

    Video shows fight inside bus right before

fatal bridge plunge

    Georgia's secretary of state, also the GOP

candidate for governor, claims Democrats tried

to hack the state's voter registration system

without citing proof

    Jake Tapper presses RNC chair: Ad is

racially incendiary

    Abrams: Trump is 'wrong,' I am qualified to

be Georgia's governor

    Fareed: This is the problem for the

Republicans

    Kemp faces backlash after suspending

53,000 voter applications that were mostly

African-American

    6 House races move toward Democrats

CNN’s Don Lemon doesn’t apologize for calling

white men ‘biggest terror threat’



Economy & Politics

Vote against ‘every single’ Republican,

columnist urges | Senate candidates dodge on

Trump’s birthright citizenship plan 

 

   Today in politics

    Former Georgia Governor Sonny Perdue

arrives in Trump Tower, November 30, 2016 in

New York, to meet with US President-elect

Donald Trump.

    US agriculture secretary: Florida governor's

race 'so cotton-pickin' important'

    Obama gets heckled. This was his reply

    RNC chair on Trump video: 'Good people are

trying to come into the country, too'

    Arnold Schwarzenegger: Politics 'sucks'

    Rabbi told Trump that hate speech led to

massacre

    How the MyPillow guy became a midterm

messenger

    Opinion: The world is changing, and you

can't do anything to stop it

    Top stories

    See Fox News get 'SNL' treatment right



before midterms[VERY FUNNY...WORTH A

LOOK...THE HYPERLINK FOLLOWS...PLUG

INTO YOUR BROWSER]

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2018/11/

04/snl-laura-ingraham-fox-news-midterms-epr-v

stop-orig.cnn/video/playlists/atv-trending-video

s/ 

    'SNL' skewers Fox News' migrants coverage

    Opinion: Penn Jillette's audacious wish

    Video shows fight inside bus right before

fatal bridge plunge

    Analysis: Why this Idaho chipmaker is at the

center of the US-China trade war

    Gunman in yoga studio attack was reported

for harassing young women, police say

    Brother of billionaire Saudi prince freed after

months in detention

WASHINGTON POST

Election 2018

GOP to keep control of Senate; Democrats in

position to seize House

Senate



Full Senate results

House

Democrats

170

Republicans

Not up for election Win Lead Lead Win Not up

for election

Full House results

Governor

Full Governor results

Democrats flip at least 21 House seats

The GOP, meanwhile, will retain control of the

Senate — and may even increase its majority,

after winning closely fought races in Indiana,

North Dakota, Tennessee and Texas.

    By Elise Viebeck, David A. Fahrenthold and

Scott Clement12 minutes ago

Listen

Watch as Post journalists around the country

provide live analysis. (The Post)

LIVE



See all updates

    Trump calls Pelosi to congratulate her on

House majority

    8:57 PM

    Nancy Pelosi sees ‘new day in America’

    8:52 PM

    Hawley scores big win for GOP by toppling

McCaskill in Missouri

    8:50 PM

    Kirkpatrick returns a Democrat to Congress

in Arizona 2nd

    8:47 PM

    Holding holds on in North Carolina’s 2nd

District

    8:43 PM

    GOP Rep. Perry holds onto Pennsylvania’s

10th District

    8:40 PM

    Democrat Finkenauer captures Blum’s seat

in Iowa

    8:37 PM

    Stabenow beats Trump fave John James in

Michigan

    8:35 PM



    Blue voters swamp Sessions in Texas

Which House seats are vulnerable

Democrats need a net gain of 23 seats to win

control of the House. Here’s the result for each

seat and how likely it is to flip, based on

pre-race ratings from Cook Political Report. So

far Democrats have gained 20 seats.

DEMOCRAT-HELD SEATSREPUBLICAN-HELD

SEATSSafe182Likely7Vulnerable6Safe137Likel

y28Vulnerable75

Results with fewer than 10 percent of

precincts reporting are not shown.

House results

Checking for new results: 0:12

    Won Dem.Leading Dem.Won Rep.Leading

Rep.No results yet 

Click on a state to zoom.

We are watching these races

* Incumbent

Governor: Georgia



 Brian Kemp 52.7%

 Stacey Abrams 46.4%

91.6% of precincts reporting

U.S. Senate: Missouri

 Josh Hawley 52.9%

 Claire McCaskill* 44.0%

85.8% of precincts reporting

Iowa 4th

 Steve King* 48.8%

 J.D. Scholten 48.7%

68.8% of precincts reporting

U.S. Senate: Montana

 Jon Tester* 52.2%

 Matt Rosendale 44.9%

26.2% of precincts reporting

Governor: Wisconsin

 Tony Evers 49.2%

 Scott Walker* 48.9%

83.8% of precincts reporting

U.S. Senate: Nevada

 Jacky Rosen –

 Dean Heller* –

0% of precincts reporting

GOP positions itself for more conservative

Senate majority



Republicans retained control of the chamber

after victories by candidates who aligned

closely with President Trump.

    By Sean Sullivan1 hour ago

The Fix

Analysis

How Democrats’ majority math is starting to

add up

A regularly updated look at where the

Democrats’ hopes for winning the House and

Senate lie as election night progresses.

    By Aaron Blake17 minutes ago

Conservatives now wonder if transactional

Trump might leave them in the cold

“Can we get along? Maybe,” President Trump

said last month when asked about how he

would handle a Democratic-controlled House.

    By Robert Costa1 hour ago

Democrat Laura Kelly defeats Trump ally Kris



Kobach in Kansas governor’s race

Elsewhere, Democrat Andrew Gillum lost his

bid to become Florida's first black governor,

but the party had a strong showing in the

Midwest, picking up governorships in Illinois

and Michigan.

    By Tim Craig37 minutes ago

Voters were angry, divided and determined to

send a message

Energized by two years of the most divisive

rhetoric in modern American history, voters

shared the conviction that their country was at

the precipice of a democratic implosion and

that their vote mattered.

    By Marc Fisher1 hour ago

Analysis: Split America reasserts its divisions

in the midterms

Florida voters restore voting rights for felons

The proposal was one of a bevy of policy

initiatives on ballots Tuesday, giving voters

across the country direct control over issues



as varied as health care, the minimum wage

and drug policy.

    By Rosalind S. Helderman2 hours ago

Trump readies for 2020 campaign with no

plans to change his approach

The president will need to re-create the

coalition that propelled him to victory two

years ago.

    By Seung Min Kim and Josh Dawsey1 hour

ago

Democratic Senate candidate Beto O’Rourke,

center, walks home with his family after voting

in El Paso, Texas. (Michael Robinson

Chavez/The Post)Visual Story

Democratic Senate candidate Beto O’Rourke,

center, walks home with his family after voting

in El Paso, Texas. (Michael Robinson

Chavez/The Post)

Record number of women appear headed to

Congress

Women ran for office in unprecedented



numbers, mostly as Democrats, and many were

first-time candidates.

    By Mary Jordan58 minutes ago

Democrats Luria and Wexton unseat

Republicans in Virginia, while Kaine cruises

Elaine Luria defeated Rep. Scott W. Taylor,

flipping a GOP stronghold district, while

Jennifer Wexton beat incumbent Rep. Barbara

Comstock and Sen. Tim Kaine easily defeated

Corey Stewart.

    By Gregory S. Schneider20 minu

Election 2018

In poll, Democrats hold advantage, but

economy could buoy GOP

A new Post-ABC News poll finds registered

voters prefer Democratic candidates for the

House over Republican candidates by 50

percent to 43 percent, a margin that has been

shrinking in recent months.

    By Dan Balz and Scott Clement

Election 2018



The Fix

Analysis

5 possible scenarios for Election Day, and

what they’d mean

Projections show Democrats are a strong

favorite to win the night’s big prize: the House.

But as 2016 showed, taking strong odds and

reading them as guarantees can make you look

awfully dumb.

    By Aaron Blake

The Fix: Trump knows he should be talking

more about the economy. He doesn’t seem to

care.

The Fix

Analysis

Could losing the House actually help Trump in

2020?

The president seems at peace with the

likelihood that Republicans will lose the

House. An election analyst might say he is

conceding. A conspiracy theorist might say he

sees benefit — personally, at least — in the

loss.



    By Aaron Blake

The Fix

Analysis

5 possible scenarios for Election Day, and

what they’d mean

Projections show Democrats are a strong

favorite to win the night’s big prize: the House.

But as 2016 showed, projections don’t always

hold.

    By Aaron Blake

Democrats, Republicans make their final

pitches

The Daily 202: Republican gains in Senate

would show that Trump accelerated a political

realignment

‘Full Trumpism’: The president’s apocalyptic

attacks reach a new level of falsity

In the campaign’s final days, President Trump

has claimed without evidence that Democrats

want to destroy the economy, obliterate

Medicare and open the borders to violent

criminals.



    By Philip Rucker

Power Up

Analysis

Will there be a youth wave? Early voting points

to yes.

Youth turnout rates in the midterm early vote

are up by 125 percent compared to 2014,

according to Catalist, a voter database

servicing progressive organizations.

    By Jacqueline Alemany

(Video: Meg Kelly/The Post; illustration: Kolin

Pope/The Post)

Analysis

Congress has a job — but has largely stopped

doing it

On the eve of a closely fought election, the

legislative branch is far from the model

envisioned by the country’s founders. Today’s

Congress is dominated by party leaders and

functions as a junior partner to the executive,

according to an analysis by The Washington

Post and ProPublica.



    By Paul Kane and Derek Willis | ProPublica

LIVE

See all updates

    9:54 AM

    Fighting for her political future, Sen. Claire

McCaskill, again, casts herself as an

independent thinker

    9:27 AM

    Trump seeks to rally supporters nationwide

by phone before heading back on campaign

trail

    9:19 AM

    Justice Department will monitor voting on

Election Day — and also ‘fraud in the voting

process’

    8:02 AM

    NBC reverses course, decides to stop airing

controversial Trump ad on immigration

    7:45 AM

    Democrats hold similar edges in Florida

governor and Senate races

    7:30 AM

    Without evidence or explanation, Trump



accuses CNN of airing polls meant to suppress

the vote

    6:52 AM

    In Missouri, McCaskill and Hawley head into

Election Day in a tight race

Trump administration prepares for massive

shake-up after midterms

The expected exodus would bring fresh

uncertainty and churn to the White House, and

many in the president’s orbit worry that the

administration will face challenges filling the

vacancies.

    By Ashley Parker, Josh Dawsey and Philip

Rucker

A year after the Ritz-Carlton roundup, Saudi

elites remain jailed by the crown prince

Human rights activists and other analysts said

Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman may be

preparing to release more of the detainees to

help cool the international furor over the killing

of journalist Jamal Khashoggi.



    By Kevin Sullivan and Kareem Fahim

Son of Jamal Khashoggi expresses ‘faith’ in

Saudi probe of journalist’s killing

subscribe

The story must be told.

Your subscription supports journalism that

matters.

Try 1 month for $1

Opinions

We’re about to see if Democrats can win back

the white working class

    By Christian Caryl

What a Democratic wave will mean

    By Carter Eskew

The polls tell us something but not everything

    By Jennifer Rubin

The moment is now upon us. All the lies must

be defeated — decisively.



    By Greg Sargent

Since Parkland, we’ve been demanding action.

Now it’s time to join us.

    By David Hogg and Emma González

The real war on the courts is happening at the

state level

    By Patrick McGinley and David Lyle

He had a long record of misconduct. The force

kept him on. Then he shot a black teen.

    By Radley Balko

Cartoon: Are both parties equally to blame for

divisiveness?

    By Tom Toles

More Top Stories

Iran vows to ‘break’ U.S. sanctions and resist

‘psychological warfare’ as Trump reimposes



penalties

The unilateral sanctions reintroduce some of

the most crippling restrictions on Iran’s oil,

shipping and banking sectors.

    By Erin Cunningham and Carol Morello

The caravan on the road in Mexico is the size

of a small town. But it’s a town under pressure.

Most of the migrants are from Honduras, where

the caravan hastily assembled as people

jumped at the chance to travel safely through

Mexico without having to pay smugglers.

    By Maria Sacchetti

Amazon, Facebook and Google are all being

looked at for antitrust violations, Trump says

In September, the Justice Department held a

meeting with state attorneys general to

discuss whether any conduct by the tech

companies could have violated antitrust law.

    By Brian Fung
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(EPA-EFE)

(EPA-EFE)

Perspective

Caravan-fixated and Trump-obsessed, the

media blow it again

Election coverage has improved since 2016,

but news outlets keep taking the president’s

bait.

    By Margaret Sullivan

Calif. residents put gentrification on ballot

amid tech-fueled housing crisis

Wonkblog: Where marijuana is on the ballot

Tuesday — and where it’s most likely to win

‘Dancing With the Stars’ has eliminated only

women this season. What’s going on?

While talented dancers including Tinashe are

sent home, weaker contestants such as

"Grocery Store Joe" remain in the competition.

    By Emily Yahr

An Australian rugby player ate a slug on a



‘mate’s’ dare. Now he’s dead.

The dare may have been innocent enough. But

after swallowing the slug, Sam Ballard

contracted a rat lungworm.

    By Lindsey Bever

Visual Stories

(Gulshan Khan)In Sight

(Gulshan Khan)

Voices of African Photography: At the

intersection of identity, power and belonging

(Ted Mellnik and Kevin Schaul/Post)Graphic

(Ted Mellnik and Kevin Schaul/Post)

How suburban voters could alter the House on

Tuesday and the White House in 2020

(The Washington Post)Graphic

(The Washington Post)

The border is tougher to cross than ever. But

there’s still one way into America.

(Ethan Miller/Getty Images)Visual Story

(Ethan Miller/Getty Images)

A quick guide to the biggest midterm

storylines

(Bonnie Jo Mount/The Washington Post)Visual



Story

(Bonnie Jo Mount/The Washington Post)

Here’s why Americans are voting — or not — in

the midterms.

(Martin Divisek/EPA-EFE/Shutterstock)Photos

(Martin Divisek/EPA-EFE/Shutterstock)

Here are 14 of the week’s best photos

Video

(Gillian Brockell/The Washington Post)

And That's Why I'm Right | Mandatory Voting

UP NEXT

Mary Beth Albright's Food Hacks: Julia Child's

starters

Play Video2:37

Regular order is dead. That's why irregular

order is Congress’s new normal.

Play Video4:25

Rihanna calls on Trump to stop playing her

music at his ‘tragic rallies’

Play Video0:53
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Stories from The Lily

The Lily, a publication of The Washington Post,

elevates stories about women.

Voting? Don’t skip these down-ballot positions

when you go to the polls.

Lily Lines: Oprah’s message for Americans who

aren’t voting

Perspective

These are the women in my life who are



counting on my vote this Election Day. Who are

you voting for?

Share news tips with us confidentially

Do you have information the public should

know? Here are some ways you can securely

send information and documents to Post

journalists.
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World
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    Analysis
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Instead, he killed his grandmother, then
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Local

    After the protests, marches and walkouts,

will students’ activism turn out voters?
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    Review
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    Comstock splits with Trump on federal

employee issues, but still gets stink by

association
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    Kitty O’Neil, deaf daredevil who became

‘world’s fastest woman,’ dies at 72

    Roy Hargrove, Grammy-winning trumpeter of
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Lama’s emissary and a tireless advocate for

Tibet, dies at 69Raymond Chow, producer who

made stars of Bruce Lee and Jackie Chan, dies

at 91
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The Washington Post

Retropolis: The first midterm ‘wave’ election

that ended Republican control of government

Meet the ‘Persistent Postcarders’3:01

(Photo: Jessica Kourkounis for The Post; video:

Joyce Koh/The Post)

Postcards from the left: Resistance groups

take aim at Trump, one letter at a time

In an era of hashtags and viral videos, an

unlikely, old-school medium for political

dissent has become the weapon of choice for

tens of thousands of liberals.By William Wan

Here’s why Americans are voting — or not — in

the midterms

We wanted to hear directly from people

whether they are voting in midterms and why.

So we went to nine states and asked.

    By The Washington Post

Hillary Clinton needs to get a job



Yahoo Finance

How mass shootings forced Donald Trump to

make a pivotal choice over America’s gun

obsession

YAHOO NEWS

Politics The Telegraph

Donald Trump said black people were 'too

stupid' to vote for him, his former lawyer

Michael Cohen claims

Donald Trump once claimed black people were

"too stupid" to vote for him and regularly used

explicitly racist language before coming into

office, his former lawyer has claimed.  Michael

Cohen, who served as the president's lawyer

and fixer for a decade, claimed he witnessed

Mr Trump making derogatory comments about

black people throughout the 2016 election

campaign. Cohen has publicly split from Mr

Trump since he was charged with  campaign

finance violations and tax fraud earlier this

year.  He pleaded guilty to several charges this

summer, claiming he violated  election laws at

the direction of Mr Trump, to pay a porn star in



a hush  money agreement. In his first interview

since his guilty plea, Cohen told Vanity Fair Mr

Trump said "black people are too stupid to

vote for me" after he made an observation that

crowds at the candidate's rallies were largely

caucasian. Cohen, who once said he would

'take a bullet' for the president, made a series

of claims on Friday  Credit: Reuters Cohen

further claimed that after Nelson Mandela's

death, Mr Trump said "name one country run

by a black person that's not a sh**hole".  He

added that Mr Trump once said his decision

not to pick a black Harvard graduate on The

Apprentice "there's no way I can let this black

f*g win".  It is not the first time Mr Trump has

been accused of racism. Earlier this year Mr

Trump faced claims he had referred to African

nations as "s*** hole countries".  Omarosa

appeared on The Apprentice before coming to

work at the White House Credit: AFP Former

aide Omarosa Manigault Newman also claimed

Mr Trump had used the n-word during filming of

reality TV show The Apprentice. At the time

Sarah Sanders, the White House press

secretary, said she could not  "guarantee" that



Mr Trump had never used the slur. The White

House has not yet responded to these latest

claims. It came after a week in which the US

president amplified his hard-line stance on

immigration, even suggesting American

soldiers could open fire on a migrant caravan if

its members threw rocks. In an address from

the White House on Thursday evening, Mr

Trump said: "If they [migrants] want to throw

rocks at our military, our military fights back...I

told them, consider it a rifle."  Our men and

women in uniform are better trained, better

equipped, and better led so they meet any

threat with confidence. A wasteful deployment

of over-stretched Soldiers and Marines would

be made much worse if they use force

disproportional to the threat they face. They

won’t.- GEN(R) Marty Dempsey

(@Martin_Dempsey) November 1, 2018 Mr

Trump rowed back on the comments on Friday

after former US generals, including a former

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, rebuked

the idea and questioned the legality of such

action.  The US president changed course

saying, "They [soldiers] won't have to fire.



What I don't want, I don't want these people

throwing rocks." He added: "What they

[migrants] did to the Mexican military is a

disgrace. They hit them with rocks...they do

that with us they are going to be arrested."

Earlier on Friday, the Nigerian Army, which has

been accused of numerous human rights

abuses, used Mr Trump's remarks to justify its

fatal shootings of rock-throwing protesters this

week. The Nigerian Army’s official Twitter

account posted a video of Mr Trump's remarks,

saying: “Please Watch and Make Your

Deductions”. The tweet has since been

deleted. The "Tent City" will house numerous

soldiers for Operation Faithful Patriot, the

deployment of military personnel to the border

Credit: AFP Mr Trump also defended his plans

to sign an order next week to end what he

called the "abuse" of the US asylum system,

including the potential construction of

"massive tent cities". He insisted that

migrants seeking asylum status would be

made to wait at the border while their requests

are processed. “Everything we’re doing is

totally legal," he told reporters. "But we have



one of the few systems where instead of

telling people you can’t come in, we take them

in and we have to bring them to a court. It is

the most ridiculous system in the world.”

Caravan of hope | Despite Trump's warnings,

weary migrants march The US military

confirmed on Friday that more than 7,000

soldiers will be pre-positioned in states

bordering Mexico by the end of the weekend. 

It is thought to be the largest peacetime

deployment of active-duty troops to the border

in nearly a century. Opponents have suggested

this is a political stunt by the president,

coming just days before critical midterm

elections, and accused Mr Trump of spreading

division. Asked whether he was creating

violence, Mr Trump told a reporter: "You’re

creating violence by your question. The fake

news is creating violence.” Obama: "They're

telling you the existential threat to America is

a bunch of poor refugees 1,000 miles away.

They're even taking our brave troops away

from their families for a political stunt at the

border. The men and women of our military

deserve better than that." (via ABC)



pic.twitter.com/cre2EF5Z2G- Kyle Griffin

(@kylegriffin1) November 2, 2018 At the same

time, former President Barack Obama was at a

campaign rally in Florida warning against

rhetoric he said was designed to sow fear.  "In

the closing weeks of this election, we have

seen repeated attempts to  divide us with

rhetoric designed to make us angry and make

us fearful," he told an audience in Miami. "You

can be a check on that kind of behaviour." 

"They're telling you the existential threat to

America is a bunch of poor refugees 1,000

miles away," Mr Obama said. "They're even

taking our brave troops away from their

families for a political stunt at the border. The

men and women of our military deserve better

than that."

November surprise: Trump’s own lawyer

exposes his 'racist language'

Yahoo View

Vanity Fair reporter on Cohen story

Yahoo View

MSNBC



The Beat with Ari Melber

Ari: Dems. crushed Trump in biggest midterm

blowout in 40 years

In a Special Report, Ari Melber breaks down

how Democrats had a decisive victory in the

2018 midterm elections

  

DEVELOPING

12 victims killed, suspect dead after mass

shooting at California bar's college night

Several hundred people were inside the venue

at the time, police said. The gunman later was

confirmed dead.

    Eyewitness describes seeing shooter inside

Borderline Bar

    Police: California shooter's handgun had

magazine modification

Panicked by Democrats, Trump installs loyalist

to top DoJ spot

Despite obvious impropriety, Whitaker recusal



on Mueller unlikely

Rachel Maddow

Despite obvious impropriety, Whitaker recusal

on Mueller unlikely

Senators caution Trump on obstruction of

Mueller investigation

Rachel Maddow

Senators caution Trump on obstruction of

Mueller investigation

Underwood flips GOP seat in first-time run

focused on health care

Rachel Maddow

Underwood flips GOP seat in first-time run

focused on health care

'Un-called' congressional race could be

another Democratic flip

Rachel Maddow

'Un-called' congressional race could be

another Democratic flip

Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg hospitalized after

breaking 3 ribs

BREAKING

Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg hospitalized after

breaking 3 ribs



Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg fell in her office

at the Supreme Court. Tests showed that she

fractured three ribs on her left side. She was

admitted for observation and treatment at the

George Washington University Hospital.

Joe: Donald Trump was freaked out yesterday

Morning Joe

Joe: Donald Trump was freaked out yesterday

Rep. Costello unleashes on Trump's assertion

that Republicans lost races because they

didn't embrace him

Craig Melvin

Rep. Costello unleashes on Trump's assertion

that Republicans lost races because they

didn't embrace him

Maddow: GOP hurt by Donald Trump bungling

in Democratic midterm victories

Rachel Maddow

Maddow: GOP hurt by Donald Trump bungling

in Democratic midterm victories
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CNN's Acosta banned from White House after

Trump calls him 'rude, terrible person'

Fmr. CIA Director Brennan: New acting AG



should recuse from Mueller probe

Deadline White House

Fmr. CIA Director Brennan: New acting AG

should recuse from Mueller probe
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Midterm Elections

Joe after midterms: For first time in two years,

it doesn't matter what Trump thinks

The president closed out midterm campaigning



by playing to the base's fears on immigration

and on race. With the GOP picking up Senate

seats despite a House win for Dems, will

Trump continue his rhetoric into 2020? The

panel discusses.

Trump attacks CNN, NBC reporters at news

conference: ‘You are a rude, terrible person’

Donald Trump

Trump attacks CNN, NBC reporters at news

conference: ‘You are a rude, terrible person’

Trump tweets challenge to Dems over possible

probes

Morning Joe
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Mika honors the women who ran in '18

midterms

Morning Joe
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midterms

Nicolle Wallace: This changes everything

msnbc

Nicolle Wallace: This changes everything

With Democratic control of the House, Rep.



Nadler warns Pres. Trump against firing

Mueller

Ari Melber

With Democratic control of the House, Rep.

Nadler warns Pres. Trump against firing

Mueller 

Nicolle: This changes everything

NBC News projects Democrats did take back

control of the House but lost their bid for the

Senate after Rep. Beto O'Rourke lost to Sen.

Ted Cruz. Nicolle Wallace noted that the

change in House control is a 'game changer'

for President Trump.

Gillum concedes Florida governor race

msnbc

Gillum concedes Florida governor race

Democrats still see victory in Beto O'Rourke

loss; 2020 pondered

Rachel Maddow

Democrats still see victory in Beto O'Rourke
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Rep. Schiff: Mueller likelier to finish his work



msnbc

Rep. Schiff: Mueller likelier to finish his work

Florida votes to restore voting rights for felons

msnbc

Florida votes to restore voting rights for felons

Florida voters have restored the rights to vote

for felons with its approval of Amendment 4 to

its state constitution.

Kris Kobach loses Kansas governor race to

Democrat Laura Kelly

msnbc

Kris Kobach loses Kansas governor race to

Democrat Laura Kelly

Maddow Blog

On the eve of Election Day, Trump turns again

to intimidation tactics

By Steve Benen: President Trump warned in a

tweet against illegal voting, saying law

enforcement has been "strongly notified." This

warning is offensive, and not just because

“illegal voting” is ridiculously rare.



Brian Williams

Trump and Obama go head-to-head before

Election Day

Just days before the midterm elections, both

President Trump and President Obama are on

the campaign trail rallying voters.

Morning Joe

Joe: Trump could talk about jobs in closing

message, but he's 'chosen to attack brown

people'

With just one day to go before the midterm

elections, the Morning Joe panel assesses

Donald Trump's closing message, the

tightening polls and the mood of the country.

    Dems have edge in generic congressional

ballot, poll finds

    What time do you need to tune in for

election results Tuesday?

O'Rourke: 'I will not be a candidate for

President in 2020'



Hallie Jackson
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Maddow: Democratic control of committees

most worrying prospect for Trump
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    The 2018 midterms, by the numbers

    Rev. Al's memo to Trump on the 14th

Amendment
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case days before midterms
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Nancy Pelosi: Democrats will win in midterms
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House Democratic Leader Rep. Nancy Pelosi

predicts the Democrats will win in the

midterms, telling Joy Reid, ‘We are going to

win because we don't agonize, we organize.’

Kristol: Voters will question Trump strategy if

GOP loses seats

Brian Williams

Kristol: Voters will question Trump strategy if

GOP loses seats

Common discusses the importance of the 2018

midterms

PoliticsNation

Common discusses the importance of the 2018

midterms

Secret waiver clears possible Trump Russia

Rosenstein replacement

Rachel Maddow

Secret waiver clears possible Trump Russia

Rosenstein replacement

HUFFPOST

WILD WHITAKER: TRUMP CAN QUASH ANY

PROBE HE WANTS!



TOP STORIES

Thousands Flee Wind-Driven Fire In Northern

California

Scott Walker Tried To Get Me Fired. Now He’s

Out Of A Job.

White House Shares Video From Site That

Claimed Sandy Hook Massacre Was A Hoax

NRA Tweets Warning To Anti-Gun Doctors:

‘Stay In Your Lane’

Sanders Says Not All Voters ‘Uncomfortable’

With Black Candidates Are Racist

Borderline Bar Was A Haven For College

Students. It Doesn’t Feel So Safe Now.

CONWAY HUSBAND SPEAKS: ACTING AG

‘UNCONSTITUTIONAL’

George Conway Slams Trump In Op-Ed: A.G.

Appointment Is ‘Unconstitutional’

By Jenna Amatulli

NATIONWIDE PROTEST TO PROTECT MUELLER

PROBE

Thousands Protest To Protect Mueller

Investigation After DOJ Shakeup

By Antonia Blumberg



TOP STORIES

Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg

Breaks Three Ribs In Fall

Sarah Huckabee Sanders Defends Decision To

Ban CNN’s Jim Acosta From White House

Gun Control Advocate Lucy McBath Wins

Georgia House Seat In Major Upset

Some Thousand Oaks Shooting Survivors Also

Witnessed Las Vegas Massacre

Sarah Sanders Accused Of Sharing Doctored

Infowars Video To Justify Acosta Ban

All Of The Bizarre Things Trump Has Done

Post-Midterms

Cat Shaming Photo Goes Viral Wait Till You

Read It

Advertisement by Give It Love

THE MUELLER WARS BEGIN

Trump’s Dismissal Of Sessions Sets Up An Ugly

Battle Over The Mueller Probe

By Ryan J. Reilly

NOT-SO-HOLY HELL, APPARENTLY

‘Coward’ Lindsey Graham Called Out For Empty

Vow To Unleash ‘Holy Hell’ On Trump

By Ed Mazza
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LATEST NEWS
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Some Students Got To Watch Their Teachers

Win Big On Tuesday

57 minutes ago

I Can’t Stop Laughing At These Blackface

Thots

2 hours ago

Thousand Oaks Shooting Survivors Escaped

Through Windows While Gunman Reloaded

4 hours ago

New Trump Health Care Attack Targets

Obamacare Birth Control Mandate

4 hours ago

Jim Carrey Declares ‘A Star Was Born’ In New

Beto O’Rourke Art

4 hours ago

What It’s Like To Be A ‘Highly Sensitive Person’

When You’re A Man

ELECTIONS HQ

Kemp Resigns As Georgia Secretary Of State,

Amid Possible Runoff Against Abrams

By Bill Barrow and Kate Brumback, AP

Kemp had repeatedly resisted calls to resign

from his post as the state's elections chief



while running for governor.

Red State Voters Like Democratic Ideas Much

More Than Democratic Candidates

Gun Safety Advocates Notch Big Wins In

Midterm Elections

TOP VIDEOS

President Trump’s Post-Election Press

Conference Went Promptly Off The Rails

BLUE KABOOM:

DEMS WIN THE HOUSE!

BUT: GOP KEEPS SENATE — Poised To Expand

Majority!

BETO GOES DOWN: Cruz Re-Elected

GOP Senate Pick-Ups In N.D., Ind., and Mo.

THE BATTLE LINES

ARE DRAWN
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Trump Rips Into CNN’s Jim Acosta: ‘You Are A

Rude, Terrible Person’

Mission Accomplished For Democrats, But Not

Without Disappointment

Dems Are Going To Investigate Trump’s



Corruption, Nativist Immigration Policies

Trump Complains About GOP Incumbents Who

Didn’t Embrace Him And Lost

‘Fox & Friends’ Host Steve Doocy Owned On

Camera: ‘Are You New Here?’

Nicolle Wallace Hits Trump With A Reality

Check: ‘This Changes Everything’

Treating Melanoma with Immunotherapy is

Changing Patients’ Lives
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45 MILLION MORE AMERICANS TO LIVE IN

DEM-RUN STATES

Democrats Won Full Control In 6 New States

By Molly Redden and Nick Baumann

ELECTION RULES DOOMED DEM CHANCES OF

TAKING SENATE

U.S. Election Rules Tip The Scales For White,

Rural Voters Who Support The GOP

By Molly Redden and Nick Baumann

LATEST NEWS

11-Year-Old Ohio Boy Takes Car On Joyride

After Mom Takes Away PlayStation



White Evangelicals Keep Faith In GOP Even As

Democrats Flip The House

Stephen Colbert Delivers Midterms Dunk: ‘Not

Being Ted Cruz, Beto’s Still A Winner’

A Meat Tax Could Get America To Ditch Bacon

And Burgers

Ariana Grande Trips, Tears Up In Delightful

‘Thank U, Next’ Performance

IVFML Season 2, Episode 4: Why Don’t You

Just Adopt?

ELECTIONS HQ

Georgia Governor’s Election Is Too Close To

Call

By Laura Bassett

The heated election, viewed by many as a

battle for the soul of Georgia, was plagued by

voter suppression.

Rashida Tlaib And Ilhan Omar Win, Become

First Muslim Women Elected To Congress

Florida Senate Race Headed Toward Recount



DEM HOPE: BLUE WAVE FLOODS STATE GOVS 

TRUMP AD TOO RACIST FOR

*FOX NEWS*

TOP STORIES

Trump Makes Time For Voter Intimidation

Ahead Of Election Day

Mail Bomber Suspect’s Mom Urges Trump To

Tone Down Anti-Media, Anti-Dem Rhetoric

Democrats Expect Big Gains In State

Legislatures Across The Country

Kellyanne Conway Calls Hillary Clinton ‘Queen

Of Abortion’ On ‘Fox & Friends’

Jewish Nurse Reveals Why He Treated

Anti-Semitic Pittsburgh Shooting Suspect

Fox News’ Kilmeade: Obama Says The ‘Same

Thing’ As Trump Just ‘More Eloquently’

Can You Make It Through These Church Signs

Without Laughing?

Advertisement by Trendchaser

TRUMP FANS GIVE FALSEHOODS A PASS

As Trump Spreads Fog Of Falsehoods, His Fans

Make Excuses For Him

By S.V. Date



AMERICA BRACES: 1 DAY LEFT

Nothing Is Certain On Eve Of First Nationwide

Elections Of Trump Presidency

By STEVE PEOPLES, AP

FINAL SPRINT: 3 DAYS TO CHANGE THE

NATION
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Dems’ Midterm Chances, And More
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Former Cruise Workers Reveal What Actually

Happens At Sea
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ANDREW GILLUM’S UNAPOLOGETIC



BLACKNESS

Andrew Gillum Is At Home With His Blackness

By Julia Craven

TRUMP TRIES TO REVIVE DOUBT OVER KAV

ACCUSERS

Trump Tries To Renew Doubt Over Allegations

After Little-Known Accuser Recants

By Sara Boboltz

LATEST NEWS

Obama Draws Excited Crowds Ordering Tacos

In Miami While Campaigning In Florida

Jane Fonda Warns About ‘Parallels’ Between

Trump And Hitler

Barack Obama Deals With Hecklers In A

Respectful, Un-Trumpian Way

Twitter Users Update ‘80s Movies For The

Donald Trump Era

Barbra Streisand Has One Question For The

Media About Covering Donald Trump



Colbert Imagines Sexual Fantasy Democrats

May Have Involving Mitch McConnell

    Rabbi told Trump that hate speech led to

synagogue massacre

    PITTSBURGH, PA - OCTOBER 31: Mourners

visit the memorial outside the Tree of Life

Synagogue on October 31, 2018 in Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania. Eleven people were killed in a

mass shooting at the Tree of Life Congregation

in Pittsburgh&#39;s Squirrel Hill neighborhood

on October 27. (Photo by Jeff Swensen/Getty

Images)

    Pittsburgh rabbi blames politicians for a rise

in hateful rhetoric after 11 Jews were slain in

his synagogue

    Police tape surrounds the Tree of Life

synagogue. Pittsburgh's Jews worshiped there

anyway

    HIAS president: It's time to call out hate

speech when we see it

    UK Jews to #ShowupforShabbat and stand

with Pittsburgh

    Rabbi: Surprised by personal side to Trump

    NY man faces hate crime charges after



synagogue was defaced

    Today in politics

    CHARLESTON, WV - AUGUST 21: President

Donald Trump speaks a rally at the Charleston

Civic Center on August 21, 2018 in Charleston,

West Virginia. Paul Manafort, a former

campaign manager for Trump and a longtime

political operative, was found guilty in a

Washington court today of not paying taxes on

more than $16 million in income and lying to

banks where he was seeking loans. (Photo by

Spencer Platt/Getty Images)

    Trump goes cross-country as Democrats dig

in on the last weekend

    Obama gets heckled. This was his reply

    How the MyPillow guy became a midterm

messenger

    President says Democrats want

undocumented immigrants to vote

    GOP lawmaker defends Trump's ad

    6 House races move toward Democrats

    Opinion: The world is changing, and we can't

do anything to stop it

    Racist robocall targets Stacey Abrams and



Oprah in Georgia governor's race

    Top stories

    College student and doctor killed in yoga

studio shooting

    At least 13 killed in truck crash

    US Navy has had 18 unsafe or

unprofessional encounters with China since

2016

    2 killed in partial collapse of Amazon

buidling

    Video shows fight inside bus right before

fatal bridge plunge

    Teen girl beheaded after rejecting

someone's advances

    Warren Buffett's company bought back $1

billion of its own stock. Here's what it means

    Saudis dispute reports of ordering sisters'

relatives out of US

WASHINGTON POST

Anxiety high in campaign’s final days as voters

prepare to render judgment on Trumpism

As the midterms roared into their final



weekend — with the biggest names in both

parties exhorting their followers to vote —

tight races across the country were setting the

stage for an uncertain, but dramatic,

conclusion. Much is on the line as voters will

render a nationwide judgment on whether

Trumpism is a historic anomaly or a reflection

of modern-day America.

    By Matt Viser and Philip Rucker1 hour ago

Stakes of Tuesday’s election are two very

different paths on key issues, analysts say

Approaches to health care, taxes, regulations

and oversight of the Trump adminstration

would differ dramatically depending on

Tuesday’s results in the House and Senate.

    By Tracy Jan and David Weigel3 hours ago

GOP, Democratic luminaries hit campaign trail

to energize voters in key races

Efforts by Vice President Pence and former

vice president Joe Biden come on the heels of

high-profile appearances Friday by former



president Barack Obama and President Trump.

    By John Wagner1 hour ago

Obama urges Georgians to reject GOP ‘lies’ by

voting for Abrams and other Democrats

Obama rips hecklers: Why are the people who

won the last election ‘so mad all the time?’

(Christopher Smith for The Washington Post)

(Christopher Smith for The Washington Post)

As communities tackle homelessness, tiny

houses are catching on as a solution

Amid an extreme shortage of affordable

housing, a project for former service members

in Kansas City could become a model for other

cities in the United States. The miniature

abodes, which generally measure between 100

and 400 square feet, offer a mix of

independence, stability and compassion for

those struggling to get off the streets.

    By Mike Plunkett

Trump’s border deployments could cost $200

million by end of 2018



The operations come as the White House calls

on the Pentagon to slash its budget for next

year in response to the largest increase in the

federal deficit in six years.

    By Paul Sonne

Army assessment of caravans undercuts

Trump’s rhetoric

Shooting at California bar leaves 12 victims

dead, including sheriff’s deputy 

Politics HuffPost

Seth Meyers Turns Ted Cruz's Past Words

About Birthright Citizenship Against Him

Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas) is bowing down to

former nemesis President Donald

Birthright Citizenship Is a Legacy of Former

Slaves

Yahoo View

Trevor Noah Exposes Trump’s Birthright

Citizenship Hypocrisy: Your Kids’ Mom ‘Was an



Immigrant’

The Daily Beast

Stephen King Sticks Ted Cruz With A Slimy

New Nickname

[HuffPost]

Ed Mazza

,HuffPost•November 1, 2018

Stephen King Sticks Ted Cruz With A Slimy

New Nickname

Author Stephen King has launched another

attack on Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas),

Author Stephen King has launched another

attack on Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas), this time

saddling him with a memorable new nickname. 

It all began with a question from author Don

Winslow: 

King replied:

It was at least the second time that King has

referred to Cruz as a “slimy crawdad.” He also

used the insult earlier this month when he



implored Texans to vote for Democratic Rep.

Beto O’Rourke: 

King and Cruz have something of a history. In

2016, the man known for putting fear into the

hearts of millions with his horror stories

described Cruz as “very scary.” 

“Cruz is a fundamentalist Christian and it

would almost be like electing the analog of an

imam,” King told the Daily Beast. “Someone

whose first guiding principle would be the

scripture rather than the Constitution.”

Earlier this year, when King made a similar

plea to vote for O’Rourke, Cruz fired back with

a tweet calling the author a “limousine liberal.” 

King, a long time Harley-Davidson enthusiast,

didn’t let that one slide: 

So far, Cruz hasn’t responded to the “slimy

crawdad” insult. 

    This article originally appeared on HuffPost.



Politics HuffPost

Stephen Colbert Gets In The Face Of Chris

Wallace For Defending Trump

Stephen Colbert wasn't about to cut Fox News

host Chris Wallace any slack when

GOOGLENEWS 

Midterm election outcome could be 'glowing

good news' or 'disaster' for markets

When the polls close Tuesday night, stock

strategists expect to see a Republican Senate

and a Democratic House — and a still bullish

scenario for stocks.

CNBC

2 hours ago

CNN Poll: In final days, Democrats maintain

advantage

WASHINGTON (CNN) On the eve of the midterm

elections, Democrats continue to hold a

double-digit lead over Republicans in a generic

congressional ballot ...

CNN



today

The top Senate seats most likely to flip |

TheHill

Senate Republicans believe they are on the

cusp of increasing their majority in the

midterm elections despite historic headwinds

that seem likely to cost the GOP ...

The Hill

today

How will we determine whether Republicans or

Democrats won the midterm elections?

One of the many ways midterm elections are

different from presidential elections is that

there's an element of subjectivity to

determining which party won.

Washington Examiner

today

Opinion

If You’re Sure You Know What’s Going to

Happen on Tuesday, You’re Wrong

With Election Day at hand, we know one thing

for sure: Voter turnout is huge. In fact, it looks



like we will have the highest midterm turnout

since 1966.

The New York Times

yesterday

Opinion

NBC just can't quit Trump: Anti-immigrant ad

flouted the network's “respect and dignity”...

NBC airing Trump's racist commercial this

weekend even overshadowed SNL's Pete

Davidson dissing a veteran candidate.

Salon

2 hours ago

NBC and Fox finally stop running Trump's

racist ad after it was viewed by millions

(CNN) NBC and Fox News said in separate

statements on Monday that their networks will

no longer air the Trump campaign's racist

anti-immigrant ...

CNN

4 hours ago

Trump Makes Time For Voter Intimidation

Ahead Of Election Day



Despite what the president claims, there's no

evidence that "ILLEGAL VOTING" is a

widespread problem.

HuffPost

today

Severe Weather Expected on Election Day, and

Other Scenes From the Final Day Before the

Midterms

New York Times journalists are reporting from

around the country as candidates make their

final pitches to the voters who will help

reshape the United States for ...

The New York Times

CNN 

    The Trump administration wanted troops at

the southern border to act as emergency law

enforcement. Defense officials said no.

    Trump said military should shoot

rock-throwing migrants

    Trump: 'All I'm doing is just telling the truth'

    Trump's incendiary campaign video is based

on a false claim

    Lemon: Trump is distracting you from this



    CNN fact-checks Trump's racially charged

ad 

    Today in politics

    Michael Cohen, a longtime personal lawyer

and confidante for President Donald Trump,

leaves the United States District Court

Southern District of New York on May 30, 2018

in New York City. (DON EMMERT/AFP/Getty

Images)

    Michael Cohen says Trump made repeated

racist references

    Opinion: The world is changing, and we can't

do anything to stop it

    Watch Trump and Obama face off

    Supreme Court won't block children's

climate change lawsuit

    Forecast: Democrats' chances are fading to

take the Senate

    Roger Stone: There was no effort to

intimidate witness

    Judge: Georgia must let 'pending' voters

cast ballots

    Obama: Got to have a few hecklers



    Top stories

    Actor Alec Baldwin exits the 6th precinct of

the New York Police Department in Manhattan,

New York, U.S., November 2, 2018.

REUTERS/Andrew Kelly

    Alec Baldwin arrested in New York, charged

with assault

    Two killed, four wounded in shooting at

Tallahassee hot yoga studio

    Teen girl beheaded after rejecting

someone's advances

    Pittsburgh's Jews celebrate Shabbat outside

Tree of Life Synagogue

    Teachers at elementary school dress as

MAGA border wall

    School suspends girls who dressed as

Columbine shooters for Halloween

    Jeff Bezos says he's choosing HQ2 location

with his heart

    HBO's icy and fiery response to Trump's

'Game of Thrones' reference

MSNBC

Deadline White House

Vanity Fair report: Michael Cohen claims



President Trump used racist language

Vanity Fair reporter Emily Jane Fox joins

Deadline White House to talk about Michael

Cohen's claim that President Trump repeatedly

used racist language.

2018 Early voting ballots exceed 2014 count

Hardball

2018 Early voting ballots exceed 2014 count

According to the NBC News Data Analytics Lab

-- using voter data provided by Target Smart --

roughly 29 million Americans have already

voted.

Steve King denounced by his own party,

rebukes comparisons to synagogue shooter

MTP Daily

Steve King denounced by his own party,

rebukes comparisons to synagogue shooter

Judge rules against Kemp over voters

misidentified as non-citizens

Katy Tur

Judge rules against Kemp over voters

misidentified as non-citizens



HUFFPOST 

MIDTERM FRENZY: TRUMP RAMPS UP THE

RACISM

AdChoices

TOP STORIES

Michael Cohen Claims Trump Called Black

People ‘Too Stupid’ To Vote For Him

2 Dead, 5 Injured In Shooting At Tallahassee

Yoga Studio

Undercover Video Catches Rep. Beto

O’Rourke’s Staffers… Helping The Poor

Before Murders, Pittsburgh Suspect Offered

Help To White Supremacist Doxer

Obama Hits Back At Trump’s Claims He Can

End Birthright Citizenship

CIA Communications Suffered Catastrophic

Compromise. It Started In Iran.

The Types of Cancer that Immunotherapy Can

Help Treat

Advertisement by HealthiNation

PEREZ IN THE HOT SEAT

The DNC Chair On Whether Trump Is A Racist,

The Dems’ Midterm Chances, And More.

JUDGE SAYS NO TO GEORGIA VOTER GRIFT



Judge Orders Georgia’s Brian Kemp To Give

Thousands More People A Shot At Voting

By Sam Levine

WASHINGTON POST 

Trump’s election-eve border mission puts

military in partisan crosshairs

The president’s decision to send as many as

15,000 troops to the southern border has

drawn unusual and blunt criticism from former

military leaders that reflects the strain he has

put on one of America’s most important norms:

the tradition of an apolitical military.

    By Greg Jaffe and Dan Lamothe11 minutes

ago

Army assessment of caravans undercuts

Trump’s rhetoric

Caravans gain legitimacy in the eyes of

possible migrants

Judge rules against Brian Kemp over Ga.

voting restrictions days before gubernatorial

election

The state must change its procedures to make



it easier for some people flagged under the

state’s restrictive “exact match” law to vote, a

federal judge ruled, dealing a blow to Kemp,

the GOP gubernatorial candidate and secretary

of state.

    By Eli Rosenberg3 hours ago

Supreme Court won’t block suit by young

people seeking to force federal action on

climate change

The plaintiffs want to compel the government

to scale back fossil-fuel extraction.

    By Robert Barnes and Brady Dennis2 hours

ago

Worshippers gather Friday in front of the Tree

of Life Synagogue, in Pittsburgh. It’s the first

Shabbat since 11 people were killed at the

synagogue six days earlier. (Justin Merriman

for The Post)Scenes from Pittsburgh

Worshippers gather Friday in front of the Tree

of Life Synagogue, in Pittsburgh. It’s the first

Shabbat since 11 people were killed at the



synagogue six days earlier. (Justin Merriman

for The Post)

As questions linger about the Pittsburgh

mass-shooting suspect, details emerge from

his early life

While the suspected attacker’s online postings

were hate-filled, he was forgettable offline,

people say.

    By Moriah Balingit, Victoria St. Martin and

Mark Berman

    Even in the face of terrorism, Jewish

tradition calls on us to remain open and

welcoming

High court lets trial proceed on census

citizenship question

The Supreme Court refused to delay an

upcoming trial in which a number of states and

civil rights organizations allege there was an

improper political motive in Commerce

Secretary Wilbur Ross’s decision to add a

citizenship question to the 2020 Census.

    By Robert Barnes
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Democrats on Track to Win House as G.O.P.

Retains Senate Majority

Live From Our Reporters ›

Elizabeth Dias9m ago

An anti-abortion constitutional amendment

passed in AL, and another is ahead in WV with

99% reporting. Both aim to challenge Roe in

the Supreme Court.

Matt Flegenheimer20m ago

Major news in NY state politics: Dems take

control of State Senate. Huge implications for

liberal policymaking going forward.

Elizabeth Dias23m ago

As we wait for Georgia governor news: Exit

polls show 89% of white evangelical voters

supported Kemp.

Jeremy Peters27m ago

Alabama has voted to amend its constitution

to allow Ten Commandments displays on

public property. Roy Moore lives on.

Jeremy Peters29m ago

Trump is getting — and taking — a lot of credit

for R victories. But Kris Kobach, a Trump ally



considered for a cabinet job, lost big for

Kansas gov.

Matt Flegenheimer31m ago

Remarkable on Florida: The swing-iest swing

state on the presidential map, and a Dem

hasn’t been elected governor since 1994.

Nate Cohn40m ago

Mike Bishop has a four-point lead in MI-8, but

we continue to estimate that Elissa Slotkin is

the favorite.

Astead Herndon43m ago

Great night for minority House candidates in

white swing districts. Allred in Texas.

Underwood in Illinois. Delgado in New York.

Jeremy Peters55m ago

In Trump's first tweet of the night, he declares

victory even though Rs are on track to lose

House. "Tremendous success tonight. Thank

you to all!"

Nate Cohn57m ago

Lauren Underwood is the projected winner in

IL-14, another stunner in an overwhelmingly

white and reliably Republican district.

Matt Flegenheimer1h ago

Evidence of Beto coattails down ballot, even in



defeat? Dems are running strong in key

suburban districts like TX-7 and TX-32.

Matt Flegenheimer1h ago

Gillum concedes in Florida gov race. Maybe the

biggest win tonight for GOP, and a major

disappointment for Dems who cheered his

progressive platform.

Astead Herndon2h ago

Re: Beto, few progressives in Texas thought

he'd win. They hoped he'd build lasting

infrastructure for Dems to compete there

statewide going forward.

Astead Herndon2h ago

Gretchen Whitmer wins race for Mich.

governor, another Dem pickup in a state Trump

won. Crowd here at her Detroit watch party is

going wild.

Nate Cohn2h ago

This would be a huge surprise. A Democrat is

leading in Oklahoma's 5th with 78% counted.

Kendra Horn is favored in our forecast at the

moment.

Astead Herndon2h ago

Jared Polis has won in Colorado, making him

the country's first openly gay man elected as



governor — and likely the country's most

progressive gov.

Elizabeth Dias2h ago

It's official: Ilhan Omar of Minn. and Rashida

Tlaib of Mich., both Democrats, will make

history together as the first Muslim women in

Congress.

Matt Flegenheimer2h ago

Cruz scoffed at Beto talk of changing Texas

electorate. “Perhaps in Massachusetts,” he

told me in August. Tonight, he sweats a bit, but

survives.

Nate Cohn2h ago

Ted Cruz is on track for a comfortable victory

in Texas, according to our estimates, even

though Beto leads in the reported vote.

Matt Flegenheimer2h ago

With apparent Dan Donovan loss, New York

City has exactly zero Republicans in its

congressional delegation.

Nate Cohn2h ago

We also believe that Democrats are on track

for victory in NY11 (real upset), TX7, MN3,

CO6, KS3, FL26, and TX32.

Elizabeth Dias2h ago



Marsha Blackburn's win in Tennessee is big for

Republicans looking to build their Senate

margin. Also, what Taylor Swift effect ...?

Elizabeth Dias2h ago

Guess who is headed to the Senate? Mitt

Romney.

Nate Cohn2h ago

Don't get excited about Beto. Ted Cruz is on

track for victory. Almost all of the remaining

vote is Republican territory.

Jeremy Peters3h ago

Fox News — yes, Fox — projects Dems will win

the House. A startling call given how many

races are so tight and how many Californians

are still voting.

Matt Flegenheimer3h ago

Donnelly’s loss in Indiana is a bitter one for

Senate Dems. It severely narrows any path to

taking the majority.

Astead Herndon3h ago

Detroit Mayor Mike Duggan expects big wins

for Dems across the ticket. He says the party

is leading in even traditionally weak parts of

Michigan.

Jeremy Peters3h ago



Two Republican governors in blue states, two

very different outcomes. Rauner (Ill.) loses.

Baker (Mass.) — who called Trump "hateful,

racist" — wins.

Matt Flegenheimer3h ago

Bob Casey’s Senate win in Pa. was expected

but still notable. As with Brown in Ohio, a Dem

coasts in a Trump state.

Astead Herndon3h ago

Amendment 4 in Florida has passed, meaning

1.5 million felons will get voting rights

restored.

Nate Cohn3h ago

I still see the Dems on track to take the House.

Not D+40. But more like our polls showed,

which added up to D+32 with a ton of super

close races.

Matt Flegenheimer3h ago

Senator Bob Menendez wins re-election in NJ.

He’d been hobbled by federal corruption

charges, and Dems had been a bit worried.

Astead Herndon3h ago

One thing looks certain: the Dems' dream

scenario, where the House was decided early

after wins in places like VA-5 or KY-6, is not



happening.

Elizabeth Dias4h ago

The vice president's brother, Greg Pence, just

won his race for Congress in IN-6. (He is also a

Republican.)

Jeremy Peters4h ago

Donna Shalala's House win in Florida suggests

some Dem rebound in the last 2 weeks. The

GOP thought they had a good chance there

pre-mail bomber.

Astead Herndon4h ago

Ayanna Pressley has become the first black

woman elected to represent Massachusetts in

Congress. Expect more barriers broken

tonight.

Lisa Lerer4h ago

Elizabeth Warren wins, as expected. That

brings us a step closer to 2020: She said she'd

"take a hard look" at a presidential run after

the midterms.

Elizabeth Dias4h ago

Texas is a test case: how many hidden white

evangelical and suburban women voters will

turn from the GOP for Beto?

Jonathan Martin4h ago



First Dem pickup of the night appears to be in

Va., where Jennifer Wexton is routing Rep.

Barbara Comstock. She's up 16 pts with under

60% reporting.

Nate Cohn4h ago

I don't see anything indicating a systematic

House forecasting error. From here, the GOP

needs a ton of luck: Scratch out narrow wins,

over and over.

Jeremy Peters4h ago

Some context. The House has flipped control

only three times since 1954. Two of those

times have been in the last 12 years: 2006 and

2010.

Jonathan Martin4h ago

Chesterfield County, Va., usually posts its

returns right out of the gate. To defeat Dave

Brat, Abigail Spanberger will need a healthy

margin there.

Astead Herndon4h ago

Tim Kaine cruising toward victory in Virginia is

not a surprise. More important for the party:

That he lifts Dems in much closer House races.

Elizabeth Dias5h ago

It’s about more than Manchin in West Virginia:



Voters are deciding on amending the

constitution to ensure it doesn’t contain a right

to abortion.

Matt Flegenheimer5h ago

No Dem senator has done more to present

himself as bipartisan/Trump-tolerant than

Manchin. We’ll see if he’s rewarded.

Nate Cohn5h ago

It's early, but it looks as if the urban-rural split

is just going to keep getting deeper.

Elizabeth Dias5h ago

Unsurprising: Bernie Sanders won his

re-election in Vermont.

Matt Flegenheimer5h ago

One big Florida Q: Can Gillum carry Sen.

Nelson? Dems are hoping young/nonwhite

enthusiasm for Gillum can lift all boats.

Jonathan Martin5h ago

Still VERY early in the vote-counting, but

Donnelly is running behind his 2012

performance (when he won by about 5 points)

in a few Indiana counties.

Lisa Lerer5h ago

From AP’s exit poll: More than a third of voters

said Trump wasn’t a factor. That feels high,



given how often they brought him up to me in

interviews.

Nate Cohn5h ago

Turnout is way higher than anyone could

expect. One example: In Pinellas County-St.

Petersburg, Fla., turnout with time still to go is

87% of 2016.

Astead Herndon5h ago

In Georgia governor's race, poll hours have

been extended in Gwinnett County after voting

issues. Good news for Dems, who need a big

turnout.

Elizabeth Dias5h ago

To give you an idea of how important Indiana is

to Republicans tonight, Trump went there

twice in last four days. (Obama went once.)

Elizabeth Dias6h ago

Anti-abortion groups have had a huge ground

game this cycle — they especially targeted

Indiana to oust Donnelly, so this is their first

test tonight.

Jeremy Peters6h ago

Remember, Donnelly's opponent in 2012 was

weak. Richard Mourdock blew up his campaign

over an insensitive comment on rape and



pregnancy.

Jonathan Martin6h ago

If you're looking at Miami County (Indiana) and

wondering: Yes, Donnelly did far better in 2012

than he's on track to at the moment.

Matt Flegenheimer6h ago

Hard to overstate the combo of hope/dread in

convos with voters lately, from both parties.

Anxiety is bipartisan. 

Astead Herndon6h ago

One example I just heard for those watching

youth vote: At Penn State, student

participation up 5 times among registered

voters, per Next Gen America.

Elizabeth Dias6h ago

Turnout voter groups to watch tonight:

millennials, evangelicals, African-Americans,

Hispanics, and suburban women.

Lisa Lerer6h ago

Hot take: It's all about turnout. I always find it

a bit of a relief when all the campaigning is

done and only one thing matters: counting

votes!

Astead Herndon6h ago

Polls in Kentucky's Sixth were deadlocked. But



Dems hoped a big fund-raising advantage

would give them a critical edge in the final

days.

Jonathan Martin6h ago

About that House race in Kentucky: Local

political pros say that Amy McGrath needs

around 57% in Fayette County to offset her

rural losses.

Elizabeth Dias6h ago

Here we go! Our team is in the newsroom and

on the ground across America to give you the

news and our insights.

House Results ›

179

170

218 for control

Democrats

Republicans

Gained 25 seats

Lost 25 seats

Full results ›

Senate Results ›

42

51

50



Democrats

Republicans

Lost 3 seats

Gained 3 seats

Full results ›

Live Forecast ›

These estimates are based on votes reported

so far.

Full forecast ›

House

>95%Dem.

Chance of winning

Senate

>95%Rep.

Chance of winning

Signs Suggest That Nation’s Divisions May Be

Deepening

    Senator Ted Cruz held onto Texas for the

G.O.P., and Mike Braun, a Republican, defeated

Senator Joe Donnelly of Indiana.

    But in the House, Democrats captured

several Republican-held seats early, winning

decisively in moderate districts.

    Rural voters were breaking sharply with



their counterparts in suburban districts and

metropolitan areas.

live29m ago

The Mississippi Senate race advanced to a

run-off. Follow more updates here.

4m ago

House Results
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Dem. Lead Win Flip



Rep. Lead Win Flip

No results

House Senate Governor House Forecast

Senate Forecast

G.O.P. Unfurls Its Banner as the Party of Trump

Republican candidates embraced the racially

inflammatory messages of President Trump,

our correspondent writes.

52m ago

Cruz Defeats O’Rourke in Tight Texas Race

Senator Ted Cruz held off Representative Beto

O’Rourke, a charismatic Democrat who had

hoped for an upset victory.

26m ago

McCaskill Ousted From Senate With Loss in

Missouri

Beating back a liberal suburban groundswell,

Josh Hawley toppled Senator Claire McCaskill,

one of Senate Democrats’ last remaining

moderate voices.

Just Now



GOVERNOR'S RACES

Governor Results Could Shape Political

Landscape for a Decade

    Ron DeSantis, a staunch support of

President Trump, fended off Andrew Gillum’s

bid to be Florida’s first African-American

governor.

    Kansas voters rejected the sharply

conservative message of Kris Kobach, electing

the Democrat Laura Kelly as governor, a

surprise outcome in a Republican stronghold.

2m ago

With his win in Florida, Mr. DeSantis extended

Republican dominance in the state.

11m ago

Ms. Kelly’s victory upended the

Republican-dominated State Capitol in Kansas.

7m ago

Election 2018

What Happened to Lindsey Graham? He’s

Become a Conservative ‘Rock Star’

    Senator Lindsey Graham’s bipartisan



overtures once made him a darling of

Democrats, and a Republican dealmaker to be

wooed to the center.

    But with an eye toward re-election in 2020 in

a state still on the Trump Train, Mr. Graham

has climbed into the locomotive.

Senator Lindsey Graham took photos with fans

after speaking at a campaign event in

Chesterfield, Mo. Nick Schnelle for The New

York Times

Once Reluctant, an Energized Obama Calls Out

His Successor

Barack Obama has re-emerged as the

Democrats’ most prominent face, pitting

president versus president over the future of

the country.

2h ago

Senator Dianne Feinstein is a moderate

Democrat in the heart of the liberal resistance.

Why is she cruising to re-election?

8h ago

‘Fired Up’ Voters in 18 States Are Outpacing

2014 Early Ballot Counts



    “We’re in uncharted territory with the size of

this vote,” said one scholar who tracks early

voting. “In some states, it’s closer to the

presidential election than to the 2014 midterm

election.”

    Early turnout is high even in some states

without competitive elections, like Maryland

and Louisiana.

LATIMES

Democrats take control of House as the GOP

holds the Senate

Mark Z. Barabak

By Mark Z. Barabak 

First-time candidates aim to unseat seasoned

politicians in California House races

Asian American vote can be 'key to victory,'

Rep. Judy Chu says to rally volunteers for

Katie Porter

Rep. Adam Schiff talks about renewing Russia

probe if Democrats flip the House

Rep. Dana Rohrabacher describes midterms as

a battle between billionaires and patriots

Who says young people are unengaged? These

folks are organizing, running for office and



definitely voting

Voters are already streaming to polls in record

numbers, with both sides seeking clues on

outcome

Voters are already streaming to polls in record

numbers, with both sides seeking clues on

outcome

Early voting trends suggest turnout could be

the biggest since 1966, maybe longer. What

does it all mean? It points to a good day for

Democrats in some parts of the country — but

not everywhere.

By Evan Halper  and Maya Sweedler

In Georgia, a close governor's race could turn

on who gets to vote

You're registered to vote, and election day is

almost here. Now what?

Here are all the L.A. Times endorsements for

the Nov. 6 election

Challenging Dianne Feinstein from the left,

Kevin de León has struggled. But is he just

ahead of his time?

Jaclyn Cosgrove



By Jaclyn Cosgrove

Some veterans say Trump is politicizing the

military by sending troops to the border days

before midterm election

David S. Cloud

By David S. Cloud

Long Beach citizen patrols face off with

counter-protesters over growing homeless

encampments

Gale Holland

By Gale Holland

Passengers say bus driver tried to kidnap

them, but police say he just got lost

Alejandra Reyes-Velarde

By Alejandra Reyes-Velarde 

The deal is done. So what's next for Clayton

Kershaw and the Dodgers?

    • Dodgers and Kershaw agree to new

three-year, $93-million deal

    02 Nov 2018

    CVs for children: Chinese boy, 5, has ‘rich

and varied experience and wide variety of



hobbies’

    02 Nov 2018

    China signals big shift in economic course

due to US trade war headwinds

    02 Nov 2018

    Four held over ‘gruesome’ theft of dead

man’s eyes from Chinese hospital

    02 Nov 2018

    Public transport subsidy for Hong Kong

commuters to start from January with

government opting to ‘ke

    02 Nov 2018

    Donald Trump says he had ‘good

conversation’ with Xi Jinping on trade ahead of

G20

    02 Nov 2018

    In scathing announcement, US accuses

Chinese and Taiwanese firms of theft from

American chip giant M

    02 Nov 2018

    Khan’s China play threatens Middle East

headache for Beijing

    02 Nov 2018

    End the trade war with China or miss out on

future growth, ex-World Bank economist warns



US

    02 Nov 2018

    Xi Jinping tries to give private business a

‘confidence boost’ as economic slowdown

bites

    02 Nov 2018

    Pony Ma steers Tencent to 20th anniversary

with eye on industrial internet

    02 Nov 2018

    Britain to sell China ‘unlimited’ amount of

military radar equipment, technology

    02 Nov 2018

    Lion Air pilot made radio alert over technical

problems hours before Indonesian air disaster

    02 Nov 2018

    ‘The biggest story in Chinese politics right

now’ – silence over Communist Party’s autumn

meeting

    02 Nov 2018

    Getting out the vote: Asian-Americans a

target group for US midterm election

campaigns

    02 Nov 2018

    Chilling video shows doomed travellers

boarding Lion Air flight. It was passenger Paul



Ferdinand Ayo

    02 Nov 2018

    US Justice Department indicts Jho Low and

Goldman Sachs banker Roger Ng Chong Hwa in

1MDB scandal

    02 Nov 2018

    Cryptocurrency rules unveiled by SFC as

Hong Kong aims to become major trading hub

    02 Nov 2018

    China’s top leaders prepare for worse as

economy takes hits from US trade war

    02 Nov 2018

    Declassified British papers show London

tipped CY Leung as future Hong Kong leader

    02 Nov 2018

    University of Hong Kong medical school

rejects claims local DSE students were turned

away

    02 Nov 2018

    Begpackers in Hong Kong: are they all fake

or are some in need of genuine charity?

    02 Nov 2018

    Why Cantonese spoken in Malaysia sounds

different to Hong Kong Cantonese, and no it’s

not ‘wrong’



    02 Nov 2018

    I translated Chinese writer Louis Cha ‘Jin

Yong’. Here’s why he never caught on in the

West

    02 Nov 2018

    Donald Trump misread the US-China trade

relationship. A rethink is not in America’s best

interests

    02 Nov 2018

    Fury as Saudi Arabia executes Indonesian

maid Tuti Tursilawati without warning

China

BEIJING, Nov. 1 (Xinhua)

    Politics

    China & World

    Business

    Culture

    SciTech

    Society

    Sports

    HK/Macao/Taiwan



BEIJING, Nov. 1 (Xinhua) -- Following are news

items about China to be covered or pursued by

Xinhua on Thursday:

Wire Service:

-- China Focus: Work-life balance for Chinese

career women

-- Economic Watch: China braves economic

challenges, vows high-quality development

-- Economic Watch: Challenge or catalyst, what

surging imports mean to China's economy

-- American businesses in China to cash in on

China's 1st import expo

-- Jin Yong's martial arts novels in eyes of

literary circles

-- Major China veggie base upgrades tech to

meet rising high-end demand

Follow Xinhua on Facebook, Twitter and



YouTube:

http://www.facebook.com/XinhuaNewsAgency

http://twitter.com/XHNews

http://www.youtube.com/user/ChinaViewTV 

Xinhua Headlines: From made-in-China to

sold-in-China, foreign firms set to benefit at

CIIE

Xinhua Headlines: From made-in-China to

sold-in-China, foreign firms set to benefit at

CIIE

Five days away from the first China

International Import Expo (CIIE), foreign

exhibitors at the event are rushing to make

final touches to their booths to ensure their

exhibits shine.

Chinese state councilor says China's

development poses no threat to any country

China's development poses no threat to any



country, Chinese State Councilor and Foreign

Minister Wang Yi told a joint press conference

on Wednesday following a meeting with Papua

New Guinea's Minister for Foreign Affairs and

Trade Rimbink Pato.

Bus wreck retrieved from river in SW China

Rescuers on Wednesday night salvaged the

wreck of a bus that plunged into the Yangtze

River in Chongqing Municipality leaving at

least nine people dead.

Hong Kong ranked world's 4th easiest place to

do business

Hong Kong was ranked the fourth globally on

the ease of doing business, moving up one

place from being the fifth last year, the Hong

Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR)

government quoted a World Bank annual report

as saying on Wednesday.

China starts exporting petroleum to Laos

With over 64 ton diesel, handed over from

PetroChina to a Lao company at Laos-China

border, the first export of Chinese refined oil to



Lao market was made on Wednesday.

Chinese state councilor rejects false claim

about China's foreign aid

China's foreign aid is carried out on the basis

of equality, mutual benefit, openness and

sustainability, said Chinese State Councilor

and Foreign Minister Wang Yi who is on a visit

to Papua New Guinea on Wednesday.

Photos

    Autumn scenery of Qinglongwan reservoir in

east China

    Autumn scenery of Qinglongwan reservoir in

east China

    Black-headed gulls migrate to Kunming in

China's Yunnan

    Black-headed gulls migrate to Kunming in

China's Yunnan

    Bus wreck retrieved from river in SW China

    Bus wreck retrieved from river in SW China



Politics

    Xi stresses boosting healthy development of

new-generation AI

    China issues guideline on improving

infrastructure

Business

    ChiNext Index opens higher Thursday

    China Hushen 300 index futures open higher

Thursday

Sci & Tech

    China to conduct water, biodiversity

research under climate change in Pan-Third

Pole

    China to conduct water, biodiversity

research under climate change in Pan-Third

Pole

Sports

    Sanya to hold 2018 China Clean Energy



Vehicle Championship

    Sport climbing season titles determined in

Xiamen

China & World

    Chinese state councilor says China's

development poses no threat to any country

    Xinhua Headlines: From made-in-China to

sold-in-China, foreign firms set to benefit at

CIIE

Culture

    Wuxia spirit lives on: Fans bid farewell to

martial arts novelist Jin Yong

    Cross-Strait cultural fair to be held in

Xiamen

Society

    Bus wreck retrieved from river in SW China

    Wuxia spirit lives on: Fans bid farewell to

martial arts novelist Jin Yong



HK/Macao/Taiwan

    Hong Kong ranked world's 4th easiest place

to do business

    Taiwan Q3 GDP growth slower than

expected

Video

Longest high-speed rail in China's cold

northeast popular among travelers

Longest high-speed rail in China's cold

northeast popular among travelers

    China's commercial hub gives stage to

goods from across world

    China's commercial hub gives stage to

goods from across world

    Coolest tech of consumer electronics to be

shown at China's import expo

    Coolest tech of consumer electronics to be

shown at China's import expo



Editor's Choice

    01

    Let "better angels" enhance Sino-U.S.

relationship: Chinese Ambassador

    02

    Wuxia spirit lives on: Fans bid farewell to

martial arts novelist Jin Yong

    03

    China's manufacturing activity continues to

expand despite external uncertainties

    04

    World Bank chief calls for open trade,

multilateral approaches

    05

    Bank of Japan cuts inflation outlook through

fiscal 2020, maintains stimulus measures

CNN’s Tapper Compares Trump to Gangsters

After Press Conference on Midterms



BY: Paul Crookston

November 7, 2018 1:53 pm

CNN anchor Jake Tapper compared President

Donald Trump to mafia bosses Wednesday,

saying his leadership is reminiscent of films

such as The Godfather

‘Godfather’ of chart analysis says

‘damage done to the stock market’

is much, much worse’ than anyone

is talking about

Acampora tells MarketWatch that

the action under way in the stock

market reminds him of the 1987

crash

Ralph Acampora is bearish on

stocks



Prominent market technician Ralph

Acampora says the stock market is

in bad shape and it’s worse than

many on Wall Street investors

appreciate. 

U.S. Yahoo View

Gen. McCaffrey: Trump is

bordering on

unconstitutional behavior

General Barry McCaffrey sounds off on the

recent behavior we've seen from Pres. Trump

regarding the migrant caravan and his

response to extremist violence in America.

Troops and Equipment Sent to US Border With

Mexico

Storyful

U.S. general says troop numbers at Mexican

border set to rise further



Reuters

CNN’s Tapper Compares Trump to Gangsters

After Press Conference on Midterms

BY: Paul Crookston

November 7, 2018 1:53 pm

CNN anchor Jake Tapper compared President

Donald Trump to mafia bosses Wednesday,

saying his leadership is reminiscent of films

such as The Godfather

BusinessCNBC

The market is showing a similar pattern to

peaks in 2000 and 2007: BofAML's Stephen

Suttmeier

A technical signal bubbling underneath the

roiled market's surface could portend more

pain for stocks, BofAML's Stephen Suttmeier

says. Contracting margin debt coinciding with

a market peak suggests rising risk-off

sentiment, says Stephen Suttmeier, chief

equity technical strategist at BofA Merrill



Lynch Global Research. "In 2000 margin debt

topped out.

Business CNBC

The stock market lost more than $2 trillion in

October. Here's what happened

October is on pace for one of the worst months

since the financial crisis.

'Red October' sees US stocks endure their

worst month since the financial crisis

Business Insider

4:05p

Why a 240-point rally for the Dow and

stock-market rebound is ‘uninspiring’

4:04p

‘Godfather’ of chart analysis says ‘damage

done to the stock market’ is much, much

worse’ than anyone is talking about

4:03p

Nasdaq logs 9.2% monthly drop, finishes

October in correction

4:03p

S&P 500 books 6.9% weekly decline



4:03p

Dow ends October with a 5.1% loss, even after

gaining 600 points in past 2 days

CNN         Trump's days of false promises and

divisive rhetoric

    trump florida rally

    Analysis

    In the wake of mailed bombs and shootings,

the President was visibly perturbed -- about the

midterms

    Analysis: Here's what Donald Trump will say

on November 7

    Bob Woodward on Trump: We are being had

    In deep-red Kansas, a race poses a test for

Trump and Pelosi

    Opinion: Our democracy is on the line next

Tuesday    

Trump attacks House Speaker

    The President says Paul Ryan 'knows

nothing' about birthright citizenship after he

said Trump was wrong

    Analysis: Trump's 'humbling' grief turns to

fire and fury

    The dark history behind Trump's heated



rhetoric

    Opinion: Trump drums up an immigration

crisis that doesn't exist

    Hear Paul Ryan on birthright citizenship

    Albright and Powell express disgust over

incendiary rhetoric

    Today in politics

    How a right-wing effort to slime Mueller fell

apart

    exclusive Trump blamed ex-counsel McGahn

for Mueller probe

    Analysis: Paul Manafort is spending a lot of

time with Mueller lately

    Live Updates GOP campaigns asked Trump

to steer clear of Nevada and Arizona

    Tennessee a toss-up, and that's shocking

    Analysis: Steve King's explanation for his

racially charged comments is epically bad

    Melania's immigration lawyer speaks

against Trump's claim

    Trump's most likely 2020 challengers

    Top stories

    MEGYN KELLY TODAY -- Pictured: Megyn



Kelly on Monday, June 4, 2018 -- (Photo by:

Nathan Congleton/NBC/NBCU Photo Bank via

Getty Images)

    The battle over Megyn Kelly's exit

negotiations goes public

    Kelly's problems began long before her

'blackface' comments

    Breaking Pittsburgh shooting suspect

indicted on 44 charges

    Girl shielded her brothers as pickup fatally

struck them at bus stop

    Sisters found dead were Saudi citizens,

though the case largely remains a mystery

    Fox News anchor debunks other Fox hosts'

rhetoric

MSNBC  the Midterms

Blue Wave? Poll predicting '16 Trump wave

sees Dems up in '18

Watch: 8 Women candidates join 'The Beat' to

talk record breaking 2018 midterms

Ari Melber speaks to eight first-time

congressional women candidates from both



sides of the aisle discussing the midterm

elections and the issues that matter to them.

Can Oprah help push Stacey Abrams over the

top in Georgia?

Deadline White House

Can Oprah help push Stacey Abrams over the

top in Georgia?

Trevor Noah: 'The best comedy is informed by

the truth'

MTP Daily

Trevor Noah: 'The best comedy is informed by

the truth'

14 million people on brink of starvation in

Yemen

All In

14 million people on brink of starvation in

Yemen

Matthews: Trump is perfect president for

Halloween

Hardball

Matthews: Trump is perfect president for

Halloween

Woman approached in plot to frame Mueller

speaks out



Hallie Jackson

Woman approached in plot to frame Mueller

speaks out 

In 2016, the USC Dornsife/LA Times poll saw a

wave of support for Donald Trump when other

polls didn't. Now the poll sees a 17-point lead

for Democrats headed into the midterms. The

Morning Joe panel discusses.

    Maddow: 2018 election could yield Congress

that will be a check on Trump

    Steve Kornacki: For Dems, many possible

paths to retaking the House in 2018

    Early voting in key states see surge at the

polls

Image: Robert Mueller

Andrew Harnik / AP file

MaddowBlog

Steve Benen: Scheme targeting Mueller goes

hilariously off the rails

Steve Benen writes, you've heard the phrase,

"It seemed like a good idea at the time"? The

far-right scheme that targeted Robert Mueller



was never a good idea.

Exclusive: Woman approached in plot to frame

Mueller says she found it ‘creepy’

The Beat with Ari Melber

Exclusive: Woman approached in plot to frame

Mueller says she found it ‘creepy’

Rep. Curbelo: President using ‘divide &

conquer’ strategy on immigration issues

Andrea Mitchell Reports

Rep. Curbelo: President using ‘divide &

conquer’ strategy on immigration issues

HUFFPOST 

TRUMP FLOATS SOROS CONSPIRACY — BOMB

BE DAMNED!

TOP STORIES

Lawsuit Alleges Harvey Weinstein Sexually

Assaulted Girl, 16

Oprah Is Heading To Georgia To Campaign For

Stacey Abrams

Trump Shreds Media Once Again, Says

Journalists Are ‘Pushing People Apart’

Twitter Users Erupt Over HHS Official’s



Halloween-Themed Medicare Joke

Earth’s Wildlife Populations Have Dropped By

60 Percent Since 1970

Lawsuit Accuses Betsy DeVos And Her

Deputies Of Being Motivated By Sexism

What Happens To The President After He

Retires

Advertisement by Trendchaser

TRUMP BOOSTS REP. FOR ‘IMPRESSIVE’ PITT.

GRIEF!

Trump Uses Grief After Pittsburgh Shooting To

Promote A GOP Congressman

By Carla Herreria

BLAND SLAM: HOW DEMS MIGHT JUST BEAT

WALKER

TOP STORIES

There Aren’t Enough People In Central America

For A Border ‘Emergency’

Oprah Is Heading To Georgia To Campaign For

Stacey Abrams

Khashoggi Was Strangled On Entering

Consulate, Istanbul’s Chief Prosecutor Says

Democratic Senator Joe Donnelly Open To



Changing Birthright Citizenship

William Rehnquist Proposed To Sandra Day

O’Connor Before Their SCOTUS Days

Don Lemon Says ‘The Biggest Terror Threat In

This Country Is White Men’

Judy Garland Kept This Hidden While Filming

"The Wizard Of Oz"

Advertisement by Hooch

TRUMP’S VISIT TO A CITY THAT DIDN’T WANT

HIM

A Look At Trump’s Visit To Pittsburgh

By Christopher Mathias

    Early voting numbers dwarf turnout in 2014

    CONCORD, NH - FEBRUARY 09: 3 year old

Simon Desmarais crawls beneath voting

booths as his parents Ashley Grover (R) and

Andrew Desmarais cast their votes on

February 9, 2016 at Broken Ground School in

Concord, NH. Voters throughout the state are

heading to the polls as the New Hampshire

Primary, also known as the first-in-the-nation

primary, continues the process of selecting the

next president of the United States. (Photo by

Matthew Cavanaugh/Getty Images)

    Live Updates



    As the President makes his closing

argument, more than 23 million have cast their

ballots early

    Oprah makes her 2020 intentions 'clear'

    Young voters usually sit out the midterms.

There are signs 2018 could be different.

    Why voting in the US is so hard

    CNN poll: Close Senate races in Florida and

Tennessee

    Opinion: Our democracy is on the line next

Tuesday

    Today in politics

    President Donald Trump speaks during a

rally in Estero, Florida, Wednesday, October

31, 2018.

    ANALYSIS

    Trump shocks with racist new ad days

before midterms

    Trump's racist video is part of a broader

GOP midterm strategy

    Heather Nauert is Trump's top choice for UN

ambassador

    Voter: I hope Trump changes legal asylum

    Trump: 'When I can, I tell the truth'



    Gillum responds to allegations of misused

funds

    Trump to speak on immigration as admin

looks to limit asylum seekers

    Tennessee a toss-up, and that's shocking

    Top stories

    From @TedOnPrivacy/GoogleWalkout/Twitter:

&quot;The #googlewalkout in Zurich has

impressive numbers! @googlewalkout&quot;

    Google employees are walking out around

the world

    For 4th time in 3 days, a driver hits kids at a

bus stop, police say

    Pittsburgh synagogue shooting suspect

pleads not guilty to federal charges

    Jewish hospital staff treated suspect as he

spewed hate, administrator says

    They were found dead, bound together by

duct tape. The case remains a mystery.

    Whitey Bulger attackers tried to cut out his

tongue, federal official says

    'Carrier killer' among Russia's submarines



MSNBC

Oprah: 'I refuse to let their sacrifices be in

vain'

While campaigning for Stacey Abrams, Oprah

Winfrey talks about the sacrifices by African

Americans to gain the right to vote.

    Is Oprah the key to energizing Georgia

voters?

    Can Oprah's endorsement give Stacey

Abrams an edge over Brian Kemp?

Mika: Anyone else would be horrified by tone of

midterms

Morning Joe

Mika: Anyone else would be horrified by tone of

midterms

Watch: 8 Women candidates join 'The Beat' to

talk record breaking 2018 midterms

The Beat with Ari Melber

Watch: 8 Women candidates join 'The Beat' to

talk record breaking 2018 midterms
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Steve King’s District Is His Worst Nightmare

By Eliot Nelson

King's district is very racist, but it's growing

more tolerant... or maybe not. It's complicated.

Appeals Court Orders Ohio To Count Purged

Voters’ Ballots

GOP Is Scapegoating People With Disabilities

To Keep Black Voters From The Polls

WASHINGTON POST 

Saudi crown prince described Khashoggi as a

dangerous Islamist in call with White House

Mohammed bin Salman disparaged journalist

Jamal Khashoggi as a dangerous member of

the Muslim Brotherhood in a call to Jared

Kushner and national security adviser John

Bolton, according to people familiar with the

discussion.

    By John Hudson, Souad Mekhennet and

Carol D. Leonnig2 hours ago

    In the Saudi countryside, Khashoggi’s death

seems remote and royal involvement



far-fetched

U.S. launches aggressive campaign to thwart

China’s economic attacks

With a new indictment, authorities will zero in

on trade-secret theft, and seek to identify

researchers and defense-industry workers who

have been “co-opted” by Chinese agents,

Attorney General Jeff Sessions said.

    By Ellen Nakashima43 minutes ago

Campaign 2018

Democrats in prime position to retake House,

but wild cards remain, poll shows

A Washington Post-Schar School survey of

likely voters in battleground districts found the

party’s base of less frequent voters and

concerns about illegal immigration stand out

as wild cards as the midterms near.

    By Scott Clement and Dan Balz

Larry Lafferty, Chase Brackley and David

Winchell unload produce at the Nelsonville



Food Cupboard. (Andrew Spear for The Post)

Larry Lafferty, Chase Brackley and David

Winchell unload produce at the Nelsonville

Food Cupboard. (Andrew Spear for The Post)

‘They’ve shifted the burden to us’: A food

pantry struggles to feed an increasingly hungry

Ohio community

When the Nelsonville Food Cupboard opened in

the 1980s, the pantry served as an emergency

stop for families when budgets ran tight. But

as the working-class city’s economy has

changed, the pantry has become more than a

stopgap. It’s a lifeline.

    By Robert Samuels

NYTIMES

Trump Rally With Limbaugh Will Cap a

Campaign Built on Fear

    On the last day before elections, President

Trump embarked on a three-state swing to

wrap up an us-against-them midterm

campaign.

    Underscoring the emphasis on his base, Mr.



Trump is finishing out the day alongside the

radio host Rush Limbaugh in Cape Girardeau,

Mo., after stops in Ohio and Indiana.

  

Lifted by support among women, Democrats

have a 13-point edge on the question of which

party should control Congress, according to a

new poll.

A race for turnout and rallies by President

Trump: campaign scenes across the U.S.

Here’s a guide to how, when and where to vote

on Tuesday.

Maddie McGarvey for The New York Times

The Campaign Reporter

Hi, I just came back from a Scott Walker

campaign event in Wisconsin. Send your

questions and get the latest intel.

Alex Burns

Correspondent

Listen to ‘The Daily’



The white evangelical vote in the midterm

elections.

In the ‘Smarter Living’ Newsletter

The cognitive and social benefits of being in a

bad mood.

The Daily Mini Crossword

Compton, CA

Trump Closes Out a Campaign Built on Fear,

Anger and Division

    On the last day before elections, President

Trump was set to embark on a three-state

swing to wrap up an us-against-them midterm

campaign.

    Underscoring his emphasis on his base, Mr.

Trump invited Sean Hannity and Rush

Limbaugh, two conservative icons, to join him

in Ohio, Indiana and Missouri.

Latino voters are anxious; Arizona’s

Republican governor is confident; and more

scenes from around the country.

25m ago



“We want him to know how much we

appreciate what he is doing for this country,”

Karen Engwis, left, said. Sofia Jaramillo for

The New York Times

Trump’s America: Aggrieved and Adoring

Voices From Inside the Presidential Bubble

At rallies, the president’s supporters look past

his falsehoods, racially charged statements

and attacks on critics. For his party to win, he

needs them to turn out in droves.

 

Election 2018

Trump’s Nationalism Is Breaking Point for

Some Suburban Voters, Risking G.O.P.

Coalition

    Educated, prosperous whites repelled by

President Trump’s strident language on race

and gender are turning away from

Republicanism, a boon for Democrats.

    Rather than seeking to coax voters like

these back into the Republican coalition, Mr.



Trump appears to have all but written them off.

1h ago

‘When You Think You’ve Got It Figured Out, It

Flips.’ Democrats Puzzle Over Retaking Ohio

Few statewide results alarmed Democrats in

2016 more than Ohio. Now they are honing

what they hope is a winning economic

message focused on workers.

6h ago

Mystery of the Midterm Elections: Where Are

the Russians?

Nefarious activity by known or suspected

hackers seems low this year. An analyst says

that “reassures some people, and it scares

some people.”

LATIMES

To measure the real base of California's

Republican support, look no further than

Trump's approval numbers



Find a loyal Trump supporter, goes the logic,

and you’re looking at a voter who will stick

with Republican candidates through hell and

high water.

    • Midterms 2018: Updates from the

campaign trail

A look at the 11 propositions California voters

will consider

The complete list of L.A. Times election

endorsements

Hunter and Campa-Najjar look to veterans to

help portray each other as unfit to serve

In a district with a large veteran population,

Rep. Duncan Hunter and Democratic

challenger Ammar Campa-Najjar are relying on

the moral authority of those who wore the

uniform to try to portray each other as

unsuitable for office.

By Maya Sweedler

    • Veteran featured in GOP congressman’s

midterm election ad posted racist rants and



violent threats on Facebook

Khashoggi's body was dismembered, Turkish

chief prosecutor says

Analysis

Pelosi is right about Dems' House prospects

Early voting

What we know about the votes already cast

WASHINGTON, DC - JUNE 07: Media proprietor,

talk show host and actress Oprah Winfrey

speaks onstage at the Women&#39;s E3

Summit at National Museum Of African

American History &amp; Culture on June 7,

2018 in Washington, DC. (Photo by Earl Gibson

III/Getty Images)

battle in georgia

Oprah to hit campaign trail for Stacey Abrams

cnn polls

Tight Senate contests in Arizona and Nevada

President Donald Trump speaks during a

campaign rally at Bojangles&#39; Coliseum,

Friday, Oct. 26, 2018, in Charlotte, N.C.

Analysis



Trump's tactics for the end of the campaign

The U.S. Capitol is shown in Washington on

January 19, 2018.

The Forecast

This is how hard it is for Dems to win the

Senate

MSNBC  The Trump presidency is ‘uniquely

defined by his down time’

10/29/18 12:58 PM—Updated 10/29/18 01:10 PM

By Steve Benen

Soon after the 2016 election, Donald Trump

had a private meeting in the White House with

Barack Obama, and the sitting president

walked his successor through his daily duties.

As regular readers may recall, the Wall Street

Journal  noted at the time that Trump “seemed

surprised by the scope” of the presidency.

It quickly became obvious that Trump sought a

job he knew very little about. He soon after

admitted as much, telling Reuters, “This is

more work than in my previous life. I thought it



would be easier.” He added in an Associated

Press interview, “I never realized how big it

was.”

The question then became how the nation’s

first-ever amateur president would adapt.

Would he rise to the challenge, roll up his

sleeves, tackle his monumental tasks with

vigor, and learn the value of a hard day’s work?

By all accounts, no. Axios reported in January

that Trump’s official schedule tends to start

late and wrap up early, leaving him with an

abundance of “executive time” – a charitable

euphemism for the time the president spends

watching television, making calls, and

tweeting.

Politico  reports today on the latest evidence

from the Republican’s official schedule, which

points to a president who doesn’t appear to be

burning the candle at both ends.

    As a freewheeling president in one of the

world’s most regimented jobs, Trump appears

to be redefining the nature of the role. Past



presidents were disciplined in their scheduled

time, squired from meeting to meeting, event

to event, from the moment they arrived in the

Oval Office until they headed up to the

residence at night.

    Trump, by contrast, enjoys huge blocks of

unscheduled time in which he can do as he

pleases. He is hardly the first president to have

an erratic schedule…. But even Trump allies

who say the president is always working

concede that the Trump presidency is uniquely

defined by his down time, when his short-term

bugaboos become the drivers of his agenda,

rather than any long-term vision.

The reporting points to two unrelated points.

The first is that Trump, on a typical day,

doesn’t appear to be doing a lot of actual work.

Last Tuesday, for example, his official duties

took up just over three hours. In contrast, he

had nine hours of “executive time.”

Not surprisingly for a post-policy president,

this also means, as Politico  added, that



Trump’s schedules are “remarkably light on

policy discussions.” Last week’s schedule, for

example, included just two hours for policy

briefings.

The other point is that Trump, by virtue of his

erratic schedule, is easily distracted since he

has so little focus on substantive work. (He

reportedly demands a White House “organized

to answer to his immediate impulses.”)

This presidency didn’t start out this way, but

Politico  added that Trump “chafed at

back-to-back meetings that kept him off his

phone and away from the television.”

Whether this dynamic is encouraging or

discouraging – would Trump do more bad

things if he took his job more seriously? – is a

matter of perspective. Either way, presidential

descriptions of all the “hard work” he does are

very difficult to take seriously.

Explore:

The MaddowBlog, Donald Trump and White

House



    Today in politics
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SANDERS SCOLDS BOMB TARGETS!

TOP STORIES

Trump Responds To 3,500-Person Migrant

Caravan With 5,200 Additional Troops

dow

24,443.26

-245.05

-0.99%

nasdaq

7,050.29

-116.92

-1.63%

s&p 500

2,641.25

-17.44

-0.66%

YAHOO NEWS



World Reuters

Iran's Rouhani says U.S. isolated against Iran

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani said on

Saturday that the United States was isolated

among its traditional allies in its confrontation

with Iran, and that even Europe was siding

with Tehran against the reimposition of U.S.

sanctions. "It does not happen often that the

U.S. makes a decision and its traditional allies

abandon it," Rouhani told parliament in a

speech carried live on state television.

Washington reintroduced sanctions against

Iran’s currency trade, metals and auto sectors

in August after the U.S. withdrawal from a

multinational 2015 deal that lifted sanctions in

return for limits on Iran’s nuclear program.

Europe support against US 'rare victory' for

Iran: Rouhani



trumpman, trump

supporter, nutcase, trump 

follower, psychotic

criminal/domestic

terrorist Cesar Sayoc Jr.



YAHOO NEWS
Paul Volcker, at 91, Sees ‘a Hell of a

Mess in Every Direction’

The former Fed chairman, whose memoir will

be published this month, had a feisty take on

the state of politics and government during an

interview.

Business MarketWatch

The Wall Street analyst who called this

stock-market rout sees another nasty drop for

the S&P 500

Wilson describes current conditions as a

“rolling bear market,” which began in February,

and predicted that the S&P 500 index (SPX)

could fall to between 2,450 and 2,500. Morgan

Stanley defines a bear market as a selloff of

20% or more, with no recovery within 12

months.



dow 24,688.31

-296.24

-1.19%

nasdaq

7,167.21

-151.12

-2.06%

s&p 500

2,658.69

-46.88

-1.73%

PoliticsHuffPost Shocking cut Shows Trump

Encouraging Violence Again And Again

dow

24,584.84

-606.59

-2.41%

nasdaq

7,108.40

-329.14

-4.43%

s&p 500

2,656.30

-84.39

-3.08%



World Yahoo View

Putin trumpets end of US

world power, says Trump

listens well

Rachel Maddow reports

on statements from

Russian president

Vladimir Putin declaring

the end of the U.S. as a

world superpower before

a visit from John Bolton

who shied away from any



confrontation over

hacking or election

interference.

Trump says he may meet

with Putin in Paris

Yahoo News Video

Russia and U.S. discussed

possible Putin visit to

Washington: Kremlin

Reuters



dow

25,191.43

-125.98

-0.50%

nasdaq

7,437.54

-31.09

-0.42%

s&p 500

2,740.69

-15.19

-0.55%

    This poll is not good news for the GOP

Susan Edelman Blank

THIS NATION IS IN DANGER

I've commented freely about my personal

views of this administration. Now, I'd like to

comment as a mental health professional and

psychotherapist. I've been trained extensively

in diagnosis and treatment as well as in the



study and understanding of human

development and behavior. Confidentiality

demands that I protect the privacy of my

patients and not wildly speculate about the

behavior and functioning of people not

observed extensively. My mandate as a

professional is to protect my patients and the

public -- to prevent self-harm as well as harm

to others. This ethical mandate overrides my

obligation to privacy when public safety is at

risk.

It is in this context that I am ethically bound to

comment about the dangerousness of Donald

Trump and his administration. There is a vast

body of readily observable behavior we have

witnessed which far exceeds information we

may obtain in personal interviews and which

clearly points to the danger Trump represents

for this nation.

For now, I want to address one aspect of this

danger -- his aggressive use of language to

incite violence among his supporters. He has

repeatedly used threats and bullying tactics



with those he sees as his enemies who he

identifies as anyone opposed to his views. His

divisive rhetoric spares no-one -- other

politicians, world leaders, the disabled,

minorities, and the media. He delights in

provoking anger and inspiring altercations,

such as taking pride in body-slams to a

reporter.

This is dangerous behavior in any context, but

it is especially dangerous when spoken by

someone in a position of power. This leads to

acts such as today's bombs delivered to the

media he despises and those in public office

he calls his enemies. This is the behavior

we've witnessed in history where aggression

destroys a nation. Independent of what we

learn of those who sent the bombs today,

there's no doubt that violence is far more likely

when stirred by a violence-prone leader.

Mental health professionals' warnings need to

be heard. Silence is complicity.Dr.C. Silverman





























































Trump praises congressman

for assaulting reporter

Condo owners vote to

strip Trump name



from building

WARREN RELEASES DNA TEST RESULTS

Sen. Elizabeth Warren Releases DNA Test

Results Of Her Ancestry



Alec Baldwin: ‘We Need

To Overthrow The

Government’



    Warren releases DNA

test suggesting distant

Native American

ancestor

BusinessCNBC

Morgan Stanley: The

stock sell-off is going to



get worse

The stock market is in the

middle of a rolling bear

market, says Morgan

Stanley's Mike Wilson.

"It's being caused by a

drain in liquidity and

peaking growth," Wilson



says. The stock market

sell-off is only going to get

worse, predicts Morgan

Stanley's chief U.S. equity

strategist, Mike Wilson.

Politics The Telegraph

Elizabeth Warren urges Trump to make good on

$1 million pledge over DNA tests
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by Leo Vidal

Psychologist Says

Trump is Literally



Making Americans Sick

Both professional and amateur psychologists

have long been speculating about President

Donald Trump’s mental instability. Evidence of

this is on display every day in the White House

and in the media as the president’s latest lies

and misbehavior are reported on insatiably.

And now there is new evidence that Trump’s

mental illness may be contagious. According

to a prominent psychologist, his manic

episodes and the need for constant attention is

making more and more Americans filled with

anxiety and in need of their own professional



mental health care.

Jennifer Panning, a psychologist from

Evanston, Illinois, recently spoke with

POLITICO, and shared her views on the mental

health of the president and the entire country.

According to a Panning, Trump has a

distinctive combination of “provocation,

brinkmanship, and self-drama,” that has

caused what she calls “Trump Anxiety

Disorder.” She has achieved a new degree of

fame for being the person who first identified

and named that particular malady. She said

this anxiety disorder is very widespread

throughout the country (possibly the world)



and it even affects people who don’t closely

follow politics or the news.

Panning says that “Trump Anxiety Disorder”

can be identified by noting such symptoms as

“increased worry, obsessive thought patterns,

muscle tension and obsessive preoccupation

with the news.”

Another professional therapist, Cynthia

Baum-Baicker, agrees with this diagnosis. She

is treating a married couple whose sex life has

been undermined by conflicting opinions about

Trump. She said the president is an

omnipresent figure who now looms darkly over

everyone’s lives whether they want him to or



not.

“Authority figures represent the parent, so

President Trump now sits in the seat of parent

for all Americans,” explained Baum-Baicker.

“So my ‘father figure’ is now a bully. He is an

authoritarian who doesn’t believe in studying

and doing homework. Rather than giving

reassurance he creates uncertainty.”

Trump’s negative effect on the mental health

of America is not affecting just liberals either.

“Trump Anxiety Disorder” affects everyone

across the political spectrum and even

conservatives are having major anxiety issues.



Washington D.C. psychotherapist Elisabeth Joy

LaMotte had these insights into this new

mental health phenomenon:

“Conservatives are hurting, too. I view this

anxiety as collective in a very strong sense.

They’re hurting in part because they feel they

don’t have permission to share their real

views, or they feel conflicted because they

agree with things that the president is doing

but they’re uncomfortable with his language

and tactics…. And they feel alienated and

isolated from friends and family who differ

from their views, as if there’s not permission to

view it in a different way in D.C.”



New York psychiatrist Michael Dulchin said

Trump’s unpredictability is creating a great

deal of stress and uncertainty that people

don’t like. “Human beings hate two things,”

Dulchin said. “One is to look to the future and

think you don’t have enough energy to succeed

and live up to your expectations. The other is

to not be able to predict the environment.”

He then added when these two thing are added

together you get one result: “Anxiety and

depression.”

According to POLITICO:

“Empirical data bolsters the anecdotal reports



from practitioners. The American Psychiatric

Association in a May survey found that 39

percent of people said their anxiety level had

risen over the previous year—and 56 percent

were either “extremely anxious” or “somewhat

anxious about “the impact of politics on daily

life.” A 2017 study found two-thirds of

Americans’ see the nation’s future as a “very

or somewhat significant source of stress.”

So now the truth is out. Trump is driving

almost everyone insane. His mental illness is

indeed contagious. Our only hope to get back

on an even keel is to retire him as quickly as

possible from public life. We need to get him

out of our White House and get a new



president who will project calm and stability

and unity and certainty. The nation’s health

depends upon it.









































But america’s still number 1 in crime and has

been so for quite some time despite the under-

reporting of same as well as coverups .....

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL

CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY

COUNTRY  SHOWING LATEST

AVAILABLE DATA (america is

No. 1).



Rank     Countries    Amount 

# 1  United States: 11,877,218 

# 2  United Kingdom: 6,523,706 

# 3  Germany: 6,507,394 

# 4  France: 3,771,850 

# 5  Russia: 2,952,370 

# 6  Japan: 2,853,739 

# 7  South Africa: 2,683,849 

# 8  Canada: 2,516,918 

# 9  Italy: 2,231,550 

# 10 India: 1,764,630 



DEFINITION: Note: Crime statistics are often

better indicators of prevalence of law

enforcement and willingness to report crime  (I

believe, and facts support, crime in america to

be substantially under-reported and

under-prosecuted owing to pervasive

corruption, arbitrary enforcement of the law,

etc.) than actual prevalence. Moreover, crime

has, along with population steadily increased

in america in the last two decades.





SOURCE: The Eighth United Nations Survey on

Crime Trends and the Operations of Criminal

Justice Systems (2002) (United Nations Office

on Drugs and Crime, Centre for International

Crime Prevention)



Note: Crime statistics are

often better indicators of

prevalence of law

enforcement and

willingness to report

crime  (I believe, and

facts support, crime in

america to be substantial-



ly under-reported and

under-prosecuted owing

to pervasive corruption,

arbitrary enforcement of

the law, etc.) than actual

prevalence.
america’s still number 1 in crime and has been

so for quite some time despite the under-

reporting of same as well as coverups .....

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL



CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY

COUNTRY  SHOWING LATEST

AVAILABLE DATA (america is

No. 1).

Rank     Countries   

# 1        United States



































    The death toll continues to rise, with people

killed by trees or washed away in cars in

Florida, Virginia, North Carolina and Georgia.







 

   



MEXICO BEACH,

FLORIDA - OCTOBER

11: Homes destroyed

by Hurricane Michael

are shown from the air

October 11, 2018 in Mexico Beach, Florida. At

least seven deaths have been attributed to

Michael, the most powerful hurricane on

record to hit Florida&#39;s Panhandle, with

155-mph sustained winds.

Business GoBankingRates

The Stock Market Is



Tanking - Here’s What You

Should Do Now

Warren Buffett just lost billions.

    Reporter: WH aides 'hugely embarrassed' by

meeting

    White House staffers expressed concerns

about the optics of the president's meeting

with rapper Kanye West, according to a New

York Times reporter.

    Trump 'looks speechless and confused' [and

... duh ... what else is new ... wake up! ]»



   

China’s record trade

surplus with the US

means Trump’s strategy is

“failing”



Trump's trade war with China was supposed to

fix the trade deficit, but Beijing's surplus grew

to a record high in September.

Vox

China posts record trade surplus with the US in

September, Beijing says

China recorded a record trade surplus of

$34.13 billion with the U.S. in September amid

intense trade tensions between the world's

two largest economies.

CNBC

today

The US-China trade war has made China's

trade surplus bigger than ever



Donald Trump's tariffs on China are going

great, the US president assured the world

yesterday. “Their economy has gone down very

substantially,” Trump said ...

Dear Reader,

He’s a successful businessman who never held

public office before winning the Presidency…

He’s coming into power after an electoral

college landslide…

And he did it by beating an out-of-touch New

Yorker opponent.Once in office, he launches a

vast trade war, promising to stand up for

America’s heartland,with 890 increased tariffs.

He even slashes immigration levels to America

by 90%, while cracking down on illegal



immigration through deportations targeting as

many as 1.8 million people.

You may think I’m talking about Donald Trump.

But I’m actually describing Herbert Hoover,

America  31st President.

The similarities between Trump and the man

who saw a Great Depression happen under his

watch are eerie. And they won’t stop here.

Over the last six months, my firm and I have

spent hundreds of hours (and tens of

thousands of dollars) in research to reach one

shocking conclusion. My research shows…

President Trump is about to face a crisis on

the level of what President Hoover saw in

1929.

But it’s not the kind of crisis anyone expects.



And just like with Herbert Hoover – the crisis

could shut Republicans out of the White House

for a generation or longer.

This presentation reveals exactly why.

Sincerely,BrettAitken,Dir.,Stansberry Research



              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              



                                        

Trump's family has been

conning America for decades.

It could cost them millions.







Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the



prisoners run the prisons

/and criminals run the

nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert



Yahoo/Sent



albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM



Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>



To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!



[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 

  

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA  http://albertpeia.com  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA ALBERT LOUIS PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

Index of http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

Albert L Peia      http://albertpeia.com 

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com


John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan     

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.



We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now



Politics HuffPost

The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan

Collins

   

    













































CNN’s Tapper Compares Trump to Gangsters

After Press Conference on Midterms

Share

Tweet

Email

BY: Paul Crookston

November 7, 2018 1:53 pm

CNN anchor Jake Tapper compared President

Donald Trump to mafia bosses Wednesday,

saying his leadership is reminiscent of films

such as The Godfather
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Politics HuffPost

The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan

Collins

















Politics HuffPost

The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan

Collins

People who expected Sen. Susan Collins,

allegedly one of two remaining



U.S. AOL.com

President Trump leaves Melania in the rain

without an umbrella on their way to Florida --

and Twitter has the best reaction

President Trump and Melania departed to

storm-ravaged Florida on Monday



Politics HuffPost

Former Yale Law School Dean: Kavanaugh's

Confirmation Is An 'American Tragedy'

Robert Post, the former dean of Yale Law

School, minced no words

Should our President build a border wall

between the U.S. and Mexico? Let your voice

be heard. Vote now & defend the rule of law.

Politics Indiewire

Robert Redford: ‘I Feel Out of Place in the

Country I Was Born Into’



"Our civil servants have failed us," he said in a

statement.

Ford's lawyers say Senate Judiciary

Committee failed her

CBS News Videos









    The Senate's vote sets a conservative

majority on the Supreme Court that could last

a generation

    WATCH LIVE Reaction to vote to confirm

Kavanaugh

    Demonstrators descend on DC ahead of

Kavanaugh vote

    Melania Trump speaks out on Kavanaugh

and Ford

    Opinion: How the Democrats got outplayed

on Kavanaugh

    Democrats: Avenatti hurt our case against

Kavanaugh

    Analysis: What Kavanaugh's confirmation

would mean



    Analyst stuns with response to Ford

question

    Ford's sister-in-law: Manchin, Collins created

an 'alternate reality'

    Today in politics

    Sen Collins: 'I do not believe that Brett

Kavanaugh was Ford's assailant

    The effort to unseat Susan Collins in 2020 is

already underway  Politics HuffPost

The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan Collins

People who expected Sen. Susan Collins, allegedly one of two

remaining

    Obama official hints at Collins challenge

    Analysis: Trump is on a winning streak



    Protesters interrupt final vote in chamber

    Melania's hat evokes colonialist comparison

    In pictures: Melania Trump in Africa

    Analysis: Where women are turning toward

Democrats. And where they're not

    Trust the polls: This Senate Democrat is in

trouble

   

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the



prisoners run the prisons

/and criminals run the

nation





 





















Top stories

    Going, going, gone: Banksy art shreds itself

after $1.4M sale

    See the moment Banksy painting

'self-destructs'

    Admiral warns of Russian submarine threat

    Check your fridge and garage for all these

things recalled this week



    

Robin Brown Guist shared a link.

independent.co.uk

A Yale Historian believes Donald Trump is

behaving like Adolf Hitler in the 1930s



Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation
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The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan Collins

People who expected Sen. Susan Collins, allegedly one of two

remaining









ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 

ANOTHER TRILLION IN

DEBT 
Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than direct as in the

federal/filed scenario as documented), blumenthal

the fake vietnam marine of connecticut fame is no

better in terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut which helped mobster/

fraud/criminal trump and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total bulls**t america



/americans are! [ To the FBI field office, New Haven,

Ct., per their request: 

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosumm

arytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf      ]

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoa

netals.htm 

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm


/& criminals run the nation









Robin Brown Guist

Great...



usatoday.com

President Donald Trump

unpopular across globe

and America's standing

dropped, new poll shows



The Pew survey comes as Trump's second year

in office draws to a close. In that time, the

American president has made waves across

the world with his attacks on multilateral

institutions, such as the United Nations and



NATO, and his public spats with key allies,

including Canadian Prime Minister Justin

Trudeau and British Prime Minister Theresa

May.

The poll also comes just one week after Trump

and other world leaders gathered in New York

for the U.N. General Assembly. Trump's

message – vowing to put American sovereignty

over multilateralism – was not well received.

Key U.S. allies also sharply rejected Trump's

hard line against Iran.

Pew surveyed more than 26,000 people in 25

countries, from May 20 to Aug. 12. The center,

which studies public opinion and demographic



trends, released the poll late Monday.

There were some bright spots for the U.S., with

residents of Israel, the Philippines and South

Korea registering overwhelmingly positive

attitudes toward America.

But in other countries, many respondents said

the U.S. is not stepping up to solve global

crises like it used to, and America’s reputation

as a champion of freedom has also waned.

Read more: Trump's boast at the United

Nations prompts laughter from world leaders

and ridicule on Twitter



“Frustrations with the U.S. in the Trump era

are particularly common among some of

America’s closest allies and partners,” the Pew

report concludes.

In Germany, for example, only 10 percent of

those surveyed said they had confidence in

Trump, 75 percent said the U.S. is now doing

less to address global problems, and many

believe the U.S. no longer respects personal

freedoms.

Trump gets his lowest marks from those living

right next door in Mexico – with only 6 percent

of respondents saying they trust Trump as a

leader. The president repeatedly pledge since



his presidential campaign to build a wall on the

southern border with Mexico. About

one-quarter of Canadians rate Trump

positively.

In Russia, only 26 percent of those surveyed

voiced a favorable opinion of the U.S., a drop

from 41 percent in 2017, and just 19 percent

Russians have a positive view of Trump.

German Chancellor Angela Merkel has the

highest rating among the five leaders tested,

with 52 percent saying they trust her. French

President Emmanuel Macron earned a 42

percent positive rating.



In a similar 2017 poll, Pew found that global

opinion of the U.S. had "dropped precipitously"

after Trump's election. Former President

Barack Obama, who championed

multilateralism and nurtured ties with foreign

leaders, was seen as a more trustworthy

steward of global affairs, with a median of 64

percent expressing confidence in his ability to

direct American foreign policy, the 2017 survey

found. 
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Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent



albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda, 

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"





Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request



Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great



fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...
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On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:
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ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...
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PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).



Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer



(Florida). Please chip in now!

















N.Y. tax agency weighs

probe after report that

Trump family built wealth

through tax-avoidance

schemes and fraud



Trump Engaged in Suspect Tax Schemes as He

Reaped Riches From His Father

The president has long sold himself as a

self-made billionaire, but a Times investigation



found that he received at least $413 million in

today’s dollars from his father’s real estate

empire, much of it through tax dodges in the

1990s.

Trump Engaged in Suspect Tax Schemes as He

Reaped Riches From His Father



The president has long sold himself as a

self-made billionaire, but a Times investigation

found that he received at least $413 million in

today’s dollars from his father’s real estate



empire, much of it through tax dodges in the

1990s.

Donald Trump and the

Self-Made Sham

Trump’s Newest Taunt and How Misogyny

Rules

Brett Kavanaugh has spent his entire life

justifying an unjust system



TRUMP WARNS NYT!







Jeff

Doll

Jeff

Doll

His

dad



should try one of those hair

nets.





























Susan Edelman Blank

9 hrs ·

In July 2016, I signed the Citizen Therapists

Against Trumpism Manifesto. Unfortunately,

everything we feared has come to pass. As we

prepare for the next election, please reread

this depiction of the dystopian society we now

endure. If we do not choose wisely, it will get

worse:

A Public Manifesto: Citizen Therapists Against

Trumpism

As psychotherapists practicing in the United

States, we are alarmed by the rise of the



ideology of Trumpism, which we see as a

threat to the well-being of the people we care

for and to American democracy itself. We

cannot remain silent as we witness the rise of

an American form of fascism. We can leverage

this time of crisis to deepen our commitment

to American democracy.

What is Trumpism?

Trumpism is an ideology, not an individual, and

it may well endure and grow after the

Presidential election even if Donald Trump is

defeated. (Variants can be seen all over

Europe.) Trumpism is a set of ideas about

public life and a set of public practices



characterized by:

- Scapegoating and banishing groups of people

who are seen

as threats, including immigrants and religious

minorities.

-Degrading, ridiculing, and demeaning rivals

and critics.

- Fostering a cult of the Strong Man who:

- Appeals to fear and anger

- Promises to solve our problems if we just

trust in him

- Reinvents history and has little concern for

truth

- Never apologizes or admits mistakes of

consequence



- Sees no need for rational persuasion

- Subordinates women while claiming to

idealize them

- Disdains public institutions like the courts

when they are not

subservient

- Champions national power over international

law and respect

for other nations

- Incites and excuses public violence by

supporters

At the political level, Trumpism is an emerging

form of American fascism, a point being made

by social critics across the political spectrum,

including Robert Reich, Robert Kagan, and



Andrew Sullivan. As journalist Adam Gopnik

points out, whether or not the term “fascism”

fully fits, it’s clear that the American Republic

faces a clear and present danger when the

candidate of a major political party embraces

an anti-democratic ideology. At the cultural

level, the Urban Dictionary has defined

Trumpism as “the belief system that

encourages pretentious, narcissistic behavior

as a way to achieve money, fame, and power.”

What are the Effects of Trumpism?

- Fear and alienation among scapegoated

groups, beginning

with Latino immigrants and Muslims, and then



other groups

who become identified as threats

- Exaggerated masculinity as a cultural ideal,

with particular

influence on young people and economically

insecure men

- Coarsening of public life by personal attacks

on those who

disagree

- Erosion of the American democratic tradition

which has

emphasized the agency of we-the-people

instead of the - ------ Strong Man tradition of

power

Where Did Trumpism Come From?



This question is bigger than Donald Trump. The

next public figure to capture the wave of

Trumpism may be less clownish and have a

better set of movement-building skills, and

thus be even more dangerous. Following is a

partial list of forces that underlie Trumpism:

- Economic insecurity, particularly among

working-class

Americans

- The threat of terrorism since 9/11

- Fear of immigrants (related to economic

insecurity and

threats of terrorism)

- Distrust for government and politicians at a

time of polarized



gridlock

- Growing distrust for other institutions such as

religion, the

press, and the courts

- Rapid cultural change that has left many

people confused

and alienated

Why Therapists Must Speak Out

We must speak out for the well-being of people

we treat and care for in our work. Trumpism

will undermine the emotional health of those

seen as the “other” in America—both

historically denigrated groups and those

whose turn will come. And it will compromise



the integrity of those who are seduced by the

illusion that real Americans can only become

winners if others become losers. The public

rhetoric of Trumpism normalizes what

therapists work against in our work: the

tendency to blame others in our lives for our

personal fears and insecurities and then battle

these others instead of taking the healthier but

more difficult path of self-awareness and

self-responsibility. It also normalizes a kind of

hyper-masculinity that is antithetical to the

examined life and healthy relationships that

psychotherapy helps people achieve. Simply

stated, Trumpism is inconsistent with

emotionally healthy living—and we have to say

so publicly.



We must speak out for the well-being of our

democracy, which is both a way of living and

acting together and a set of political

institutions. Therapists have taken for granted

how our work relies on a democratic tradition

that gives people a sense of personal agency

to create new narratives and take personal

and collective responsibility for themselves,

their families, and their communities. Reliance

on a Strong Man who will solve our problems

and deal with internal and external enemies is

a direct threat to the democratic basis of

psychotherapy. Therapy only flourishes on

democratic soil.

Why speak collectively? Our responses thus far



have been primarily personal—and too often

confined to arm-chair diagnoses of Donald

Trump. But a collective crisis faces our nation,

a harkening back to the economic depression

and demoralization of the 1930s (which fed

European fascism) and the upheaval over Jim

Crow and Black civil rights in the 1950s.

Fortunately, the resolution of these crises led

to a deepening of American democracy, not

the abandonment of it. Martin Luther King,

influenced by his mentor Bayard Rustin and by

theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, didn’t just

critique unjust systems from the outside. He

called for strategic, collective work to take

back an American democracy that belongs to

all the people. As therapists, we have been



entrusted by society with collective

responsibility in the arena of mental,

behavioral, and relational health. When there is

a public threat to our domain of responsibility

we must speak out together, not just to protest

but to deepen our commitment to a just

society and a democratic way of life. This

means being citizen therapists who are

concerned with community well-being as much

as personal well-being, since the two are

inextricably joined.

Where We Stand as Citizen Therapists

We understand the draw of Trumpism and we

acknowledge that some of our fellow citizens,



and some of our clients, voted for Donald

Trump not because they embrace all aspects

of Trumpism but because they are frustrated

with their circumstances and fed up with the

current political system. We are against

Trumpism and its architects, not against those

who are inclined to give it a chance to change

the direction of the country.

But we reject the false equivalence of saying

that because there is dishonesty and

demagoguery on all political sides, why not

support someone from the outside? Trumpism

is qualitatively different. To repeat: Trumpism

undermines the core of American democracy

by promoting the idea of a single leader who



will bring greatness to the nation by battling

Those People. Democracy requires personal

and collective agency so that we can work

together across differences to solve problems

and develop a shared way of life.

Psychotherapists must be firmly on the side of

democracy and work in solidarity with groups

directly threatened by current and future

versions of Trumpism. This work does not end

with the election. The wake-up call has been

received. Our first response is this manifesto.

More to follow.

Therefore, as citizen therapists, we stand

united against the dangerous ideology of

Trumpism, and we encourage others to join us



in a deepened commitment to a democratic

way of life that engages the talents, yearnings,

and capacities of all the people.

citizentherapists.com

Manifesto | Citizen Therapists for Democracy

Citizen Therapists Against Trumpism Manifesto

Sign

ers

(now

…



Canadians on New Trade Deal: 'Do Not

Consider the Friendship Resurrected'

    Crowd gasped and loudly booed Lindsey

Graham after making trailer park comparison

to Dr. Ford

    Lindsey Graham on Dr. Ford: This is what

happens when you go through a trailer park

with a $100 bill: yes, bitchy homo graham

should know from personal experience ...



World Associated Press

Pompeo backs away from denuclearization

goal for North Korea

Mike Pompeo distanced himself from a

previously stated goal of getting North Korea

to abandon its nuclear weapons by January

2021. [Another bulls**t fake accomplishment

that was relentlessly bragged about by this

corrupt, criminal, fraudulently trumpian

administration!]

Porcine Sanders defends Trump's attack on

Kavanaugh accuser Christine Blasey Ford -



oink, oink, oink ..... she loves the mud .....

Maddow: Fraud of Trump's

self-made persona

exposed in father's

financials ... total fraud!

Inconsistencies in Trump taxes raised red

flags for NYT reporters

Trumps could face legal liability for newly

exposed schemes

Rachel Maddow



Trumps could face legal liability for newly

exposed schemes



THE TRUMP INHERITANCE

Trump Engaged in Suspect Tax Schemes as He

Reaped Riches From His Father

    President Trump has long sold himself as a

self-made billionaire, but a Times investigation

found that he received at least $413 million in

today’s dollars from his father’s real estate

empire.

    The president participated in dubious tax

schemes during the 1990s, including instances

of outright fraud, that greatly increased the

fortune he received from his parents.

11 Takeaways From The Times’s Investigation



Into Trump’s Wealth

Based on a trove of confidential financial

records, the Times report offers the first

comprehensive look at the inherited fortune

and tax dodges that guaranteed Donald Trump

a gilded life.

New York City has joined state regulators in

examining whether Mr. Trump and his family

underpaid taxes.



Illustration by Andy Gilmore

How Do You Take a Picture of a Black Hole?

Take picture of t_rump!



Susan Edelman Blank

“If the US has someone whom historians will

look back on as the gravedigger of American

democracy, it is Mitch McConnell.”

vox.com

A leading Holocaust historian just seriously

compared the US to Nazi Germany



Robin Brown Guist



The Senators who were undecided met with

constituents yesterday to hear their

concerns.....EXCEPT for Susan Collins who had

her staff do her job. Coward? Doesn’t care?

Yes!

Sen. Susan Collins (R-Maine- what can you

expect from an ugly old whore like collins who

couldn’t / wouldn’t empathize with such

confronting Ford et als, plus the need for

continued coverup ) 



Politics

HuffPost

The

Fraudulence

(and

flatulence) Of

Susan Collins

People who

expected Sen.

Susan Collins,

allegedly one

of two

remaining
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Politics AFP

Nikki Haley suddenly resigns as Trump's UN

ambassador



























































































Trump’s claims prompt laughter

The Debrief

‘People actually laughed at a president’: At

U.N., Trump suffers fate he always feared

The president had long accused American

leaders of being taken advantage of by foreign

counterparts. But on Tuesday, he was the one

who suffered the indignity.

    By David Nakamura

































































































Trump is the

laughingstock of the

world

    By Dana Milbank



Trump is the laughingstock

of the world
    By Dana Milbank

Trump’s America is a bully, not a beacon



    By Karen Tumulty



























Aw, what a cute little mental case, that

kavanaugh ... kind of in the league of total

fraud kennedy, not to mention (sc)alito ...

america the corrupt shithole ..... how pathetic!

(Obtained by The Post)Analysis

The 1982 calendar that Kavanaugh submitted

to senators, annotated

To rebut an allegation that he assaulted a

teenage girl at a party while he was in high

school, the judge gave lawmakers a calendar

of his activities for that summer. (Well, there

you go ... evidence of no assault if he didn’t

write assault in his calendar, then no assault

occurrred ..... republicamericano logic...)



























































Melania Trump to Survivors of

Sexual Assault: Don't Report

Unless You Have Evidence

Sounds like a very trumpian plan

... hmmm









    Audible laughter broke out among the

assembled diplomats when Trump used his

address to the General Assembly to boast

about his achievements as president.

    Trump denies mockery »



Politics HuffPost Christine Blasey Ford Offers

Senate 4 Affidavits Backing Her Claim Against

Kavanaugh























































Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation
Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:



I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT



Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme



court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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and executive branches...
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On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:
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On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back



the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with



Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!































Dear Reader,

He’s a successful businessman who never held

public office before winning the Presidency…

He’s coming into power after an electoral

college landslide…

And he did it by beating an out-of-touch New

Yorker opponent.Once in office, he launches a

vast trade war, promising to stand up for

America’s heartland,with 890 increased tariffs.

He even slashes immigration levels to America

by 90%, while cracking down on illegal

immigration through deportations targeting as

many as 1.8 million people.



You may think I’m talking about Donald Trump.

But I’m actually describing Herbert Hoover,

America  31st President.

The similarities between Trump and the man

who saw a Great Depression happen under his

watch are eerie. And they won’t stop here.

Over the last six months, my firm and I have

spent hundreds of hours (and tens of

thousands of dollars) in research to reach one

shocking conclusion. My research shows…

President Trump is about to face a crisis on

the level of what President Hoover saw in

1929.

But it’s not the kind of crisis anyone expects.



And just like with Herbert Hoover – the crisis

could shut Republicans out of the White House

for a generation or longer.

This presentation reveals exactly why.

Sincerely,BrettAitken,

Director,Stansberry Research



Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are,

from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed

scenario as documented),

blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is

no better in terms of coverups

(also - forwarded to Sen. Warren



to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-

necticut which helped

mobster/fraud/criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total

bulls**t america/americans are!



Politics HuffPost

Mark Judge Went To His Lawyer’s Office Right

When Senate Was Voting On Brett Kavanaugh

WASHINGTON ¯ Mark Judge, the man who was

said to be present when Brett

Blumenthal: Republicans will be 'condemned

by history' if they vote on Kavanaugh before



FBI probe

Yahoo View

FBI background investigation into Kavanaugh

is 'uncharted territory,' expert says

ABC News

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf  ]

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the



prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation
Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren



Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/



experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per



their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
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Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.



Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!













































   The Hill

Lawyer Michael Avenatti torched President

Trump after Trump attacked him for the first

time: "You are an habitual liar and complete

narcissist who also is a disgrace as a

president and embarrassment to our nation."

thehill.com



Avenatti fires back at

Trump: 'Habitual liar and

complete narcissist'





Dear Reader,

He’s a successful businessman who never held

public office before winning the Presidency…

He’s coming into power after an electoral

college landslide…

And he did it by beating an out-of-touch New

Yorker opponent.Once in office, he launches a

vast trade war, promising to stand up for

America’s heartland,with 890 increased tariffs.

He even slashes immigration levels to America

by 90%, while cracking down on illegal

immigration through deportations targeting as

many as 1.8 million people.



You may think I’m talking about Donald Trump.

But I’m actually describing Herbert Hoover,

America  31st President.

The similarities between Trump and the man

who saw a Great Depression happen under his

watch are eerie. And they won’t stop here.

Over the last six months, my firm and I have

spent hundreds of hours (and tens of

thousands of dollars) in research to reach one

shocking conclusion. My research shows…

President Trump is about to face a crisis on

the level of what President Hoover saw in

1929.

But it’s not the kind of crisis anyone expects.



And just like with Herbert Hoover – the crisis

could shut Republicans out of the White House

for a generation or longer.

This presentation reveals exactly why.

Sincerely,BrettAitken,Dir.,Stansberry Research





















Graham O'Donoghoe: Freshly douched and

ready for Kim Jong Un.. Pictures In History

 Happy 72nd Birthday Mr. President.

Scott Gregory: Worst human being since Hitler.

Graham O'Donoghoe: Freshly douched and

ready for Kim Jong Un...





















Unless you’re talking about a faux appearance

on a comedy show .....



















Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation
Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:



I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small



request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as



documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico



summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump



Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!
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 Susan Edelman Blank

Please share this letter regarding children

being held in detention camps:

Dear President Trump,

As of September, hundreds of children remain

separated from their parents, in spite of the

deadline set by a federal judge in late July for

your administration to reunite the more than

2500 children that had been separated from

their parents due to your Zero Tolerance

Policy. We now know that over 13,000 migrant



children are locked in family detention centers

throughout the United States.

Make no mistake, Mr. Trump: detaining

children and their parents is not an alternative

or a correction of the Zero-Tolerance Policy. It

is a substitution of one traumatizing and

terrorizing situation for another. And it is our

expert opinion that indefinite detentions of

children and their parents is child abuse.

President Trump, your consistently misguided

and inhumane immigration policies are

traumatizing children and families seeking

asylum. By implementing your policies, Jeff

Sessions and the Justice Department, along

with Kirjsten Nielsen and the Department of



Homeland Security, are criminally and

intentionally perpetuating child abuse. In

addition, you are all defying the 1997 Flores

Agreement, which mandates that migrant

children shall not be held longer than 20 days

in detention. You have either come to the

irrational and illegal conclusion that detaining

children in custody with their parents is less

abusive or, alternatively, you simply do not

care that these children are being traumatized.

Let us remind you that within these detention

centers, children and parents are given badges

and numbers. Their lives are dictated by

schedules enforced by guards they do not

know who treat them like criminals. While

there is variability from child to child, we know



that it is destabilizing for a child to see a

parent in a consistent state of fear,

hopelessness, or helplessness. When a child

continually sees his or her parents confused

and disempowered, the world turns into a

frightening place where they can feel

responsible for their parents’ well-being in a

role reversal that can have long-lasting effects.

You are a parent, Mr. Trump. You must know

that in optimal environments, parents help

children know when it is time to sleep, eat, or

wake up. In detention centers, it is the guards,

untrained in child care or family health, who

are in charge of children and parents. There is

limited opportunity for



families to be together and play together

freely, and there are reports of children being

disciplined for climbing into their mothers’

beds for comfort. You may not care that

parents must endure having to decide between

holding their frightened child and not doing

anything that might threaten the possibility of

asylum, but we do.

President Trump, there are multiple reports of

children in detention centers becoming violent

towards themselves and others; of not eating;

of not sleeping; of not playing; of having

suicidal thoughts; of exhibiting symptoms of

anxiety and depression and acute and

post-traumatic stress. There are also reports



of physical and sexual abuse and the denial of

medical treatment when timely care is critical.

These children will be more likely to suffer

from substance abuse, future trauma, heart

disease and poorer overall health, difficulty in

relationships, attention problems, and are

likely to live a life of looking over their

shoulder in fear and avoiding social programs

that could ease their suffering.

We want you to know, resident trump, that we

are unwavering in our position that these cruel

and abusive policies are a consequence of

your misguided and dangerous thinking. And

your Republican held Congress continues to

fail to hold you and your administration



accountable for the enactment of policies that

are inhumane and illegal. To be clear, Mr.

Trump, the indefinite detention of children

amounts to child abuse, and the International

Criminal Court identifies engaging and en-

forcing child abuse a crime against humanity.

In the United States of America and in the year

2018, children are being moved in the middle

of the night with no more regard for the

psychological and physiological disruption this

causes than we would show farm animals.

President Trump, you are traumatizing over

13,000 children without blinking an eye, but we

are not blind. Our eyes will be kept open and

we will continue to speak as witnesses of a

deliberate cruelty that does the opposite of



keeping us safe. Both the law and our basic

humanity compel us to hold you accountable

for this abuse, and we will continue to do so.

We are watching, Mr. Trump. The world is

watching. And we will remember this atrocity

ten fold in November.

Authors: Dana L. Sinopoli, PsyD, Clinical

Psychologist in private practice,Philadelphia, 

Robin G. Freedman, M.A., LPC,

Psychotherapist,Lafayette Hill,PA,Cherry Hillnj 

Mary Intermaggio, R.N., Neonatal and Pediatric

Intensive Care(retired), San Rafael, California

Barbara Lavi, PsyD, Clinical Child and Adult

Psychologist,ACT NowPsychotherapyWestonCt

Bandy X. Lee, M.D., M.Div., Forensic

Psychiatrist at Yale School of Medicine and



project leader for the World HealthOrganization

Signatories: National Coalition of Concerned

Mental Health Experts Psychologists for Social

Responsibility   Psychotherapy Action Network

























Hot Topic

Kislyak goes on Russian State TV and says: It

would take him “20 minutes” to name all

Trump officials he met during campaign

    When asked to name names: “First, I’m

never going to do that,” he said. “And second,

the list is so long that I’m not going to be able

to go through it in 20 minutes.”

This is stunning for two reasons: 1) The fact

that there were so many involved, and 2) the

fact that he’s now admitting publicly to the

meetings.











Politics The Cut

Kavanaugh’s Yale Classmate Calls Out His

‘Blatant Lying’ at Hearing

“While at Yale, he was a big partier, often

drank to excess, and there had to be a number

of nights where he does not remember.”

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are,

from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed



scenario as documented),

blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is

no better in terms of coverups

(also - forwarded to Sen. Warren

to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-

necticut which helped

mobster/fraud/criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total



bulls**t america/americans are!
[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ]

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are,

from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed



scenario as documented),

blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is

no better in terms of coverups

(also - forwarded to Sen. Warren

to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-

necticut which helped

mobster/fraud/criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total



bulls**t america/americans are!
[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ]

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are,

from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed

scenario as documented),



blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is

no better in terms of coverups

(also - forwarded to Sen. Warren

to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-

necticut which helped

mobster/fraud/criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total

bulls**t america/americans are!



[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ]

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what



total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ]

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ]
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Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ]
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Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.
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Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]
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A top Democrat promised an investigation into

allegations against Judge Kavanaugh if the

party wins control of the House in the

Senate narrowly

approves Brett

Kavanaugh to

Supreme Court,

cementing

conservative

majority

Kavanaugh was confirmed 50-48-1, the

narrowest margin in modern history. 

By Jennifer Haberkorn







Kanye West Sings Trump's

Praises

'Kanye West is what

happens when Negroes

don't read': CNN panel

bashes rapper and Donald

Trump Jr. isn't having it

Yahoo Celebrity









































Dear Reader,

He’s a successful businessman who never held

public office before winning the Presidency…

He’s coming into power after an electoral

college landslide…

And he did it by beating an out-of-touch New

Yorker opponent.Once in office, he launches a

vast trade war, promising to stand up for

America’s heartland,with 890 increased tariffs.

He even slashes immigration levels to America

by 90%, while cracking down on illegal

immigration through deportations targeting as



many as 1.8 million people.

You may think I’m talking about Donald Trump.

But I’m actually describing Herbert Hoover,

America  31st President.

The similarities between Trump and the man

who saw a Great Depression happen under his

watch are eerie. And they won’t stop here.

Over the last six months, my firm and I have

spent hundreds of hours (and tens of

thousands of dollars) in research to reach one

shocking conclusion. My research shows…

President Trump is about to face a crisis on

the level of what President Hoover saw in

1929.



But it’s not the kind of crisis anyone expects.

And just like with Herbert Hoover – the crisis

could shut Republicans out of the White House

for a generation or longer.

This presentation reveals exactly why.

Sincerely,BrettAitken,Dir.,Stansberry Research











    



















































































































    Italian bond investors

gear up for big test as

debt auction looms

    Sears would be a brand

that has ‘no value’ if it

files for bankruptcy



dow

25,598.74

-831.83

-3.15%

nasdaq

7,422.05

-315.97

-4.08%

s&p 500



2,785.68

-94.66

-3.29%

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the



prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,



shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request



Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great



fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:
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ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...
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PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).



Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer



(Florida). Please chip in now!

Dear Reader,

He’s a successful businessman who never held

public office before winning the Presidency…

He’s coming into power after an electoral

college landslide…

And he did it by beating an out-of-touch New

Yorker opponent.Once in office, he launches a

vast trade war, promising to stand up for

America’s heartland,with 890 increased tariffs.

He even slashes immigration levels to America

by 90%, while cracking down on illegal



immigration through deportations targeting as

many as 1.8 million people.

You may think I’m talking about Donald Trump.

But I’m actually describing Herbert Hoover,

America  31st President.

The similarities between Trump and the man

who saw a Great Depression happen under his

watch are eerie. And they won’t stop here.

Over the last six months, my firm and I have

spent hundreds of hours (and tens of

thousands of dollars) in research to reach one

shocking conclusion. 



My research shows…

President Trump is about to face a crisis on

the level of what President Hoover saw in

1929.

But it’s not the kind of crisis anyone expects.

And just like with Herbert Hoover – the crisis

could shut Republicans out of the White House

for a generation or longer.

This presentation reveals exactly why.

Sincerely, Brett Aitken,

Director, Stansberry Research





True of course ... america’s a total

fraud/bulls**t ... Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:



http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]
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True of course

... america’s a

total fraud/

bulls**t ...

Pathetic as

kavanaugh,

trump, gop et

als unequivo-

cally are, from

observation/

experience in

connecticut

(though less

than direct as

in the federal/

filed scenario



as documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[To FBI field office, New Haven, Ct. as per their 

request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf  ]
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Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III



Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT



Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme



court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 

  

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA  http://albertpeia.com  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA ALBERT LOUIS PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,
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and executive branches...
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Albert L Peia      http://albertpeia.com 

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan     

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...
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On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back



the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with



Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than direct as in the

federal/filed scenario as documented), blumenthal

the fake vietnam marine of connecticut fame is no

better in terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut which helped mobster/

fraud/criminal trump and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total bulls**t america

/americans are! [ To the FBI field office, New Haven,

Ct., per their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosumm

arytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]



http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoa

netals.htm 
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Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM



Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great



fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 

  

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA  http://albertpeia.com  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA ALBERT LOUIS PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...
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Albert L Peia      http://albertpeia.com 

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan     

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM
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PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).



Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer



(Florida). Please chip in now!





























Come on ... this country’s a total fraud!!!!!

[To FBI field office,New Haven,Ct,their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico



summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ] 
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avCoanetals.htm 
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Come on ... america’s a total fraud!!!!!

[To FBI field office,New Haven,Ct,their request:
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summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    
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Come on ... this country’s a total fraud!!!!!
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Come on ... america’s a total fraud!!!!!
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Come on ... this country’s a total fraud!!!!!
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Come on ... america’s a total fraud!!!!!

[To FBI field office,New Haven,Ct,their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    
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http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/Pei

avCoanetals.htm 

Another Yale classmate breaks silence on

Kavanaugh

Trump's trade war with China just got a whole

lot bigger
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Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III



Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request



Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great



fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 

  

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA  http://albertpeia.com  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA ALBERT LOUIS PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
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Albert L Peia      http://albertpeia.com 

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan     

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM
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PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).



Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer



(Florida). Please chip in now!

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation



Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren



Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/



experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per



their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 

  

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA  http://albertpeia.com  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA ALBERT LOUIS PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...
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Albert L Peia      http://albertpeia.com 

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>
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wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan     
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ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing
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Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.



Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!



Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als



unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]
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helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]
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Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico



summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]
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Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>



To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what

coulda, shoulda already been resolved

according to law and tell

"pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent



albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's

small request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia

<albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry

<admin@endcitizensunited.org>



Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018,

10:03:02 AM PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et

als unequivocally are, from

observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than direct

as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake

vietnam marine of connecticut fame is



no better in terms of coverups (also -

forwarded to Sen. Warren to no avail)

(obama, holder, clinton, bush, et als)

which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to

mention new jersey, virginia, new york

(ct of appeals, 2nd cir), california, etc.,

D.C. (u.s. supreme court), et als} which

helped mobster/fraud /criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/whore

america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!



[ To the FBI field office, New Haven,

Ct., per their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyof

perjury.pdf          ]    
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The active and direct involvement of

the United States government

(legislative, judicial, and executive

branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018,

10:38:57 AM PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


 End Citizens United is dedicated to

electing Democrats, transforming our

broken campaign finance system, and

ultimately ending Citizens United. If

you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe,

click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is

threatening health care, immigration,

voting rights, and campaign finance

reform.

But standing together, we can stop



the Trump agenda and work towards a

brighter future for America. Can you

contribute $5 to take back the House

this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in

November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum

already. Every day, more people join

our movement to fight back against

the intolerance, discrimination, and

injustice of the Trump Administration.



It’s crucial that we keep it up through

Election Day.

2018 is our chance to put our

grassroots energy to the test. It’s our

chance to reclaim the House and

restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand

with Democrats Joe Radinovich

(Minnesota), Anthony Brindisi (New

York), and Lauren Baer (Florida).

Please chip in now!



Politics The Wrap

Jim Carrey Seeks Vengeance for

Accuser of ‘Privileged Kavanaugh

Goon’ in Latest Artwork

Jim Carrey wasted no time reacting to

the confirmation of Supreme Court

nominee Brett Kavanaugh on

Saturday. Following the Senate’s

confirmation of Kavanaugh by a 50-48

vote, actor-artist Carrey took to



Twitter to pay tribute to Dr. Christine

Blasey Ford, who accused Kavanaugh

of sexual misconduct against her

decades ago. The actor’s latest

artwork depicted Ford awash in the

colors red, white and blue.



The Late Show with Stephen Colbert-

After mocking Christine Blasey Ford at

a Mississippi rally, there’s only one

woman left voting for Trump,and we

have her photo above:











Come on ... this country’s a total

fraud!!!!! Total bulls**t!!!!! [To FBI field

office,New Haven, Connecticut, at

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyof

perjury.pdf   ]
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coan 
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More Headlines

Ford would have ruled out

much-scrutinized Kavanaugh calendar

date, her team says - POLITICO

Ford would have ruled out

much-scrutinized Kavanaugh calendar

date, her team says

Kavanaugh said that any event like

the one at which Ford said she was

assaulted would appear on his

calendar.

POLITICO



Sen. Feinstein on most 'notable' part

of FBI probe

CNN

Pressure mounts on 4 swing senators

to decide Kavanaugh's fate, on heels

of FBI report

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation



Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what

coulda, shoulda already been resolved

according to law and tell

"pocahontas"



Per sona



l request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's

small request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia



<albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry

<admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018,

10:03:02 AM PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et

als unequivocally are, from

observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than direct



as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake

vietnam marine of connecticut fame is

no better in terms of coverups (also -

forwarded to Sen. Warren to no avail)

(obama, holder, clinton, bush, et als)

which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to

mention new jersey, virginia, new york

(ct of appeals, 2nd cir), california, etc.,

D.C. (u.s. supreme court), et als} which

helped mobster/fraud /criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/whore



america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven,

Ct., per their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyof

perjury.pdf          ]   
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On Saturday, October 6, 2018,

10:38:57 AM PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to

electing Democrats, transforming our

broken campaign finance system, and

ultimately ending Citizens United. If

you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe,

click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is



threatening health care, immigration,

voting rights, and campaign finance

reform.

But standing together, we can stop

the Trump agenda and work towards a

brighter future for America. Can you

contribute $5 to take back the House

this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in

November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum



already. Every day, more people join

our movement to fight back against

the intolerance, discrimination, and

injustice of the Trump Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through

Election Day.

2018 is our chance to put our

grassroots energy to the test. It’s our

chance to reclaim the House and

restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand

with Democrats Joe Radinovich



(Minnesota), Anthony Brindisi (New

York), and Lauren Baer (Florida).

Please chip in now!
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ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 

ANOTHER TRILLION IN

DEBT 



Bull market echoes

1920s......





Chinese warship came

within 135 FEET of USS      

            Decatur!

ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 

ANOTHER TRILLION IN
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Surfer sets world record riding massive wave



----- Forwarded Message -----

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:

Subject: Fw: small request

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: albertpeia@mail.com

<albertpeia@mail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 4:25:13 PM

PDT  Subject: Fw: small request

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>



To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial



coverups in con-necticut which helped

mobster/fraud/criminal trump and typifies the

great fraud/whore america ... what total

bulls**t  america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf        ]   
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